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Session Law Abstract� LOF 81-292

DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST:
NOTE: All documentation obtained from the Florida State
Archives is cited by the series and box number, i.e.,
"FSA S. 19/200." "na" indicates that either that particu
lar documentation does not apply or is non-existent.
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Laws of Florid�: Chapter 81-291, Section 23.
Florida Statutes: (see statute/law comparison)
History of Leqic:;lation:

1.981; HB El61, SB 811

Prime Bill Version(s):
As the same text as in the existing statutes is in
original HB 861, this was not copied.
Identical/Similar Bills: na
House Journal: na

Senate _Journal: na
�ommittee St�ff Analyses and Report�:
01.

House Insurance Committee, Staff Analysis of CS/
HB 861, 5/20/81 (revised). (FSA� S. l.9/661).

02.

Senate Commerce Committee, Staff Analysis of CS/
SB 811, 6/16/81 (updated). Also included is an un
dated with no acknowledged authorship re: indust
revenue bonds. (FSA, S. 18/1066).

Committee Meetin�es: na
Floor Debate Ta2es: na
Other Documentation: na

�,
...::.

FLORIDA INFORMATION ASSOCIATES, INC.
F· • 0 • Elm: 1 1 1 4 4
Tallahassee, FL 3230�
(904) 878-0188

FLORIDA SESSION LAW HISTORY/DOCUMENTATION ABSTRACT
FIA RESEARCH PROJECT NO.

LBB-020

SESSION LAW/SECTION NOCS).

81-292, Section ,..,�

AFFECTED STATUTECS)

159. 27 < 16)

PRIME BILL NO.

CS/HB 861.

PRIME BILL SPONSOR

Dick Batchelor

IDENTICAL/SIMILAR BILL NOS.

�38 811 (Jenne)

_.::.,�I

NARRATIVE/COMMENTS:
This law made mostly technical changes in the definition
of "Health Care Facility" in 159.27(16).
It added
"whether operated for profit or not" and deleted "other
It also added refer
than by non-profit organi:::ations. "
ence to facilities defined in 154.205(8).
HB 861 was a
extensive revision of Florida law relating to life care
contracts.
In the records of the Senate Commerce Commit
tee, a document was located explaining the situation with
industrial bonds as they relate to health care facili
ties. However, there is nothing on the document to indi
cate if it was prepared by that committee or sbmitted by
a lobbyist.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:
Review of committee and floor debate tapes would yield
little additional information than is in the staff
analyses, as the amendment to the subject statute is
considered primarily technical.
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FLORIDA LEGISLATURE
History of Legislation
19�1 Regular Session
Special Sessions A and B
PLEASE RETURN TO

FLORlDA
LEGISI ATIVE LIBRARY

AUG 51081,
701 CAPITCL GUILDIIIG
TALLAHASSEE, FL �2301

prepared by:

Legislative Information Division
Joint Legislative Management Committee
Capitol Building, Room 826- 488-4371

..-1

fLORJOA lEC.l�lAIUk� - REGULAR SESSION - 1981
07/21/bl

l'o:57

05/07/81
05/15/bl SENATE
05/26/bl SENATE
Ob/05/81 SENATE

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS

fL0kl0A L£GlSLA1Uk� - RlC.ULAR �ESSlOH - 1•a\
PAGE 249

-SJ 00227
EXTENSluN Of TIHE GRANTEO COKHITTEE FINANCE, TAXATION
ANO CLAIHS
WITHDRAWN fROH FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIHS -SJ 003bl;
P LACED ON CALENDAR
DIED ON CALENUAR

S 0809 GENERAL &ILL BY MCCLAIN !COMPARE H 0220, S 07181
SALES TAX; E XEHPTS SALE LR LEASE Of PROPERTY TO KAINTAIN OF-F-IC.E Of
CERTAIN VETE RAN ORGANilATIONS OR AUXILIARY OFFICIALS; REOEflNES •VETERAN
ORGANllATIONS•. AMENDS 212.08. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/Ul/bl.
04/20/81 SENATE FILED
04/27/61 SENATE INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO GOVtRNHlNTAL OPERATIONS,
FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00142
05/07/81 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIHE GRANTED C.OHHITTEE G OVERNKENTAL
OPERATIONS
05/18/81 SENATE ON COHHITTEE AGENDA- GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 5/20/bl
9 AH RH H
05/20/81 SENATE C OHH. REPORT: fAVORABLE BY GOVERNHENTAL OPERATlONS
'
-SJ 003l'o
05/21/81 SENATE HOM IN FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIHS -SJ 00�14
0
06/03/bl SENAH EXHNSIOI; OF- TIHE GRANTED COHHITTH FINANCE, TAXATION
A NO CLAIHS
Ob/05/81 SENATE DIED IN COHHITTEE ON FINANCE, TAXATICN ANU CLAIHS
S OblO (.ENERAL BILL BY VOGT !IDENTICAL H 03511
SALTWATER FISHERIES; AUTHORllES HARINE RESOURCES OIVISluN Of O.N.R. TO
REOUIRE EVcRY PERSON POSSESSlN� S<AFOOO OEALEk'S OR SALTWATER PRODUCTS
LICENSE t EV ERY PERSON WhO TAKES Ok HARVESTS ANY SEAFOOD PRODUCTS FOR
PERSONAL OR RECREATIONAL USE TO KEEP CERTAIN RECORDS, ETC. AHENOS
370.02. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/81.
04/20/81 SENATE FILED
04/27/81 SENATE INTROuUCEO, RcFERRED TO NATURAL RESLlURCf:S ANO
CONSERVATION -SJ 00142
05/05/81 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- NATURAL RESOURCES t CONS. 5/7/81
9 AH RII H
05/07/bl SENATE COHII. REPORT: FAVURABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY NATURAL
RESOURCiS ANO CONSERVATION -SJ 00228
06/05/81 Sf:NATE OHO ON C ALENUAR
S 0811 GENERAL BILL/CS BY COHHERCE:, JENNE ANO OTHERS

ISIHILAR CS/H Ob cll
CONTINUING CARE CONTkACTS; PkOVIDES FOR LEVY OF FINE F-OR NUNCOHPLIANCE;
PROVIDES FOR AOHINISTRATIVE PENALTIES; DELETES PROVISIONS RE M AINTENANCE
Of NET WORTH BY PROVIDERS L REOUlRiS IIAINTENANCE OF LIOUID RESERVE;
REVISES PROVISIONS RE APPLICATION F-OR CERTIF-lCATt Of AUTH., ETC. AHENOS
CHS.b5l,159,11. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/81.
04/20/81 SENATE FILED
04/27/bl SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COHHERCE -SJ 00143
05/08/81 SENATE EXTENSION 0� TlHE GRANTED COHHITTEE COKHERCE
05/19/61 SENATE ON COHMITTEi AGENDA-- COHIIERCE >/21/81 2 PII RH A
05/21/bl SENATE COHH. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENuAR BY COIIIIERCE
-SJ 00334
O c/01/bl SENATE PLACED C... SPECIAL ORDER CAL.ENC.AR -SJ 0037d
Ob/02/81 SENA H PLACEC, ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
06/03/bl SENATE PLACED ON SPcCIAL ORDER CALENDAR; IOEN./SLII. HOUSE BILL
SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE,
lOEN./SlH.ICOMPAkE BILL PASSED, REFER TO Hb 861 ICH.
81-2921 -SJ 00459

S 0812 Gf:NERAL BILL av NEAL IIDENTICAL H Ob481
REAL ESTATE BOARD; REQUIRES SAID �DARO TO SUBSTITUTi CERTAIN �OUkSiS FOR
PURPOSES Of CONTINUING EuUCATION REQUIREHENTS FOR RENEWAL OF BROKER t
SALESKEN LICENSES; REQUIRES SUCH SUBSTITUTION Rt CONTINUING EDUCATION
REOUIREHENTS FOR REACTIVATION OF INACTIVE LICENSES, ETC. AIIENDS
1o75.lb2,.lb3. E FFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/bl.
04/20/bl SENATE F !LED
04/27/81 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COHIIERCE -SJ 0014:.
05/08/81 SENATE EXTENSION Of llllE GRANTED COKMITTEE COIIIIERCt
05/27/81 SENATE: EXTENSION OF TIHE GRANTED COIIHITTEE CCMKERCE
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

07/21/61

11o:�7

Ob/05/81 SENATE

HISTORY 0� SENATE BILLS
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DIED IN COIIIIITTEE ON COKHERCE

S Obl3 GENERAL BILL &Y VOGT I IDENTICAL H 001bl
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION; PkOVluES THAT PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN ENTITLED TO THE
• 5,000 HOMESTEAD lXEIIPTION SINCi: CJCTD8fR 7, 1980, SHALL BE ELH,IBLt FOR
THE INCREASED HOHESTEAO tXtHPTlONS. AMENDS l9b.031. EFFECTIVE OATt:
UPON BECOHING LAW.
04/20/81 SENATE FILED
04/27/ol SENATE INTRODUCED, REFf:RRED TO FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIHS
-SJ 00143
05/04/61 SENATE EXTENSION Df TIIIE GRANTED COHHITTEE flNANCc, TAXATION
AND CLAIIIS
05/08/&l SENATE ON COMITTEE AGENDA-- FINANCE, lAX. t CLAIHS S/12/81
9 All RH I
05/12/bl SENATE COHII. REPuRT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE bY
FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIIIS -SJ 00231
S 0814 GENERAL BILL BY REHH ISIHILAR EN�/H 019bl
DRUG DEPENDENTS' REHABILITATION; INCREASES AIIOUNl DF RtlllbURSEHiNT T O
RESIDENTIAL REHAblLITATION CENTERS t NONRESIDENTIAL DAY CARE CcNTERS FOR
REFf:RRED PARTICIPANTS IN DRUG Rl:HA81LITATION PROGRAIIS. AKENGS 397.2u •
fFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/81.
04/20/& 1 SENA TE F !LEO
04/27/81 SENATE lNTROOUCEu, REFERRED TO HEALTH ANO REHAblllTATlVE
SERVICES, APPROPklATIONS -SJ 00143
04/2b/81 SENATE ON COIIMlTTEE AGE NDA-- HEALTH t REHAB. SERVICES 4/30/81
2 PII RH A
04/30/b I SENA H COHH. REPORT: FAvORABLE WITH AHEND. BY HcALTH ANO
REHA81LITATIVt SERVICES -SJ 00190
05/01/8l SENATE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 0019b
05/12/81 SENATE EXTENSION Of TlHE GRANTED COHHITTEE APPROPRIATIONS
05/13/81 SENATE ON COMHITTEE AGENDA- APPRU PRIATIONS 5/15/bl 9 AK RII
A
OS/15/bl SENATE COHM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATI ONS -SJ 002c5
Ob/04/81 SEN4TE PLACED UN SPtCIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AHENOMENl f-AILEO;
IOEN./SIH. HOUSE bill SU�STITUTEO; LAID ON TA&L( UNDER
RULE, lOf:N./Sl�./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO Hb l9b
ICH. 81-1461 -SJ 00529
S 0815 RESOLUTION BY JOHNSTON
NATIONAL SECRETARIES WEEK; DESIGNATES APRIL 22-28 AS NATIONAL
SECRETARIES WEEK T� HONOR SECRLTARIES FOR THEIR CONTRloUTlONS TO
BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, cOUCATluN, L GOVERNHENT.
0-./21/81 SENATE FILED
04/22/81 SENATE INTROuUC..:O; AOOPHO; YEAS 3::1 NAYS
D -SJ 00117
S 0616 GENtRAL BILL/CS BY COMMERCE, ANDERSON ICOHPARE CS/H 054bl
ICS/CSI QUARTER HOkSE RACING PERHITS; PROHIBITS TRANSFtR OR CONVERSION
OF QUARTER HORSE RACING PE�HITS UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUHSTANCES; AHtNDS
PROVISION RE ISSUANCE & Rl:.VO�ATIUN OF OUARTf:R HURSE RACING Pf:RIIITS;
PRuVlUES FOR SUBSTITuTION OF CtRTAlN OTHf:R BREEDS FOk �ACIN� HEtTS, ETC.
AHENDS ,!>CJ.33. EFF-EC11Vt DATE: 07/01/bl.
04/20/81 SENATE FIUO
04/27/cl SENATE iNTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO COHMERCE -SJ 001�3; ON
COIIMlTTEE A GENDA- COHHERCE 4/27/bl 2 PH RH A
0-./2b/&l SENATE DN COIIIIITlci AGENUA- COMIIERCE 4/29/81 2 PII RH A
04/29/81 SENATE COIIII. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENOAk BY COMtRCE
-SJ 00197
05/0 5/81 SENATE WITHORA-N fROII CALENDAR, RECOHlllTTf:O 10 CDMMERCE
-SJ 00190; ON CUHHITTEE AGENDA-- COKHERCE j/5/81 2 PH
RII A -SJ 00198; COIIM. REPORT: C/S FOR C/S. PLACED ON
CALENDAR bY COIIIIERCE -SJ 00228
05/21/81 SENATE PLACEU ON S�ECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/27/81 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL OkDEk CALENDAR; RETAINED ON REGULAR
CALENDAR
Oc/0 5/81 SENATE DIED ON CALiNOAR, IOEN./SIH./COHPARE bill PASSED, REff:R
TO H8 ;4b IC.H. bl-1541

FLORIDA LEGISLATURE - REGULAR SESSION - 1981

FLORIDA LEGISLATURE - REGULAR SESSION - 1981
07/21/61

1♦!57

HISTORY OF HOUSE BILLS

04/23/81
0"/28/81

HOUSE

D',/30/81

HOUSE

05/01/81

HOUSE

05/l't/61

HOUSE

05/25/81

HOUSE

Op/0 S/81

HOUSE
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S UBCOMM.; 24 H□b; 4 :oo PM; O't/27/81
WITHORA..,. FROM REGULATORY REFORM; REREF ERREO 10 HEALTH
, REHABILITATlVE SERVICES -HJ 00223
S UBREFERREO TO SUBC OMMITTEE ON SOCIAL AND
REHA81LITATIVE SERVICES
ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- SU8COMl1.; 317 HOb; s:oo AH;
05/0b/81; ON COMMITTEE AGENDA, PENDING SUBCOMMITTEE
ACTION-- H.R.S.; 21 HOB; 5:00 PH; O�/Ob/bl
ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- H.R.S.; 21 HOb; 2:30 PH;
05/19/81
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY HEALTH t REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -HJ 00454
DIED ON CALENDAR

H 0857 'GENERAL BILL BY GALLAGHER
PRODUCT LIABILITY t TORT REFORM; CREATES "FLORIDA PRCDUCT LIABILITY t
TORT REFORM ACT"; ABOLISHES CUNCEPT OF S TRICT LIABlLITY IN TORT;
PROVIDES FOR LIABILITY RE FORMULA OR DESIGN; PROVIDES LIABILITIES RE
FAILURE 10 INSTRUCT DR WARN; PROVlOES REQUIREMENlS RE COMPARATIVE
NEGLIGENCE, ETC. AMENUS 9� .11. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/bl.
0"/08/81 HOUSE FILED
04/1.,/&l HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED,
REFERRED TD JUDICIARY -HJ 00115
O't/24/81 HOUSE SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURT SYSlEHS AND
MISCELLANEOUS
Ob/05/81 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
H 0858 GENERAL BILL/CS BY INSURANCE, HODGES, W. R.
INSURANCE; P ROVIDES FOR COOROINAlll>"4 OF BENEFITS BETWEEN GROUP POLIC\ES
�DER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; PROVIDES FOR REPEAL t REVIEW. AMENDS
b27 . 4235. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/81.
O-./D8/81 HOUSE FILED
0../14/81 HJUSE TARGETED FOR LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT; TARGclED FOR STATE
FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT;
INTROOUC£0, REFERRED TO INSURANCE, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00115
04/23/81 HOUSE S UBREFERREO 10 SUbCOHHITTEE ON LIFE AND HEALTH
0.. ,2 ../81 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- SUBCOMH.; l b HO�; 1:30 PH;
04/28/81
05/01/81 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- SUBCOMH.; 214 C; e:oo AH;
05/0b/81; ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- INSURANCE; 214 C; 8:45
AM; 05/0b/81
05/12/& l HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY INSURANCE -HJ 00304; NUW IN
APPROPR 1A l lONS
05/2b/�l HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 004b5; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
Ob/03/81 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
Ob/0.,/81 HOUSE C/S READ FIRST ANO SECOND TIMES; AHLNDHENI ADOPTED;
READ THIRD TIME; t/S PASSED AS AMENOED; YEAS 104 NAYS
4 -HJ 0080-.
06/D4/81 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAG�S
Ob/05/61 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SPJ 005!>1; DIED IN
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
H 0859 GENE RAL BILL/CS BY NATURAL RtSOURCES, MCEWAN AND OTHERS ISlHILAR
S 053bl
STATE PAR�S; DESIG NATES CERTAIN LANDS IN ORANGE CD., NOW O�NED BY STATE,
AS WILLIAM BEARDALL-TOSOHATCHfcE STATE PRESERVE. CREATES 2Sb.Ob2.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOKING LAW.
04/08/81 HOUSE FILED
D',/14/81 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FlSCAL IMPACT; lNlRODUCED, REFERRED
TO NATURAL RESOURCES, APPROPRIATION� -HJ 00115
05/D4/81 HOUSE ON COMHITHlc AGENDA- SUBCOM/1.; 212 HOS; &:oo AM;
05/06/81
05/06/81 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA, PENDING SU6COMMITTEE ACTION-- NAT .
RESOURCES; 21 HOB; l:JO PM; 05/07/81
05/1.,/81 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY NATURAL RESOURCES -HJ 003114; NOW
IN APPROPRIAllUN�
05/19/81 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00410; PLACED ON
UlNllNUEO ON NiXT PA�E

07/21/8 1

HISTORY Of HOUSE BILLS
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CALENDAR
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST AND
Stt�D TIMES; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; C/S
0 -HJ 00.,95
PASSED AS AMENOEO; YEAS 114 NAYS
�/271111 SENA1E lN HOUSE MESSAGES
05/28/81 SENATE �ECEIVEO, RtFERREO 10 NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION -SJ 00353
Ob/05/81 SENATE DIEO IN COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES AND
·CONSERVAT ION
05/19/81
05/27/81

HOUSE

H 0860 GENERAL Bill BY SHELDON ANO OTHERS
VICTIMS OF CRIME; PROVIDES FDR DEPOSIT OF HANDGUN EXCISE TAX REVENUES IN
CRIM E COMPENSATION TRUST FUNO; IMPOSES EXCISE TAX UPON S ALE OF CERTAIN
HANDGUNS; PROVIDES AN EXEliPTION; REQUIRES O.L.E. Tu ADOPT TESTS FOR
COMPLIANCE; PROVIDES FOR REPORTS; PROVIDES PENALTIES. A MENDS 9b0.21,
CREATES 790.063. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/81.
04/08/81 HOUSE FILED
04/14/&I HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR IMPACT; INTROOUCED, REFERRED 10 CRIMINAL
JUSTICE, FINANCE t TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00115
Ob/05/81 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
H 08bl GENERAL BILL/CS BY INSURANCE, bATCHELOR ISIHILAR CS/S 06111
LIFE CARE CONTRACTS; �ROVIDES FOR LEVY OF FINE FOR NONCOMPLIANCE;
PROVIDES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES! DELETES PROVISIUNS RE MAINTENANCE
Of NET WORTH BY PROVIDERS t REQUIRES MAINTENANCE OF LIQUID RESERVE;
REVISES PROVISIONS RE APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY, ETC.
AMENDS CH. b51, 159, 11. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/81.
04/08/81 HOUSE FILE�
04/1.,/61 HOUSE TARGETED FUR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR IMPACT; INlRODUCED, REFERRED 10 INSURANCE,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ OOl?b
04/17/81 HOUSE SUBREFERR�O 10 SUBCOMMITTEE ON LIFE ANO HEALTH; ON
COHMIJTE� AGENDA- SUBCOHH.; 21" C; 1:30 PH; 04/21/81
04/2.,/81 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- lNSUR-'HCE; 21" C; 3:00 PH;
0�/2&/81
04/29/81 HOUSE COMM. REPORl: C/S BY INSURANCE -HJ 002571 NOW IN
AP�ROP�IATIONS
05/ll/il HOUSE MITHORA� �RUH APPROPRIATIONS -HJ Ov291; PLACED ON
CAllNDAR
0�/14/&l HOUSE PL,CED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/20/81 HOUSE C/S REAO FIRST AND SECOND TIMES, AMENDMENTS ADOPTED
-HJ 00424
05/21/81 HOUSE R�AD THIRD TIHE: AMENDMENT ADOPTED; C/S PASSED AS
O -HJ 00434
AMENDED; YEAS 113 NAYS
0�/2 5/81 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
05/21/81 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TD COMMERCE -SJ 0033�
Ob/03/81 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMERCE -SJ 00458; SUBSTITUTED FOR C/S
O -SJ 00459;
SB 8111 P ASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 28 NAYS
MOTION 10 RECUNS IDER PENDING -SJ 004b 3; MOTION TD
RECONSIDER FAlLED -SJ 00498
Ob/04/81 HOUSE CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 105 NAYS
l -HJ 00787; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
Ob/23/&l HJUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED 10 GOVERNOR
07/02/81
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER ND. 61-292
H Ob62 GENERAL BILL BY READY (SIMILAR S 07131
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S""tion 1. l\nend■ •""tion 651.035 to require re■erves
to be maintain...! in an llfttOUnt equal to one-half of the yearly
debt •"rvice. Thia amount is 111Uch e a■ ier to calculate than
an amount baa...! on the net worth of the facility. Since th"
1110rtgage ha• to be paid, thi• amount i■ a 111UCh aore reali■tic
one to focua on than the� value of the facility. It
doe• the re■id.,nt■ no good financially to have the buildings
■old out froffl under them to pay debt■•

Section 19. luenda s""tion 651.114 to establi■h
rehabilitative delinquency procedure■ u■ing the adviaory
council. If the■e fail, the department then la to institute
appropriate court action.
Section 20. "-end■ aection 651.121 to r"9uire
appointment of an attorney and a re■ident or oth"r con■wner
repre■entative to the advl■ory council in addition to the
other■ already required. Further amend■ the section to
require the Governor to appoint the council memb.,ra no later
than 30 day■ after the act'• effective date. And finally
amend■ the •""tion to authorize per di..m and travel "xpen■ea.

Further u,.,nds this section to provide for notice to
th" d"partfflent vhen the re■ervea are depleted balov the ainilmml
required.
Section 8. An,.,nds ■ection 651.041 to peniit investment
of reserve■ in accordanc" vith part II of chapter 625, vhich
regulate■ investment■ of insurance companle■•

Section 21. Amend■ aection 651.132 to provide that any
contract or agreement allended or renewed after the act'■
effective date ■hall be aubject to the act.

Section 9. Amends aection 651.055 to ■trengthen the
dlaclo■ure requlre111ent■ to resident■ and to eatabli■h a

Section 22.

Section 10, Alnenda aection 651.061 to prohibit the
di■mis■al of a resident for financial reaaon■ until the entire
un"arn"d portion of the entrance fee and any other benefit■ are
ua"d up.
S""tion 11. Alllend■ a"ction 651.095 to provide for 7
day■' advanc" notlc" of quart.,rly aeeting■ betveen -mber■ and
th" facility'■ governing body.
S""tion 12. Amend■ ■ection 651.091 to provide for
prOfflinent di■play of a ■Wllllary of the depart■lent'■ la■t
examination of the facility.

Section 23. Set■ out eection 154.205(81 ■ince it is
referred to in Section 22 of the bill.
Section 2•. Amend■ ■ection 11.6105 to ■object chapter
651 to •™et revlev ln 1983.
8ecti90_�5�
III.

Section 15. Createe ■ection 651.106 to provide the
ground■ for di■cretionary refu■al, au■penaion, or revocation
of a certificate of authority.
Section 16. Create■ ■ectlon 651.107 to provide for a
■u■pen■lon of no longer than one year and for automatic
reinstat.,.,nt of the certificate of authority unle•• the
caa■ea of the. ■uapenaion have not been re1110ved.
Section 17. Create• ■ection 651.108 to authorize the
department to levy heavy fines ln lieu of ■u■penaion or
revocation or on Jtnoving violation of a lavful order of the
d"partnMnt.
Section 19. Amend• •""tlon 651.111 to permit th" depart
aent to authorize the adviaory council to inveatlgate a c0111plaint agaln■t a provider.

Provide■ an affective date of October 1, 1981.

Sun■at
Chapter 651 va ■ originally enacted in 1953. It va ■ not
■pacifically -ntioned by the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976
a■ a candidate for ■un■et reviev. The 1977 amendment■ to the
1976 act -r have brought the chapter under its ■unset
provi■ion. Bovever, the chapter va■ ■ignificantly """'nded in
1977 and wa ■ not ■pecifieal:r pct>.-d1,l�d te, er:y later ■un■et
review. The utendment ln s�,tion 23 of the bill vill 11andate
11un■at reviev in 1983.

Section ll. Amend■ ■ection 651.095 to e■tabli■h ground•
on vhlch the department i■ to dl■approve adverti■einants.
Section 14. Amend■ ■ectlon 651.105 to e■tabll■h ■t■tutory
authority for the detennlnatlon of exaalner■' fee■• In addition,
the depar�nt l■ authorized to require the provld"r to ■ublait
a corrective plan of action to r�y deficlenciee.

Alo<!nd■ ■ection 159.27 to permit life

care facllltle■, vhether operated for profit or not, to be
financed by indu■trial davelop,aent bond■•

ainimwl refund policy.

IV.

Fi■cal Impact
State governaent. The bill vill require about $14,000
per year to fund the actlvitie■ of the advisory council.
Private Sector. The nav liquid re ■erve requirement■
are acre ■tringant than the previou■ one■ and will require
the facilltie ■ to keep larger U10unt■ in liquid re ■ervea than
la pre■ently the ca■e.
Prepared by,
Staff Director,

Cindy Gokel

�

Jack Herz�

Data aent to Spon■or J,.-.;1/-J'/
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LIFI!! CARE CONTRACTS

Date

ill.ull

I.

Other Coinmittees of. Reference:

Section 2. Amends section 651.015 to provide the
department with diacretionary authority to levy fine■, not
to exceed $50 per day, for late filing or for noncompliance.

Iden/Sim 111119

Section J. Amenda ■ection 651.021 to ■ubatitute a
liquid reaerve requireMent (■ee Section 6.) for the present
net vorth requirement. The pre■ent net vorth requirement
involve■ exten■ive calculation• u■ing physical as■et■ as well
a■ certain approved securities. Since these facilities are
tha hOlftl!S for life of the people who have paid entrance fees
and continue to pay 110nthly charge■, dealing with financial
in■tability through bankruptcy procaedinga vhirh result in
the lo■• of the building■ i■ not reali■tic. The liquid
re■erve require-nt■ are tied to the long-term debt ■ervice,
which result• in a larger amount c011111itted to these reserve■
than i■ preaently COftllitted under the net vorth requirements.
Since th••• raeerves are liquid, the building■ do not have to
be ■old to -•t the facility'• financial obligation■.

Rep. Dick Batchelor

Subject

llevis■d

MaLl£.,_ 1981

summary

A life care facility ia one in which an individual pay•
a fee for the right to occupy a de■ignated ■pace and receive
apecific type• of care either for life or for a certain nwnber
of years. The care to be received 1111■t include ■helter, food,
and nur■ing care, though other types of ■ervicas uy be
included in the agreement. The■e facilitie■ are attractice
to elderly people vho want a living ■rrange-nt ■omevhere
in between providing completely for them■elve■ and receiving
full-ti.Ille nur■ing home care.
Chapter 651 wa■ originally enacted in 1953 and remained
virtually unchanged until the major revi■ion in 1977. However,
during those year■ the chapter applied only to tho■• facilitie■
vhich exchanged the car" for a ■ingla fixed fe■•· It did not
apply to tho■e facilities charging an entrance fee and a
monthly maintenance fel! or to tho■e with a 1111tual right of
contract tl!noination. Con■equently, very few facilitie■
Wl!re rl!gulated.
A• the nUlllber■ of the■I! facilitie■ grew in the 1970'■
the nel!d for ■trl!ngthl!ned regulation became apparent. The
■ignificant revi■ion enacted in 1977 ha■ re■ulted in about 50
facilitie■ being regulated at pre■ent. The recent bankruptcy
of Monterey Manor in Hl!w Port Richey ha■ led to a rl!a■sl!■sment
of Chapter 651 a■ enacted in 1977. Thi• bill propo■ea
■l!veral change■ to ■trengthen th• law further.

The aajor change■ addre■• th■ liquid ra■ane
requiramenta for di■closure to member■, tha role of tha advi■ory
council, departmental authority to deal with applicant■ for
certificate■ of authority a■ well a■ with tho■e already
licl!naed, and action ahort of bankruptcy to deal with financial
problems.
II.

Page Tvo
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Section-by-Section Analy■i•
Section 1. "-1end• ■ection 651.011 to broaden the
definition of 'continuing care" to include any home which
require• an entrance fee and pro•i■e■ to provide per■onal care.
The definition of "entrance fee" i■ ...,nded to clarify that
auch a fe• i■ one which i■ made a■ either full or partial
payment to guarantee a place in the facility. A definition
of "advi■ory council" la added ■ince the council i■ referred to
in a number of ■ubsequent ■action■• A definition of "liquid
aaaeta• i■ added ■ince the provi■ion■ regarding financial
■tability have been ■ubatantially revorked.

Section t. Amanda ■ection 651.026 to require the
department to acknovledge application■ for certificatea of
authority within 14 day■ of receipt and to deny a certificate rf
the applicant doe■ not qualify.
AIIM!nde tha ■ection to edd the vord "applicant" to
■everal ■ub■ection■ where "provider" i• 111entioned to give the
department authority to inve■tigate facilities vhether or not
they have bee,- licen■ed.
l\mend■ ■action 651.026 to require di■clo■ure whenever

a partner, corporate officer, trustee, manager, or stockholder

with at lea■t a 101 intere■t in the facility provide■ good■,
leaee■, or service■ t� the facility.

lutend■ the ■action to require more complete financial
information to the departJnent including the value of real property
and aquip,nent and the aaount of the annual dl!bt aervicl!.
Amend■ the ■ection to authori.ze the department to
inveetigate the financial ■tatu■ of the facility and the aanage�ent
capabilitie• of the ■anager■ and owner■•
AMend■ the ■action to expand the role of the advieory
council by pl!niitting the council to a■■i■t the department in
working out a plan for corrective action if the department ha■
declined to renev a certificate.
Further uiend■ the ■action to require providers QOt now
in operation to adopt the calendar year ae their fi■cal year
and to penoit ·provider■ regulated by the U.S. Department of
Hou■ing and Urban DevelOF""ent to retain their present fi■cal
year.
0

Section 5. AMends ■ection 651.0Jl to require additional
inforMBtion from applicant■ for a proviaional certificate of
authority and to require all entrance fee■ to rf1nain in ••�row or
on depo■it with the department until long-tenn inancing of the
facility ha■ been obtained and until the depart.Jnent ha■ approved
the fea■ibility ■tudy.
Section 6. Creates eection 651.0JJ to place in the atatute■
the pre■ent rule■ for the handling of e■crov accounts.
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amending s. 651.011(2) and (8), Florida
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providing for levy of a fine for noncompliance;

8I

providing for administrative penalties;

9i

amending s. 651.021, Florida Statutes; deleting
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provisions relating to maintenance of net worth
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by providers and requiring maintenance of a
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liquid reserve; amending s. 651.026(1), (3),
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(4), (5), (6), and (7), Florida Statutes, 1980
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Supplement, and adding new subsections (8) and
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(10); revising provisions relating to
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application for certificate of authority;
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including reference to "applicant" within said
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charged if information is not received;
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requiring the Department of Insurance to issue
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Statutes, and adding subsections (11) and (12);
651.015(2)(c) and (4), Florida Statutes;

0.,,
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An act relating to life care contracts;
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'

J
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A bill to be entitled

provisions; providing that a late fee may be

acknowledgment of an application; providing a
time limitation for certification or

23l

notification of deficiencies; revising

24

information, including financial information,

25

required to be included in annual statement;

26

providing for departmental inquiry to determine

27

accuracy of certain information; providing that

28

the advisory council may assist a facility in

29

formulating a remedial plan; providing time

30

31

limitation for submission of such plan;
providing for extension of time period granted
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to correct deficiencies; requiring providers to •
3

:I

provider, and reserve funding policies;

liabilities; specifying fiscal year; providing

regulating refunds; requiring that agreements

exemptions; amending s. 651.031, Florida
Statutes; requiring all persons intending to
offer continuing care agreements to obtain a
provisional certificate of authority; revising
allowing deposit of funds collected from
prospective members with the department;

11

12 I

13

Florida Statutes; specifying reserves which

16

must be maintained by a provider; requiring

17

notification to the department prior to use of

18

certain portion of said reserves foe other than

19

authorized purposes; providing for emergency

20

21 i

n1
I

24

25

26

27
28

29

30
31

certificate; requiring that entrance fees
facility is assured; amending s. 651.035,

15

23

providing basis for denial of provisional
remain in reserve until financing of the

14

condit1ons for fee changes, affiiiations of the

show a specified ratio of assets to

information to be submitted to the department;
10

1!

use of reserves; providing effect of failure to

4i

'
5i

i

61

11

I

si

9

10

11

12

13

lJ

15
16

17

18

I?

20

include a statement regarding applicant's
rights; requiring a provider to present a copy
of the agreement to all parties thereto prior
to the transfer of any money or property;
allowing an addendum to an agreement; amending
s. 651.061, Florida Statute�; providing
conditions of dismissal of a member for
inability to pay monthly maintenance fees;
amending s. 651.085, Florida Statutes;
providing for notice to members of quarterly
meetings with the board of directors or a
designated representative thereof; amending s.
651.091(3) and (4), Florida Statutes; revising
requirements regarding posting of summaries of
examination reports and annual statements in
the facility; amending s. 651.095(1), Florida
Statutes; providing that the department shall

maintain reserves; amending s. 651.041, Florida

I
211

not approve certain advertisements; amending s.

Statutes, relating to use of reserves; deleting

22:

651.105(1), (3) and (4), Florida Statutes;

exceptions to maintenance of investments in
forms as prescribed by chapter 625, Florida
Statutes; amending s. 651.055, Florida
Statutes; revising requirements of continuing
care agreements with respect to properties
transferred, availability of services,
conditions of cancellation and refund,
conditions of acceptance, of remaining in the
facility, and of death or removal of member,
2
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30
31

providing for examination of applicants for
certification of authority; providing for
compensation for examinations; providing that
the department shall require corrective action
or a plan therefor from providers to remedy
deficiencies; creating s. 651.106, Florida
Statutes; providing grounds for denial,
suspension, or revocation of, or refusal to
renew, a certificate of authority; creating s.
3
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651.107, Florida Statutes; providing duration
of suspension period; providing provider's
obligations during such period; providing for
reinstatement; creating s. 651.108, Florida
Statutes; providing for administrative fines in
lieu of suspension or revocation and other
fines; <1mending s. 651.111 (3), Florida
Statutes; authorizing action by advisory
council upon receipt of complaint regarding a
provider; amending s. 651.114, Florida
Statutes, 1980 Supplement; providing procedures
when a portion of a required reserve fur.d
escrow has been or is proposed to be released;
requiring provider to submit information to the
advisory council; providing duties of advisory
council; providing for reports; amending s.
6 51. 121 (1), ( 3) , and ( 4) (b) and ( c), Florida
Statutes; providing for a Continuing Care
Advisory Council; providing for appointment and
membership; providing for per diem; providing
for inspection of its records; amending s.
651.132, Florida Statutes; providing
application to amendment or renewal of existing
contracts; amending s. 159.27(16), Florida
Statutes, 1980 Supplement; redefining "health
care facility" for purposes of the Florida
Industrial Development Financing Act; adding
subsection (10) to s. 11.6105, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement; providing that
chapter 651, Florida Statutes, shall be
repealed and reviewed in accordance with the
4
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I

Regulatory Reform Act of 1976; prbviding an
effective date.
J: ac It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

s:
0

i

Section 1.

Subsections (2) and (8) of section 651.011,

1! Florida Statutes, are <1mended, and subsections (11) and (12)

s, are added to said section to read:
651.011

9

Definitions.--For the purposes of this

chaj_)ter:

io
11\

(2)

"Continuing care" or ''care'' means furnishing

Ji'. shelter, food, and either health-related services or nursing
Jjj care, whether _e;_uch _h_ealth-related ser_y_ic:_es or the nursing care
I

1J; is provided in the facility or in another setting designated
by the agreement for continuing care, to an individual not

15
�

related by consanguinity or affinity to the provider

17

furnishing such care, upon payment of an entrance fee.

18

personal services provided shall be designated in the

19: continuing care agreement.

Other

"Continuing care" shall include

20; onl1 life care, care for life, or care for a term of years.
21!

( 8)

''Entrance fee" means an initial or deferred

22! payment of a sum of money or property made as full or partial
23

pavment to assure �h4eh-ass�£ee the member a place in a

24

facility for a term of years or for life.

�

fee, admission fee, or other fee of similar form and

M

I

v'
28

?<I
30

An accommodation

application shall be considered to be an entrance fe�.
(11)

"Advisorycouncil" means the Continuing Care

AdvisoryCouncil established bys. 651.121.

l.111

"Liouid assets" means assets as defined in 2art

II of cha2ter 625.

31
5
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Section 2.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (2) and

amended to read:
651.015

Administration; forms; fees; rules; fines.--

5/ The administration of th i s chapter is vested in the Department

I

of Insu rance, which shall:
(2)

Collect in advance, and the applicant so served

(c)

A late fee in an amo unt eq ual to 50 percent of the

shall pay to it in advance, the following fees:
0

10 renewal fee in effect on the last preceding reg u lar renewal
date.

11

In add i tion to anv other penalty that may be prov i ded

for under this chanter, the department may levv a fine not to

12
13

exceed $50 oer day for each day of noncomoliance.

15

to this chapter.

17

amended to read:

19

of-l'let-worth.--

(4)

IJ

16

Impose administrative fines and penalties purs uant

Section 3.

651.021

18

20

fit

Section 651.021, Florida Statutes, is

Certificate of authority req uired��si,;nati-¢n

No provi der shall engage in the business of

21! providing cont i nuing care in th i s state without a certificate
I

221 of authority therefor obtained from the Department of

23
2J

25

26

27

28
29

30

31

werth-ee-6eterrnine 6-ne ce eeary-by-the-dep e rtme nt-sheii-have-�

s ubsection (4) of section 651.015, Florida Statutes, are

Ji

6

ti ecioption-of-the-rttiee-ttnder-thie-chepter-�nd-not-heving-a-net

Insurance as provided in this chapter.

Every provider holding

a certificate of authority under the provisions of this

chapter shall maintain at all times a liquid reserve as

req ui red in s. 651.035.

net-worth-in-en-emottnt-to-be

determi n ed-by-the-depertme l'lt,-beeed-ttpon-the-nttmbe r-of

eontintting -cere-egreeme nte-entere d-into-by-the-proyide r-end

the-typee-el'ld-ie ¥eis-of-eervice e-pro¥ide d-by-the-provider
ttnde r-the-eg reemente7--Any-provider-in-the -btteineee-of

e{{ering-eont intti"']-eere~ithin-i-yeer-fr-em-the -d ete-ef-the
6
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yeere-£rom-ettch-dete -to-ettain-the -re qttire d-ne t-worth7--�he

4jI increeee-�n-net-worth-dttring-each-year-of-ettch-�-year-period

5! eheii-not-be-ieee-then-one-third-of-the-totei-reqttired-to-meet
5j the-deeignated-emottnt-of-net-worth7--However,-in-iiett-of

heving-a-ne t-worth-in-the-amottnt-de eignated-by-the-department,
a-provide r-eheii-fiie -e-ettre ty-bond,-ie tt e rs-of-eredit,

91 sttrpitts-debentttre e-ee-provided-for-in-s7-&rB7+Bi,-er-eny-othe r

101 ecceptebie-coiieterei-with-the-depertment,-ee-eppre¥ed-by-it,
Ill in-the-emottnt-of-the-de eig neted-net-worth7
121
13

fit--Ev e ry-eppiicent-sheii-provide-preef,-on-e-ferm

preecribe6-by-the-depertme nt,-of-e- ne t-worth-ae-pre¥ide d-in

1�

enbe e ction-tit7--Aeee te-to-be -ttee d-in-comptttin g-the -reqttired

16

de pertment7

15

17

net-worth-eheii-be-de term±ned-by-rnree-adopted-by-the
Section 4.

S ubsections (1),

(3), (4),

(5), (6), and

ent, are
(7) of section 651.026 , Florid a Statutes, 1980 Supplem
I
ered as s ubsections
191 amended, subsections (8) and (9 ) are renumb
subsections (8) and (10)
201 (9) and (11), respectively, and new
181

21i are added to said section to read:
,2[

651.026

ual
Certificate of authority; application; ann

ni statements; renewals.-(1) An applicant or A provider shall file an
24

251 application for a certificate of authority on a form

261 prescribed by the Department of Insurance, and the application
271 shall be accompanied by the annual statement and other matters
�I as provided in this chapter �ectit>1"1-end-in-��-65¼�0x¼.
29

30
31

Ann ually thereafter, on or before July 1, such provider shall

file the annual statement and such other information and data,
showing its condition as of

t>1"l

the last day of the preceding

7
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,I calendar year, except

as

provided in subsection (10) as-may-be i

l, reooired-b7-the-dep�rtment.

If the department does not

receive the required information on or before July 1, a late

fee� she±± be charged l?_Ursuant to s. 65_1._01_5J2)__(c).

I• 14 workino davs of receipt of an application for a

6

of authoritv, the department sha ll issue a written

acknowledament to the a.PP_licant.

Within

certificate

Within 90 days after the

al date of acknowledgment, un less the applicant has consented in

9 1 writing to a delay, the department shall certify the faci lity

ID: or shall notify the applicant of specific deficiencies in the

11 ! application or conditions that sha l l be imposed to obtain

17

I

c ertification

as permitted under this act. -in-en-emoont-eqtH1i

13! to-56-pereent-ef-the-renewe±-fee-in-effeet-on-the-i��t

!4

preeedin9-re9o±er-fenewe±-aate.

15

( 3)

If the app lic ant or provider is a corporation, the

I

2\ .

11

14

unincorporated organization has officers

name and business
12'. members, togethe r with the business
13 of the partnership or other organization. If such

19

the original application shall be

w

21

accompanied

by a copy of the

partnership agreement, articles of association, or other

1

membership agreement; and if

the

applicant or provider is a

22j trust, the original application shall be accompanied by a copy

n! of the trust agreement or

24

25

(4)

18

?'I

30

31

The annual statement shall be in such form as

department sha ll elect and shal l contain at least the

261 following:

77

instrumen t.

(a)

The name and address of

the

faci l ity

continuing care is to be offered and the

an y affiliated parent

or

n ame

in

which the

and address

subsidiary corporation or

the

of

partnership.

17i business address of its principal members.
4.

COOING: We,ta11 in ........................ type o,e del•tions from e.xi1tin9 low; words underlined are additions.

a board of

The corporation and each officer

a nd

director

19: thereof, if the �lic_ant or provider is a corporation.
i
5. Every trustee and officer, if the a_E,Plicant or

20 j

211 ;,rovider is a trust.

''

221
23

24

25
26

27
28

29

30
31

8

and

address

directors, the full name and business address of each officer
ame and
and director may be set forth in lieu of the full n

15

18 !

or

Every partner or member, if the �p licant or

or provider is a partnership or an unincorporated
partners or
organization, howeve r organized, having 50 or more

:o

provider is a partnership or other unincorporated association,

the applican t

an
The proprietor, if the -9..P.Plicant or provider is

8i or other organization.
The principal partners or members, if the �licant
3.
91

18

if

2.

The ful l name, residence, and business address of:

ated association,
5! provider is a partnership or other unincorpor
members,
6\ howe ver organized, having less than 50 partners or
partnership
the
of
1\ together with the business name and address

16

c harter;

. 1.

I

j

original application for the certificate of authority shall be
accompanied by a copy of the

.

31 1nd1v1oual.

16
17

(b)

ii

G.

,
The mana� whether an individual, corporation

partnership, or association.
?_,_6�

Any stockholder holding at least

a

10-percent

interest in the operations of the facility in which
is

to

be offered.

the

care

Any person whose name is required to be provided
aph and
in the application under the provisions of this paragr
professional
who owns at lea st a 10-per cent interes t i n any
corporation
service firm, association, trust, partnership, or
for which
pro viding goods, leases, or services to the facility
���

9
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1

the application is made, with a real or anticipated value of

2

S500 or more, and the name and address of the professional

3. se,vice firm, association, trust, partnership, or corporation

JI

i

in whic� such interest is held.
•

.

The a.e.elicant shall describe

51 s_uch goocs, leases, or services and the probable cost to the

1' member of The American Institute of Real Estate Anoraisers

,,

(�\AI\, er the insured value of the oroperty.

EouiEment shall

3: be �alued at cost less deoreciation and encumbrances which
J. shall be determined bv the straiahtline method.
2.

)I

A narrative explaining material facts relating to

1! should not be purchased from an independent entity.

o I the balance sheet;
i
-3 .,- --An-inco�e-stetement-enci-a-pro-�o�ffia-ineeme
iJ

a:

81 eta-te!'t'lent;-

6, facilitv or provider, and whv such goods, leases, or services

9

10

-tet--A-statefflent-ef-whether-er-net-the-faeiiity-of-an

effiliate7-�arent7-er-sebsidiary-is-a-religiees7-nonprofit7-or

:,ro�rietary-er�,ini!!atien.,-

:1

12,

I

s�--A-pre-forffie-balenee-sheet;

lS_tet

;:

5.6�

The types of agreements for continuing care to

isl listing-e-f-eaeh-mereer-fe.:-eaeh-�y�e-f-agreeffient.
fft--Fe1e-anntlt1±-statefflents-sebffli tted-after-the-�sseenee
ef-an-er½inal-eertifieate,-a-listin<t�f-eaeh-fflefflber-fer-eaeh
Ey�e--Bf-�reefflent:-

191
(d)-tgt Financial information, updated at least
-I
mi annually, including the fol lowing, as certified by an
21
22
23

2&

25
26
27

18

29

30
31

Annual debt service as defined in s. 651.035;

!li

I

13

4.

A statement of use of proceeds;

-tcit--?ersonne:!:- reeords:-

lJJ engeged-�n-the-besiness�e-f-fernishing-eare-en-otl±y-i,-i9TT 7 -a

17

�4 .,-

01
·.�;

131 be entered into by the provider and,-if-streh-?re�i-der-is

16

I

independent auditor who is at-least a certified public
accountant:

n\
1i;

The level of participation in Medicare or

Medicaid programs, or both;

G.��

A statement of all fees required of members,

:�· including, but not: limited to, a statement of the entrance fee
16

charged, the monthly service charges, the proposed application

17

of the proceeds of the entrance fee by the provider, and the

18

plan by which the amount of the entrance fee is determined if

1?: tr.e �ntrance fee is not the same in all cases; and
i

,oj

�8 .,-

Changes or increases in fees when the provider

21' changes either the scope of, or the rates for, care or

,2' services, regardless of whether the change involves the basic

1.

A balance sheet, listing at least:;

23

rate or only those services available at additional costs to

a.

Those assets maintained in the form prescribed by

2J

the member,-exeept-these-ehan�es-re�e4red-by-stote-or-federol

part II of chapter 625.
b.

Real property and equipment used to provide care

and housing for persons under continuing care agreements or
equities therein owned by the provider.

Valuation

attributable to real property shall be the net equity, which
shall be the appraised value less any encumbrances.

Appraised

value shall be determined by an independent appraisal by a
10

COOIHC: Words in�� typ.- ore d•letions from n.isting low; words underlined ore additions.

"i
26 l
27
28
29

30:

essistanee-pre�rams.
Nth+

Location and description of physical property

or properties essential for, and proposed to be used, or being
used, in connection with, the agreements of the provider to
furnish continuing care.
ill-tit

Such other reasonable data, financial

31 I statements, and pertinent information as the department may
11
COOi HG: Words in�� type ore deletions from e•isting law; words Vflderlined_ ore additions.
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reqLJire with respect to the provider or the facility, its
I
2 directors, trLJstees, members, branches, SLJbsidiaries, or
I

JI affiliates to determine the financial statLJs of the facility

Jj and the manaaement capabilities of its manaqers and owners.

s

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

I

(5)

The application for original certificate of

19
20

and approved by, the department as complvin�h s. 651.055.
(6)

In addition to any other information which is

(a)

r e:
r e-eni
-

o r o.,.i-de r is of
Evidence that the applicant
------

26

n

m

31

civil action involved fraud, embezzlement, fraudulent

conversion, or misappropriation of property.
2.

Is subject to a Cllrrently effective injunctive or

9

restrictive order or federal or state administrative order

11

action brought by a public agency or department, including,

n

relating to business activity or health care as a resLJlt of an
withollt limitation, an action affecting a license under

ill chapter 400.
I�
I.II

The statement shall set forth the coLJrt or agency, date of

previoer is a firm, association, organization, partnership,

reqLJire evidence that the members or shareholders are

19! issued, the department may make an inquiry to determine the

bLJsiness trLJst, corporation, or company, the form shall

re;,utable and of responsible character, and the person in

(b)

Evidence satisfactory to the department of the

ability of the applicant provider to comply with the

provisions of this chapter and with rules adopted by the

nl department pllrsuant to this chapter.

�!

71

16; con•,iction or judgment, the penalty imposed or damages
I
17: assessed, or the date, nature, and issLJer of the order.

If the §E_pl icant

22, shall likewise be reqLJired to produce evidence of reputable
I
2,' and responsible character.

25

Has been convicted of a felony or has pleaded nolo

i

1�

Thereafter, no other form of agreement

1.

s1 enjoinec in a civil action by final jLJdgment, if the felony or

shall be llSed by the provider llntil it has been SLJbmitted to,

it shall approve them.

loca. t ion:

i1 contendere to a felony charge, or has been held liable or

at

If the

211 charge of providing care under a certificate of authority

2d

i
JI

department finds that the agreements comply with s. 651.055,

]6 [ reputable and responsible character.

18

I

61

to be LJSed by the provider in the fllrnishing of care.

1�/I aLJthority, the application shall provide
�---

17

z!

aLJthority shall be accompanied by forms of agreements proposed

Ill reqLJired with respect to an application for a certificate of

1siI

ti been designated, or any such person living in the same

(c)

A statement of whether a person identified in the

application for a certificate of authority or the

administrator or manager of the facility, if Sllch person has
12

COOIHG: Wo,ds in�� type- ore deletions from existing low; words underlin,4_are additions.

Prior

1s: to d_etermining whether a certificate of authority is to be
Ml accuracy of the information submitted oursLJant to

21' subparagraohs 1. and 2. ±��o±n9-a-eertifieete-of-eothority7

J7, t�e-deportment-sho!!-vefify-soeh-statement-w±th-the-ossi�tonee

n

0£-ioeo!-!aw-eRfefeemeRt-a�ene±es.

25

statement and other accompanying materials meet the

24

26

(7)

(a)

Upon the department being satisfied that such

requirements of this chapter; that there has been evidenced

27

the information required; that all reauirements have the-net

n

so££ieient- sttrety-bond-or-£or-pro.,.ision-0£-tetters-0£-credit,

�

JO

31

worth-reqoirement-or-reqorrement-for-the-porchose--e£-o

sorp!os-debentore�-a�-p�e�ided-in-s,-6?8.tS!,--er-any--ethe�
oeee ptab!e-eolletero!-he� been met in accordance with s.
13

CODING: Wo,ds in�� type ore d•letions from existing low; words underlined ore additions.
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11 651.021; and that the fees as set forth in s. 651.015(2) have

:I

been paid, the certificate of authority shall be issued.

If

the annual statement of each subsequent year meets the above

91

I

61
I

If the annual statement

fails to meet the requirements as set forth in this chapter or
te-defflenstrote-stl££4e4ent-net-�O£th-e.:-!ll-a4Rtenanee-e£-a

Stl££4e4 ent-Stl£ety-bend,-±ette£s-e£-e£ed4t7 -stl£p-ltls-debenttlres

13

the department may issue a renewal certificate upon payment of

15

deficiencies, and shall require the provider to correct such

12

es-prev4ded-4n-s7-6�87491 7 -0£-aRy-&the£-aeeeptaMe-ee-l.±otere±,

the renewal fee, but shall advise the provider of the noted

IJ

deficiencies within a period to be determined by the

llj department.
16

The deoartment may notify the advisory council

!o! which mav assist the facility in formulating a remedial plan

19! to be submitted to the department no later than 60 days from

20! the date of notification.

An extension of the time .e_erioa

21 II qrQnted to correct deficiencies Stleh-peried may be granted

n!

upon submission of a plan for corrective action approved bv

23, the department extended.

If such deficiencies have not been

u! cleared by the expiration of such time period, as extended,

then the department shall petition for delinquency proceedings

25
M

27

I
I

I
is I

29;i

or pursue such other relief as is provided for under s.
651.114, as the circumstances may require.
(b)

The Department of Insurance shall not issue a

certificate of authority under this act to any facility which

3 0: does not have a component of the facility which is to be
31 I

A provider shall show, within no more than 5 year2

Stlrpltls-debenttlres-as-p£ey4aed-4n-s7-6�87491 7 -e£-aRy-e�Aer

net-worth-e r-a-stl££4e4ent-s��ety-bend 7 -lettere-e£-ered4t7

111

10

( 3)

J\ of the ooening date, a ratio of no less than one to one of

renewal certificate shall be issued.

s

chapter 400.

,

requirements� os-eet-£erth-4n-th4e-ehopter7-4£-the-Stl££4e4ent

oeeepteble-eel±ate ra±-4s-ffla4nta4nee� and if the fee is paid, a

7

licensed pursuant to chapter 395 or part 1I or part II of

1

14
CODING: Wo,ds in�� type ore deletions from o:isting low; words underlined ore additions.

3;

current ass�ts to current liabilities.

I
ij

(10)

Each provider not in ooeration on July 1, 1981,

shall adopt the calendar year as its fiscal year for

71 accountina �oses. A provider which has a component which
a,

9j is insured or regulated bv the U.S. Department of Houei ng an,l
Urban Develooment, reouirinq a fiscal year other than the

10 I

11! calendar year, mav continue to use such fiscal year for its
i

12: accountina period.

Annual filinq for recertification with u,�

13! department must be within 90 days of the last day of its
lJI fiscal y<:ar.

Section 5.

IS:

amended to read:
651. 031

111

16

Section 651.031, Florida Statutes, is

Provisional certificate of authority;

1al feasibility study.-1
(1) All persons intending to enter into the o!f-,,dn,
19'

2oi of continuing care agreements who-ha�e -not-""'1ttired-tn�
21

nee e '3Se1'.y--€oei.± 4 t4es-£e£-t''1'ev4e4 R'!J-6tieh-ea1'. e- 01'-ho.., e-,,.., t

!

22; oeq�ired-�end-e£-be<!JtlR-�re±4ffl4na1'y-eenstrtleti01'1-o£-th�
23

neee'3Sory--i ee4± 4 ties-by-the-do-e
t -e£-the-odop·Hon-of-t!-.�n,i� �

25

for a provisional certificate of authority before prc.r�eoir,;.

tlnder--th4s-ehafH'e1' shall apply to the Department of Ir...uranr..-4,

24

26 !

27 I

(2 )

Such persons shall file with the depart�:.t a

statement of intent to provide continuing care and &h>.11

nl provide the following information to the department:

!

(a)

The same information as required under s.

651.026(4)(b), (e), and (f) and (6), for application !or a
I
31 I certificate of authority.

30
29

15
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;
3

(b)

(a)

A statement as to the proposed location and size

denied for failure to qualify under s. 651.026(4) (b), (e), and

of the facility, anticipated completion date or dates, whethe�

or not construction has begun, and the contingencies subject

(f�nd_ (6).

,1 to which construction may be deferred.
5i

6i

7

3
9

(C)

( 3)

Submission of any advertisement to be used.

Upon aoproval reeei�� of such information, the

department shall,-±f-�at±s£±ea-w±th-the-±nfeematien-s�emitted r

issue a provisional certificate of authority which shall

entitle the person to engage in a feasibility study to wh±eh

A provisional certificate of authority may be

lEl_

If the decision of the department is favorable,

the department shall permit the person to apply for a

61 certificate of authority to begin its operation.

eeet±£ieate-o£-o�thefity-hos-been-±ssttea 7 -the-pf8Y¼BeE-may-�se

91

the-fttnds-held-±n-eserew7-ttn±ess-ethefwise-pfehib±ted-by-th±s
ehepter.

If the decision of the department is not favorable,

for an
10 iI sha±± be submitted to the department prior to a reauest
-

10

12: study shall include at least the following information:

121 location specified in the feasibility study.

11! application for a certificate of authority.
13

(a)

The feasibility

A statement of the purpose and need for the

lJI project and the reasons for the proposed construction,

1sj expansion, or renovation.
16!
I
I

17

18

(b)

A statement of the financial resources of the

(c)

A statement of the capital expenditures necessary

(d)

A statement of financial feasibility for the

provider.

13

161

17

18

21

proposed project, which shall include a statement of future

21

23

(e)

A statement of manpower requirements and

(4)

Such person may collect deposits from prospective

All entrance fees shall remain in reserve until�

151 loans, or other long-term financing of the facility, has been

19

funding sources.

�1

141 commitment has been received by the provider for any mortgage

to accomplish the project.

n

the department shall require the person to refund all deposits

111 and to cease in its attempts to offer continuing care at the

19

20

QRee-tAe

23

Section 6.

amended to read:
651.035
(1)

20

22

obtained.

Section 651.035, Florida Statutes, is

Reserve requirements.--

A provider shall maintain in reserve an amount

equal to one-half the aggregate amount of all principal and

interest payments due during the fiscal year on any mortgage

1

loan or other long-term financing of the facility, including

241 availability to support the proposed project.

24

261 members, provided the funds collected are maintained in an

�I ob±igat±ons-assttmed-�Mdee-a±l-e�eeements-entered-±nto-end

25

taxes and insurance.

The amount shall include an_y leasehold

251 payments and all costs related to same.

reseeves-eovering

271 escrow account or are on deposit with the department.

271 mainta±ned.--Reseeves-shal±-be-±n-en-emonnt-not-less-then-the

n! department shall determine whether such operation will be able

nJ besed-npon-e-modern-and-np-to-dete-teb±e-0£-mortei±ty-seieeted

28

(5)

Upon submission of the feasibility study, the

�I to provide continuing care as proposed and whether the
311 proposed operation appears to be financially solvent.
16

CoblHG: Lrda itt ......_ � typ• are del•tion1 froffl exi1ting low; words vnderlinc-d or• additions.

281 snm-eempttted-±n-aeeeEeaRee-w±th-the-stenderd-0£-veinet±on
JOI by-the-eepaf�meR��--�he-iR�efest-aestt�ien-£--thet

311 eompntatien-ehall-ee-eeteEmiRea-ey-the-aepaftmentT
17
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( 2)

The escrow agent or another person designated to

act in his nlace shall notify the department 10 days prior to

3, the use of anv portion of the minimum liauid reserves in

ti e�tent-�f-th e -pereentege-of-net-valtte-to�be-determined-by-t�e

,i eer-ertment 7 --��e-t7pen-of-e½oipment-end-emerti�etion-rete-for
J; aae�-e�tti�ment-te-be-ttsed-fer-thie-determinatien-�hell-be

J, excess of 10 percent of said minimum for purnoses other than

�; determ±neO-b7-the-Cep�rtment7

,I emergency, the facility may use up to 10 percent of the

6 i amended to read:

Si those authorized in s. 651.041.

However, in the event of an

7, recuired minimum liauid reserves for unauthorized use without
I

81
I
I

prior notification, provided that the denartment is notified

9! within 10 davs of the transaction.

Failure to maintain

10 1 reserves as nrovided in this er.apter shall be subject to the
I
11: provisions established bys. 651.114. Peilttre-te-meintein

111 reeerve�-e�-previded-in-thie-ehepter-ehell-be-deemed-a-breeeh
'
nj of-err-egreemente-to-fornieh-eare�
14:
I

16

17

18

19

10

21

Section 7.

amended to read:
651.041

Section 651.041, Florida Statutes, is

Use of reserves; investment purposes.--

Reserves may be used for investment purposes.

Such

investments shall be maintained in forms as prescribed in

chapter 625�,-where-app±ieab±e,-with-the-fe±±ewing-e�eeptione�
frt--A-pereentage-ef-the-investfflents7-te-be-determined

by-the-Bepertment-ef-rnettranee7-ehal±-be-in-bonde7-etoeke7

22; ee!Mlereie±-and-eavinge-aeeettnte,-or-boi±ding-and-±oen
!
n! eertifieatee7
24

fzt--A-pereentage-of-the-inveetments,-te-be-determined

Section 3.
651.055

71
!
31

(1)

Section 651.055, Florida Statutes, is

Agreements; right to rescind.--

In addition to such other provisions as may be

91 considered proper to effectuate the purpose of any continuing
'
,0 care agr,;,emcnt, each agreement executed on and after the date
of t�e ado?t ion of the rules under this chapter shall:

11

11:

(a)

?rovide for the continuing care of only one

13! member, or for two persons occupying space designed for double
1Ji occupancy, under appropriate regulations established by the

ISi p rovider and shall list all prooerties transferred and their

value at the time of transfer �ho�-the-�ertte-of-arl-pro�e�ty

16

tran:,£erred, including donations, subscriptions, fees, and any

17

18

other amounts paid or payable by, or on behalf of, the member

19

or members.

?Oi

(b)

Specify all services which are to be provided by

21 i the ::irovider to each member, including, in detail, all items
n: which each member will receive and whether the items will be

23' provided for a designated time period or for life, and whether
2J

i

the services will be available on the premises or at another
The Erovider shall indicate which

2S

by-the-depertment,-may-be-in-reel-preperty-ttsed-te-previde

2S I SEecified location.

27

er-eqoitiee-therein,-owned-by-the-pr-ovider�--Valttetien-ehell

27

29

leee-any--depreeiation-and-enemnbraneee�

,a I te-the-�rev�der-of-pro�i-d�ng-the-eere�
29

26

2S

30

31

eare-end-hooeing-for-pereone-onder-eontinoing-eare-agreemente,

be-beeed-on-the-net-eqoity,-..hieh-ehall-be-the-a-ppraiaed-valoe
t3r--rnveetmente--may-be-in-eqoipl!lent-eitoated-in

preperty--tt�-t:c-pro-v�-eatt:-and-�i-n<f-�r--me-111r>ere,-re-the
18

COOINGr w.,4� i• ....... � type or• del•tions from exi1tin9 low; word, underlined ore additions.

26 Ii services or items are included in the agreement for continuing

30
31

i

i

I

care and which services or items are made available at or by
the facilitv at extra charge. and-the-e�timetee-monthry-eoet
Such items shall

include, but not be limited to, food, shelter, health-related
services or nursing care, drugs, burial, and incidentals.
19
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(c)

249-73-4-1
Describe the terms and conditions under which an

aoreement for continuing care may be ��nceled bv the provider

J• or bv

3

rr.e,,ber, ar.d the condit ions, if an� under which all or

any__ 20,i:icn of the entrance fee will he refunded in the event

5, of cancellation of the aareement bv the orovider or by the

1\ good faith determination that a member is a danger to himself

ii or others, only such notice as is reasonable under the

Ji circumstances shall be required.

The a�reement shall further

J\ provide in clear and understandable language, in print no
5

smaller than the largest type used in the body of said

agreement, the terms governing the refund of any portion of

6' member, including the effect of anv change in the health or

�

;,i an anreement for continuing care and the date of initial

al refunds be made within 120 davs of notificaticn.

,�: eenciit�en�-open-�hich-the-p�evide�-may-have-the-membe�

10

7

financial condition of a person between the date of entering

occuoancy of a living unit by that oerson hee�th-enci-finaneia�

11: �e�i��tlieh-hie-��oee-i�-the-de�i-gneted-f�eitity.
])I

:J

(d)

Describe the health and financial conditions

15

(e)

Describe the circumstances under which the member

;o, will be permitted to remain in the facility in the event of
financial difficulties of the member.

:2
23

The stated oolicy shall

not be less than the ter!'ls stated in s. 651.061.
'

( f)

State the fees that will be charged if the member

24: marries while at the designated facility, the terms concerning
)5'

26

27

the entry of a spouse to the facility, and the consequences if

the spouse does not meet the requirements for entry.
(g )

Provide that the agreement may be canceled upon

28: the giving of notice of cancellation of at least 30 days by

29

30

resident and no more than a 4 �ercent fee for processina.

the provider, the member, or the person who provided the

transfer of property or funds for the care of such member;

i1 I however, if an agreement is canceled because there has been a
20
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retainina no more than 2 nercent per month of occupancv bv the
(h)

12

IS

i81 meR",be-r-.

!:

II

any chanoe in the health or financial condition of a person

:7i and the date of taking occupancv in a unit eentinoe-e9-a
19

shall be calculated on a oro rata basis with the facilitv

13

16' between the date of entering into a continuing care agreement

Such refunds

9

required for a person to be accepted as a member and to

continue as a member, once accepted, including the effect of

14

the entrance feE L which shall include a orovision that all

State the terms under which an agreement is

canceled by the death of the member. These terms mav contain a

14

provision that u2on the death of a member, the entrance fee

16

the-cieath-ei-the-membe�,-ehe-meneys-ra±d-�e�-the-continoing

�he-e9�eement-me7-eeRta�R-a-��e��s�en-te-the-effeet-thet,-opon

17

ee�e of such member shall be considered earned, and become the

19

for the effect of the death or removal of one of the members

property of the provider.

18

M

When the unit is shared, conditions

shall he included in the agreement.
(i)

21

Describe the oolicies which may lead to changes in

fees for aoods
22\ monthly recurring�and nonrecurring charaes or
n; and services received. The aareement shall provide for
N

advance notice to the member, of not less than 60 days, before

any change in fees or charges or the scope of care or services

2S

26 i may be effective, except for changes required by state or
21 I federal assistance programs.
28

!!

2'1j

(j)

Provide that charges for care paid in one lump sum

shall not be increased or changed during the duration of the

agreed upon care, except for changes required by state or
30 I
31 I federal assistance programs.
21
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_L'0_

dated statement from each partv to the tontract certify ing

Specifv whether or not the facility is, or is

that � ccnv of the acreement �ith the soecified attachment as

affiliated with, a religious, nonprofit, or croprietarv

re�uir�d h�rei� was r�ceived.

o r.::ani;:ation or management�n_titv, the extent to which the
affiliate orc�nization will be resEonsible for the financial

Ji

.l21.f3r

If a member dies before oc c u�ying the facility,

or throu<,h illness, inj u ry, or incapacity would be p recludP.d

jl

anr. contrs c tual obli']ations of the provider, and the

s

orovisions of the feder.:il Internal Revenu e Code, if any, under

6

from becoming a resident under the terms of the

7

which the provid er or affiliate is exempt from the oaymer.t of

7

c.ire agreement, the agreement is automatically canc eled, and

federal income tax.

g

the member or his legal representative shall rec eive a full

·)

refu!'ld of all moneys paid to the facility, except those costs

'.11

specifically incurred by the fncility at the request of the

!I

�ember and set forth in writing in a separate addendum, signed

3

1

,i

( 1)

Des c ribe the oolicy of the provider regarding

10: reser,;e f:Jndina.
II

17

( 2)

A member shall have the right to rescind a

agreement.

During the 7-day period, the member's funds shall

15; be retained in a separate esc r ow account under terms approved
10; by the Der,artment of Insurance.

A member shall not be

17' required to move into the facility designated in the agreement
iS' before the expiration of the 7-day period.
19

( 3)

ontinuing

1,, oy coth ?arties, t? the agreeme!'lt.

continuing c.:ire agreement, without penalty or forfeiture,

;31 ·.,ithin 7 days after making an initial deposit or exec uting the
i.Ji

c

(i}

13 \

mav furni�h information not contained in his continuing care

;J

15 � eg;-_eernent through an addendum.
J.2li�r

16;

;,

statement, printed in bold face t� whic h shall read:

:1

facilitv and all other continuinc care facilities in the State

"This

;,· of FloriCa a re regulated by chaoter 651, Florida Statutes.

A

of a u chority to the provider shall tie valid and bin ding

;
?CI

Sectir;n 9.

:1

amP.!'lded to read:
(,51.061

22

7:.

agreement for

Dismissal or discharge of member; refur.d.--�o
are shall permit dismissal or discha rge of the

2� '.

you or your legal representative the right to inspect our most

M! member from the fa cility providing care prior to the

;5

recent financial statement and insoection report before

)5'

:6

sianinq th� a9reement.

76 • remov.:il.

( 4)

Prior to the transfer of any monev or other

�on

Section 651.061, Florida Statutes, is

c0py of the law is on file in this faci litv.

11

u

;9, both parcies in accordanc e with their terms.

)J

)7.

The law qives

Those agreements e!'ltered into subseq u ent to

July l, 1?81 '!:9i'i', and prior to the issuance of a certificate

i� l

The agreement shall include or be acc omoanied by a

I!'l order to com"1ly s1ith this section, a provider

c

expiration of the agreement, witho ut just

c

au se for such a

"Just cau se" shall inclu de, b ut r.ot be limited to, a

77: good faith determination that a member is a danger to himself
If a facility

n

prop,;rtv to a provider by or on behalf of a prospective

2s· or others while remaining in the facility.

29

member, the provider shall present a typewritten or printed

�

terminates a member for just cause, the facility shall pay to

cOi copy of the aqreement to the prospective member and all other

30

the member any refund due in the same manner as if the member

31 i parties to the agreement.

31

The provider shall secure a signed,
22
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had provided notic e pursuant to s. 651.055 (1) (g).

It shall

23
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1� not be deemed "1ust cause" if the

resident

is unable to pay

(a)

fee, olus, �hen applicable, anv Title XVIII Medicare benefits

_,
>I

(b)

and/or third party insur1nce benefits received,

J: po�itio�� in the facility so as to be accessible to all

monthl� maintenance fees until the entire unearned entrence

the facilitv.

are

earned by

Should these entrance fees be exhausted within

90 davs of the date of failu re to oav, the facility shall
7,

grant an extension to exoire no less tha n 90 davs from the

s· d�tP of failure to oav, durina which time the member shall

continue ta oav the facilitv a reduced fee based on his or her

,.,
iJ.

S,:,ction 10.

Section 651.085, Florid.:, Stututes, is

ar.-:cnded to r1=c.d:

651.085

2: conspicuous place inside the facility.
?est in a ��ffieie!'lt-!'le�ber-oi pr ominent oosition

5 1 members and to the general public a concise summary of the
t, 1 last examina+:.ion ct!'l:3!'eetciofl report issued by the department,
;i with references to the page numbers of the full report noting
0 ; any deficiencies found by the dep artment, and the actions
9: taken by the !Jrovide r to

rectify

such deficiencies, indicating

;o, in such sOJmmarv """'·"'ai,-.ee where the full report may be

·:J' cur::-ent incoi:':e.
'\

Display the certificate of authority in a

1i
I

11; ins:pected in the facility.
!2

Quarterly meetings between members and the

(c)

Post in

a

etl££ciecie�t-A�!Rbef-ef prominent position

131 �o:3i�fe!'le in the facility so as to be

accessible

to all

,,

,;overning body of the facility.--The board of directors�

1�! members and to the general public a summary by-the-ee�ertment

15

d<?sianated re'.)resentative, or other such governing body pf a

lSj of the latest annual statement, indicating in the summary

;J

continuing care facility shall hold c:;uarterly meetings with

16• where che ::ull annu'll stc1tement may be ins,:,ected in the

:1: the members of the continuing care facility for the purpose of

:1· f;:,cility.

18: free c:iscussion of subjects including, but not limited to,

1s: programs, and s�rvices shall also be posted.

inco�e, expenditures, and financial trends and pr oblems

as

t�cy apply to the facility, as well as a discussion on
?ropes�� c�anges in policies, programs, and services,

�c
29
:·0

31

Prior to entering into an

ag reement

to furnish

,0: cor:tinui:1<, c,are, the r-irovider undertakin<J to furnish the care,
Members

:1: or the aser.t of the provider, shall ma ke full disclosure, and
22: provide copies to the prospective member or his legal

r.uar ter lv _meet inn.

23

representative, of the following information

,J

undertaking:

An agenda and any materials that will be

cor.soicuous olace and shall�� �vailabl� U£On

a

request

to

:n1;ir-ber s.
�i

(4)

shall be entitled to at least 7 days' advance notice of each
::- distributed by the caverning body shall be posted in

��

19

,\ listing of any p r oposed changes in policies,

Section 11.

Subsections (3)

and

(4) of section

651.091, clorida Statutes, are amended to
651.091

r ead:

Availability, distribution,

and

,S;

(a)

The agreement to fu rnish continuing care.

26

(b)

A CO!JY of the summa ry 5tlfflRerciee listed i n

v:

to the

paragraph pere1ra!'he (b) end-iet of subsection (3).

�
posting qf

reports and records; requirement of full disclosur e.-(3)

r elative

Every continuing care facility shall:
2A
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n

The prospective member or his legal representative shall be

30

permitted to inspect the full reports referenced in parag raph

31

pere�rar,Re (b) a!'la-iet of subsection (3); the charter or other
25
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1

1
author itv and anv provider engaged in the execution of care

d,:,pactment pursuant to s. 631.026 (3), togc,ther with all

2 agreements or engaged in the performance of obligations under

�mendme�ts thereto; and the �ylaws of the corporation or

3

such agree�ents, in the same manner as is provided for

agreement or instrument required to be filed with the

�1

examination of insurance companies.

them if the individual agrees to pay a reasonable charge to

6

cover co�yin� costs.

)

department, whose compensation shall be fixed by the
department pursuant to s. 624.320. Routine examinations may

.J.ssociution, if any.

Upon resuest, copies of the reports and

i:itormction shall �e provided to the individual �equesting

Section 12.

Subsection (1) of section 651.095, Florida

St2t:.1tes, is a!T!ended to read:
;s1.O0s
ii

(1)

The Department of Inse1rance shall require each

?r0vider to submit for approval each financial statement.

pamphlet, circe1lar, form letter, advertisement, or other sales
literatur� or �dvertising ccm�u nication addressed or intended

:s

for Oistr:hution to pros9ective members.

'c

day3 dfter the date cf receipt of the dccuments listed in this

Within 15 business

seccion, the department shall aoprove or disapprove
18 1 e�de�-��?�O�in�-er-�e��c��n9 the documents.

:s

€fl�eT-aR

If the documents

a�e not r�i�cted �n-o�der-of-�e�eet�on-i�-not-enter�d within

:e

!)
18
IQ

examine the
designated by the department may at any time
property of any
records and affairs and inspect the physical

examination or
provider, whether in connection with a formal

s�2li �e de��ed approved, unl�ss the applicant has. consenteJ

21 i

The deoactment shall

misle�di�u, or which contains misreeresentaticns or omissions
of rr..:, ti:�rial fucts.

)1

ting ?Cinciples
records confor�ing to commonly accepted accoun
s. 651.026, shall be deemed
11 and ?Cactices, as required under
of each such examination
I] adeaua te. The final written report
department and, when so
13 shall be filed in the office of the
der being
., filed, shall constitute a public record. Any provi
t, give reasonable and timely
15 examined shall, upon reques
The representative or examiner
16 access to all of its records.

10

,al not.

Ui.Jc:.o:Jrovc anv advertise�ent whic:1 is unt.rue, dece� or

J.

ted to the
be made by having the necessary documents submit
ts and
department, and, for this purpose, financial documen

3

15 busi�ess days afte� the date of receipt, the documents
in �ri�ing to a further delay.
?1

er designated by the
Si be made by a representative or examin

9

�dvertiseme�ts; require�ents: pe:ialties.--

Section 13.

Subsections (1), (3), and

(4)

of section

£51.105, Florida Statutes, ace amended to read:
G51.l05
(1)

Examination and inspections; fines.--

The Department of Insurance shall have power, and

;o

is re�uired from time to time as it may deem necessary, to

31.

examine the business of any �licant for a certificate of
26
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Such examinations shall

( 3)

ni of authority

certificate
Every provider operating under a valid
as
shall be examined periodically and evaluated

25

ve or
to its financial condition by a representati
Such
representatives designated by the department.
ted as often as
examinations and evaluations shall be conduc

27

Reports of the results of such financial examinations an�

n

evo!�o�iens shall be kept on file by the department and shall

�

be open to public inspection in the facility providing care.

23
24

�

necessary to ensure the financial stability of the facility.

JOI Any records, reports, or documents which by state or federal
31

law or regulation are deemed confidential shall not be
27
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1: distributed or made available for purposes of compliance with

l2)

this subsection unless and until such confidential status has
expired.

(4)

j,

The department shall notify the provider in

writing of all deficiencies in its compliance with the

s' provisions of this chapter and the rules adopted pursuant to
7i this chapter and shall set a reasonable length of time for

3' compliance by the provider.
01

In addition, the deoartment shall

recuire corrective action or request a correcti•,e action olan

=J: from the orovider which demonstrates a good faith attemot to

II

remedv the deficiencv bv a soecified date.

1

,/

Upon a finding of

noncompliance, the department may levy an administrative fine,

13• not to exceed S50 per day, which shall be paid to the

i�: department each day until the department finds the provider in
151 compliance.

If the provider fails to comply within the

16, established length of time, then the amount collected from the
;; , provider shall be for:feited ·to the department.

In such case,

1s; the department may also initiate action against the provider
19:

20

i

'21

1

in accordance with the provisions of s. 651.125.
Section 14.

created to read:

631.106

2:"

n

i

Section 651.106, Florida Statutes, is

Grounds for discretionary refusal, suspension,

or revocation of certificate of authority.--The department

2-l� mav, in its discretion, deny, suspend, revoke, or refuse to

25, renew or continue the certificate of authority of any

26' applicant or provider if it�inds that any one or more of the

77

following aoolicable grounds exist:

ill

28

The provider no longer meets the requirements for

29; the authority oricinally granted, on account of deficiency of

Joi assets.
I
31 I

Lack of one or more of the aualifications for the

certificate ot authoritv as SEecified bv this chaot�r.

ill

,

Material misstatement, misrepresentation, or fraud

in obt3ini.na the certificate of authoritv, or in attempting to

obtain the same.

Demonstrated lack of fitness or trustworthiness.

6

( 4)

7

ill

Fraudulent or dishonest practices of management in

_{6)

Misaoprooriation, conversion, or withholding of

_{7)

Failure to comolv with, or violation of, anv

sl the conduct of business under the certificate of authoritv.
9:I
I

1J ! rnonevs.

"I
I

121 Prooer order, :ule, or reaulation of the decartment or
!3i violation of anv provision of this chanter.
jJ I

( 8)

The nrovider is in unsound condition, or in such

15

condition usina such methods and oractices in the conduct of

II

state hazardOLlS or injurious to the oublic.

16: its business, .3s to render its further tra,�sactions in this
18

(9)

The nrovider has refused to be examined or to

19: produce its accounts, records, and files for examination, or

�i if anv of its officers have refused to give information with
21; resoect to its affairs or to perform anv other legal

nt oblination as to such examination, when recuired by the
23: deoartment.
24

Section 15.

25i created to read:
26
27
:18

651.107

Section 651.107, Florida Statutes, is

Duration of suspension; oblinations during

susoension period, reinstatement.-_Ll_l

Susoension of a certificate of authori.st_ shall be

291 for such period, not to exceed 1 vear, as is fixed bv the
I
Joi department in the order of suspension, unless the department
31

28
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shortens or r2scinds such susoension or the order unon which
the susoension is modified, rescinded or reversed.
( 2)

Durino the neriod of suspension, the orovider

shall fiie its annual statement and nay license fees and taxes

as rer.uired under this chanter as if the certificate had

o. continued in full force; but shall issue no new contracts.

'i

w

Upon expiration of the suspension oeriod, if

8: within such period the certificate of authority has not

Jj otherwise terminated, the provider's certificate of authority

;c

11

I

sh2ll autoll'.;tically reinstate unless the deoartment finds that
th"' causes for the suspension have not been removed or that

;): the nrovider is otherwise r,ot in compliance with the
13i reauirements of this chap_ter.

If not so automatically

reinstatedL_the certificate of authority shall be deemed to

1�

s�ction 17. Subsection (3) of section 651.111, Florida
1f
if Statutes, is amended to read:

3I

651.111

Reque�ts for inspections.--

shall
Upon receipt of a complaint, the department
make a preliminary review, and, unless the department
intended to harass
determines that the complaint is willfully
department
a provider or is without any reasonable basis, the
( 3)

41

5

;
7

v
shall make an onsite inspection -' or instruct the advisor
the
council to act, within 10 busines s days after receiving

a

9;

ainant shall be advi2ed
10! ccm!)laint. In either event, the compl
11_ t�ie�ffie�, within 30 days of the receipt of the complaint by
the nepartffient, of �het the proposed course of action of the

131 department i:,.

Section 13.

1.:1

Section 651.114, Florica Statutes, 1980

:,· have exoired ss of the end of the suspension period or uoon

151 supplement, is amended to read:

i7; susoension neriod, whichever event first occurs.

17

'6, failure of the orovider to continue the certificate during the
,o

Section 16.

:o

651. 108

/: :

tll

;9 1 created to read:

2:

?;

Section 651.108, Florida Statutes, is

Administrative fines.--

If the department finds that one or more grounds

exist for the discretionarv revocation or suspension of a
certificate of authority issued under this chapter, the

deoartment mav, in lieu of such revocation or suspension,

)4

25

imoose a fine uoon the orovider in an amount not to exceed

,61 Sl,000 p_er violation.

121

n

If it is found that the provider has knowingly and

willfully violated a lawful order of the department or a

provision of this chapter, the department may impose a fine in

29

�: an amount
not to exceed
Sl0,000 for each such violation.
- - --I

31 !

30
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651.114

Delinquency proceedings.--

19

r
Uoon notification by an escrow aoent or office
under s.
that a portion of a reserv e fund escrow recuired
ed, and befure
651.035 has been or is proposed to be releas

;1

�artment shall:

_(_l)

18

r 631, the
invokin�owers under part I of chapte

20

(a)

22 l

(b)

23:

Notify the provider of the facilitv .

�otify the chair of the advisory council.

ry
The orovider shall make available to the adviso
cation, all
2�1 council, no later than 14 days after notifi
I
including, but not limited
ui documents reauested by the council,

2i I

I

( 2)

27 i to:
28 i

w

An exElanation of use of, or proposed use of,

30

(bl

A plan for restoring the funds and for future

291 reserve funds.

I

31 I solvencv.

31
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The council 3hall convene no le�s than 30 days and

ordinance, or indenture of trust securing bands or notes

no more than �5 davs after notification to:
(.:;)

Consider and evaluate the clan submitted by the

:Jrcvider.

lb)

S�ction 19.

Conduct such other business as is necessary.

(4) (.:,)

:Jeon aoproval of a ,:,lan by t'le deoartment, the

provider £hall submit a orogress report to the council and/or

6

651.121

7

( 1)

�: ee�ne�! to the Department of Insurance is created to consist
1: of seven members appointed by the Governor, each of whom shall
·01

�e a resi�cnt of, and geoqraphically representative of, this

11

state.

�fter a nerioci cf 3 months, or at anv earlier time

(Slf=r

1;

13

Should the department find that sufficiP.nt rf

:r,
)i

;s

30 C2·-. s- .1ftr-r ':.�ie effective date of this act.

Three members

shall be holders of certificates of authority under this

;5

these three members are required only to have been actively

?.��-�i-��e �rounds exist for rehabilitation, liquination,

i6' engageu ir. the offering of continuing care agreements in this

conservation, reorganization, seizure, or summary proceedings

:1· state for 5 ye:Hs prior to appointment.

of 3n insurer as set forth in ss. 631.051, 631.061, and

:R

6,1.071 exist as to a provider, the Department of Insurance

19 I

may petition for an ap9ropriate court order or may pursue such

:o: e!{pt?rtise is in the area of management.

i.i.l.f'H

:s

".'he init:al_--2E.£ointments shall be made no later than

1

chapte�, exce�t that with respect to the initial appointments,

ot�2r relieE as is afforded in part I of chapter 631.

'

Advisory council.--

Ti1e Continuin.9. Care Advis� Counc:il, -,\n-�o.,�5o-ry

th': :�,:;,:;art;n,:,;;t :-:ionthl·.,.! in , :i!anncr nrescr ibed bv the

deemed �A�e�sarvr the council shall �valuate the nroaress of

�· .:

of section 651.121, Florida

�1 St.J.tut�s, �re amended to reaa:

the focilitv a�d shall advise the decartment of its findings.

�

(4)

Geoa.: trr:�n t.
(::,)

,o

Subsections (1) and (3) and paragraphs (b)

J. and (cl of subsection
�iscuss the oroblem and solutions with the

�- proviCer.
i_c::__l

issued to finance a facility.

Ir, the e·,ent an order of rehabilitation,

,,
"

The remaining members

shall include:
(a)

A re?resentative of the business community whose

(::;)

� certified public accountant.

(c)

An � ttorney -i'.-1'.ep1'.eeeflt.et.4-,e-e-f-�:'le-.£·ie!d-e-f

liquiDution, cons�rvation, reorganizatior., seizure, or summary

?; . i�el:j raR.ee.

proceeding has been entered against a provider, the department

).1,

(d)

A resident or other consumer representative.

shall be vested with all of the powers and duties it has untjer

25

( 3)

The council members shall serve without pay, but

the provisions of part I of chapter 631 in regard to

';(, I

'.lelinnuenc:_, proceedings of insurance companies.

�7· deo.:irtment in accordance with s. 112.061.

J.2lt3t

The rights of the department described in this

shall be reimbursed for per diem and travel expenses by the

2& :

( 4)

The council shall:

,9· section ��bseette�s-t!t-a�e-t�t shall be subordinate to the

29

(b)

Hold an annual meeting eeeh-!ea� and hold other

�

W i meetings at such times and places as the depdrtment or the

rights of a trustee pursuant to the terms of a resolutio�,

31 \ chairman of the council may direct.

JI i
32
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Kee� a record of its proceedings.

The books· and

records of the council shall be prima facie evidence of all

,: p ersonnel food service facilities; and offices and office

J: matters re�orted therein and shall be open to ins?ection b y

3 i buildings for persons engaged in health care professions or

5'

sl 400.601-400.615, a certificate of need therefor is obtained

4' the-de�a�t�ent at all times.

-�

1! personnel tr�ining and lodging; patient, guest, and health

6
7

Section 20.

amended to read:
651.132

Section 651.132, Florida Statutes, is

Amendment or renewal of existing contracts.--

s• Any contract or agreement executed prior to July 1, 1981 ±911,
9· which is amended or renewed, subsequent to July 1, 1981 :l:911,

10· shall be subject to this act.

11!

S2ction 21.

Subsection (16) of section 159.27, Florida

12, Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
13 !

159.27

Definitions.--The following words and terms,

'"' unless the context clearly indicates a different meaning,

15. shall have the following meanings:

,� i

(16)

"Health care facility" means property operated in

17'

the private sector, whether operated for profit or not oth e �

!Qi

connection with the diagnosis, treatment, therapy,

ta' €�aR-&7-Ret-fe�-�i,-ef�t-o�ga��tati:e��. used for or useful in

J: services; ?rovided, if required by ss. 381.493-381.498 and ss.
I

'I prior to the issuance of the bonds.
1\

Section 22.

?!

154.205

I

Subsection (8) of section 154.205, Florida

g! Statutes, 1980 Sup?lement, reads:
13

Definitions.--The following terms, whenever

used in this part, shall have the following meanings unless a
different meaning clearly appears from the context:

It
i2 1

13

(S)

"Health facility" means any private corporation

organized not for profit and authorized by law to provide

hospital or nursing home care services in accordance with

1J

;,· chnpcer 395 or chapter 400 or li fe care services in accordance

1;

with chapter 651.

10

11.6105, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, to read:

Section 23.

11

i9

!

11.6105

Subsection (10) is added to section

Legislative review of regulatory functions;

20' rehabilitation, housin.9.i. or care of or for aged, sick, ill,

�! additional provisions.--

22

�,, shall bP. re•riewed bv the LegislaturF? pursuant to the

21, injured, infirm, impaired, disabled, or handicapped persons,

23

withouc discrimination among such persons due to race,

religion, or national origin; or for the prevention,

u: detection, and control of disease, including, without

25

limitation thereto, hospital, clinic, emergency, outpatient,

21 ,

24

25

and intermediate care, i ncluding, but not limited to,

26:

28

facilities, facilities defined in s. 154.205 (8), day care and

28 i

29

share-a-home facilities, nursing homes, and the following

JO! related ?roperty when used for or in connection with the

Jtj foregoing: laboratory; research; pharmacy; laundry; health
34
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Chaoter 65Lis retJeal�d on July 1, �1982, and

23. Requlator•, Reform Act of 1976, as amended.

�i

27' facilities for the elderly such as adult congregate living

(10)

Section 24.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1981.

27:
29'

JO:

J1 I

35
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HOUSE SUMMARY

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Revises provisions relating to life care contracts in the
following areas:
1. Fines, fees, and penalties.
2. Maintenance of liauid reserves and uses thereof.
3. Application for certificate of authority,
Deoartment of Insurance duties relating thereto, and
information reauired in annual statement.
4. Proviiional certificates of authority and related
reauirements and procedures.
· 5. Reauirements with respect to continui�g care
agreements and refunds.
6. Dismissal of a member for inability to pay monthly
fees.
7. Notice of auarterly meetings and posting of certain
information.
8. Approval of certain advertisements.
9. Examination of applicants and providers,
compensation therefor, and plans for corrective action.
10. Denial, suspension or revocation of, or refusal to
renew, certificates of authority.
11. The advisory council (named the Continuing Care
Advisory Council) and its membership and duties.
Redefines "health care facility" for purposes of the
Florida Industrial Development Financing Act.
Provides that chapter 651, F.S., shall be repealed and
reviewed in accordance with the Regulatory Reform Act of
1976.
See bill for details.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

36
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l/8J7J.I

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to life care contracts:

amending s. 651.011(2) and (8), Florida

Statutes, and adding subsections (11) and (12):

providing definitions: amending s�

651.015(2) (c) and

Florida Statutes:

providing for levy of a fine for �ncompliance:

10

11

12

ll

14

(4),

by providers and requirin�1intena'nce of a

liquid reserve: amendi,#. 651.026(1), (3),
�:�,
(4), (5), (6), and (1,l_.7' Florida Statutes, 1980

Supplement, and

�✓
a't'f�
new

subsections (8) and

application for certificate of authority;

provisions; providing that a late fee may be

including reference to "applicant" within said

1
8
19 1
lO

charged if information is not received:

ll

ll

acknowledgment of an application; providing a

14

l6i

111

181

:1
iii

requiring the Department of Insurance to issue
time l imitation for certification or

l. 6
1.7

liabilities; specifying fiscal ye�r: providing

show a specified ratio of assets to

1. 9/7

exemptions; amending s. 651.031, Florida

1.9/9

Statutes; requi!ing all persons intending to
offer continuing care agreements to obtain a
provisional certificate of authority; revising
information to be submitted to the department;

10

11

ll

13

allowing deposit of funds collected from

l.9/10
1. 9/11

p rospective members with the department;

providing basis for denial of provisional
certificate: requiring that entrance fees

1.9/12

16

1.9

must be maintained by a provider: requiring

1.9/14

18

notification to the department prior to use of

lO

authorized purposes; providing for emergency

1. 9/1

accuracy of certain information; providing that

1.9/4

formulating a remedial plan: providing time

,1.9/5

providing for extension of time period granted

,I

1.8

1.9/3

limitation for submission of such plan;

to correct deficiencies; requiring providers to

1.9/13

information, including financial information,

the advisory council may assist a facility in

(j· '1

facility is assured: amending s. 651.035,

1.9/2

providing for departmental inquiry to determine

t/ ·I\.r

200-127-4-l

1J

notification of deficiencies: revising
required to be included in annual statement;

L1

11.3

l.5

17

ll

•2

provisions relating to mai�ry.,a'nce of net worth

(10): revising pr�sions relating to

ll

_}_j___
;:., ( I
1.1/1

:l :btc

1.4

1es:
\
�
amending s. 651.021, Florida �utes: deleting

[p

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARC
HIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STA
TE
R. A. GRAY BUILDIN
G
Tallahassee, FL 323
99-0250
S\nies
Carton

providing for administrative pe

15
16

@®

1.9/6

15
17

remain in reserve until financing of the

Florida Statutes; specifying reserves which

19

certain portion of said reserves for other than

ll

use of reserves; providing effect of failure to

ll

Statutes, relating to use of reserves; deleting

15

Statutes; amending s. 651.055, Florida

17

Statutes; revising requirements of continuing

ll
ll
l6

maintain reserves: amending s. 651.041, Florida

1.9/16
1.26

exceptions to maintenance of investments in
forms as prescribed by chapter 625, Florida

l8

care agreements with respect to pcoperties

:,

conditions of cancellation and refund,

JI

1.9/15

transferred, availability of services,
conditions of acceptance, of remaining in the
facility, and of death or removal of member,

. 27
1.28
1. 29
1.30

200-127-4-1

200-127-4-1
condltlons for fee changes, afflllatlons of the
provider, and reserve funding policies:

regulating refunds: requiring that agreements
include a statement regarding applicant's

651.107, Florlda Statutes; providing duratlon

l.31

of suspension period; providing provider's

l.33/13

reinstatement; creating s. 651.108, Florida

l.3 3/14

lieu of suspension or revocation and other

l.33/15

Statutes: authorizing action by advisory

l.33/16

obligations during such period; providing for

rights; requirin·g a provider to present a copy

l.32

to the transfer of any money or property:

1.33

fines: amending s. 651.111(3), Florlda

s. 651.061, Florida Statutes; provlding

l.33/1

councll upon receipt of·complalnt regarding a

11

inability to pay monthly maintenance fees;

l.33/2

13

providing for notice to members of quarterly

15

designated representative thereof; amending s.

of the agreement to all parties thereto prior

allowing an addendum to an agreement; amending

10
ll

"

conditions of dismissal of a member for

amending s. 651.085, Florida Statutes:

1.33/3

meetings with the board of directors or a

l.33/4

651.091(3) and (4), Florlda Statutes; revislng

l.33/5

examination reports and annual statements in

l.33/6

Statutes; provldlng that the department shall

l.33/7

ll

651.105(1), (3) and (4), Florida Statutes;

l.33/8

1,

certification of authority: providing for

16
11

18

19

lO
l1

ll

15,

26 i
211

:'8

'19

JO
31

requirements regarding posting of summaries of

the facllity; amending s. 651.095(1), Florida
not approve certain advertisements; amending s.

providing for examination of applicants for
compensation for examinations; providing that

the department shall require corrective action

l. 33/9

Statutes; providing for administrative fines in

10

provider: amending s. 651.114, Florida

ll

when a portion of a required reserve fund

11
ll
14

15

16
11

18
19

l.33/18

advlsory council; provldlng dutles of advisory

l.33/19

651.121(1), (3), and (4)(b) and (c), Florida

l.33/20

requiring provider to submit information to the
council; providing for reports; amending s.
Statutes; providing for a Continuing Care

Advlsory Council: provlding for appointment and

ll

651.132, Florida Statutes: providing

ll

for inspection of its records·; amending s.

Statutes, relating to conversion of property:

l.33/24

161

amendlng s. 159.27(16), Florida Statutes, 1980

;l. 33/11

'19

renew, a certificate of authority: creating s.

l.33/12

Supplement: redefining •health care facility•

l8

for purposes of the Florida Industrial

JO

(10) to s. 11.6105, Florida Statutes, 1980

JI

1.33/22

l.33/23

contracts: repealing s. 651.045, Florida

ll

l.33/21

application to amendment or renewal of existing

2,

Statutes: providing grounds for denial,

suspension, or revocation of, or refusal to

escrow has been or is proposed to be released;

membership; providing for per diem; providing

11

deficiencies: creating s. 651.106, Florida

l.33/17

lO

ll

.33/10

or a plan therefor from providers to remedy

Statutes, 1980 Supplement: providing procedures

1.33/25

Development Financing Act; adding subsection

l.33/26

Supplement; provlding that chapter 651, Florida

l.33/27

200-127-4-1

:1
ii

,,

sl
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Statutes, shall be repealed and reviewed in

accordance with the Regulatory Reform Act of
1976; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Subsections (2) and (8) of section 651.011,

Florida Statutes, are amended, and subsections (11) and (12)

are added to said section to read:
651.011

10

111 chapter:

Definitions.--For the purposes of this

11i
•continuing care• or •care• means furnishing
I
13 shelter, food, and either nursing care or personal services as
1
14 defined in s. 400.402� nursing care, whether such the
(2)

(12)

.61

II of chapter 625.

1.62

l:enc

41

(4)

Paragraph (c) of subsection (2) and

of section 651.015, Florida Statutes, are

amended to read:

Administration: forms; fees; rules; fines.--

The administration of this chapter is vested in the Department

of Insurance, which shall:

1.64

1.67

Section 2.

subsection

651.015

ll.63

:1.65

"Liquid assets• means assets as defined in part

'1

1

In addition to any other penalty that may b� provided

1.7)

16

(4)

1a

Section ).

l:qq

lO

651.021

nl a term of years.

1. 80

lll

�l�

241 payment of a sum of money or property made as full or partial

1.82

24 of authority therefor obtained from the Department of

2.1

:1

I
16 j facility or in another setting designated by the agreement for
i
171 continuing care, to an individual not related by consanguinity

:: i

or affinity to the provider furnishing such care, upon payment

of an entrance fee.

Other personal services provided shall be

WI designated in the continuing care agreement.

•continuing

1.71

1.74

1.76

21 I care" shall include only life care, care for life, or care for ll. 79
ll

(8)

•Entrance fee• means an initial or deferred

251 oayment to assure wn�eh-a��ttre� the member a place in a

:I

facility for a term of years or for life.

An accommodation

fee, admission fee, or other fee of similar form and

1.81

1.8)

�[ application shall be considered to be an entrance fee.

2. 2

30 I Advisory Council established by s. 651.121.

2.4

n'

i,!

(11)

•Advisor'{ council• means the Continuinq Care

1:lus

151 exceed $50 per day for each day of noncompliance.

Impose administrative fines and oenalties pursuant

11 to this chapter.
191 amended to read:

211 e£-r,e�-wet-H,.--

Section 651.021, Florida Statutes, is

Certificate of authority required,-eee•<J"aHe"

No provider shall engage in the business of

13 providing continuing care in this state without a certificate

25

�

·1
JI

2.5

A late fee in an amount equal to 50 percent of the 12.5/1

u for under this chapter, the deoartment mav levy a fine not _t;_�

I

2.3

12.4

(c)

1 :los

Ill nursing care or personal services are!� provided in the

2.2

Collect in advance� and the applicant so served

renewal fee in effect on the last preceding regular renewal

13 date.

2.1

(2)

lOI shall pay to it in advance, the following fees:

11

1. 84

Insurance as provided in this chapter.

Every provider holding

a certificate of authority under the provisions of this

2.5/2

l:lus
2. 5/4

2.11
2.12
12.14
2.14/1

2.14/2

2.14/3

2.14/4

chapter shall maintain at all times a !19.uid reserve as

2.14/5

dete�fflined-By-tke-�epa�tfflen� T -basee-Hren-the-fl�fflBeF-e�

2. 14/7

reguiced in s. 651.035. r,et-we��h-in-an-�fflo�nt-�e-ee

eontin�±n1-eere-a1FeeMen�s-eA�eFed-¼A�e-9y-�Re-pEeY48eE-aA�
the-type�-an6-leYels-ef-6eEY�eea-pE9Y4ded-by-tAe-p�o��de�

.• J __ ,;_,.J -·- _J,.i:,;� ...

2.14/6
2.22

200-127-4-1
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e�feE-4��-eeR�if'IYi-rt!-ear-e-withir,:-*- yeer--Er-effl-+!he-da+!e-eE-the

adgp�ieR-ef-tRe-t=-1:1lee-�A8er--+!hi-s-ekapter--aAd-r,et-haYtn1-a-net
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I ••aU-Aee-he-¼eee-ehei,-ei,e-el,ii,e-eE-H,e-eeee¼-Pe<jttiPe<l-t,e-!lleee
tAe-8eei,r1ate8-a�e1:1P1t-eE-r1et-wer-thr--Hewever-r-if'l-!tett-e£
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IO a-pPevi6e�-shai¼-£i¼e-e-sttPe+!y-bendr-¼etter,s-e£-e�editT

11 s1:1�r,ltte-8eBent�r-es-es-�pevided-£er-i"-�r-6a8r4Q±T-eP-any-otne�

11 aeeef�ab±e-eel!atePa±-with-the-depa�eme"�r-a�-appreYed-by-itr
13 i�-thc-amo�nc-0£-the-de��natee-ne�-werthT

14

4J�--Eve�y-a��!ieal"\t-�ha¼l-�rev½de-pPeeET-e�-a-fePm
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19

10

Section 4.

Subsections (l), (3), (4), (5), (6), and

(7) of section 651.026, Floe lda Statutes, 1980 Supplement, ace

1
21 amended, subsections (8) and (9) are renumbered as subsections
lll (9) and (11), respectively, and new subsections (8) and (10)

231 are added to said section to read:

1,

651.026

Certificate of authority: application; annual

15 statements: renewals.--

�

:1!
29

( l)

An applicant or A provider shall file an

application foe a certificate of authority on a form

prescribed by the Department of Insurance, and the application
shall be accompanied by the annual statement and other matters

JO as provided in this chapter �eetien-and-in-�T-,�lrO�l.
JI Annually thereafter, on or before July 1, such provider shall

12.24

file the annual statement and such other information and data,

2.52

2.26

calendar year, except as provided in subsection (10) ae-fflay-he

2.S2/2

receive the required iOformation on or before July 1, a late

2.52/5

2.25

2.27

2.28

showing its condition as of e" the last day of the preceding

<I •e�wi,ed-hy-ehe-aepa,e!lle"e.

fee � �1,e¼l be charged eucsuant to s. 651.015(2) (c).

12.29
2.31

If the department does not

of authority, the department shall issue a written

Within 90 days after the

2.32

lO date of acknowledgment, unless the applicant has consented in

2.36

11 or shall notify the applicant of specific deficiencies in the

2.33

2. 37

11 writing to a delay, the department shall certify the facility
application or conditions that shall be imposed to obtain

13

14 certification as permitted under this act. ½"-a"-aMe�"�-��a�

2.38

15 ee-§Q-�e�ee��-ei-�he-FeAewal-fee-iR-efiee,-GA-�Re-lass

2.40

II

2.39

2. 41

12.42
2. 43

2.44

2.46
2.47

2.49

2.50

2.51

l6 p�eeedin1-re,�¼ar-reftewal-�a�eT
(3)

2.52/4

Within 12.52/6

14 working days of receipt of an application for a certificate
9 acknowledgment to the applicant.

2.52/1

2.52/7

2.52/8
2.52/9

2.52/10
2.52/11

2.52/12

If the applicant or provider is a corporation, the !2.66

IBI original application for the certificate of authority shall be �.68
19 accompanied by a copy of the charter: if the applicant or

� provider is a partnership or other unincorporated association,

the oclginal application shall be accompanied by a copy of the :2. 7l

11

22 partner�hip agreement, articles of association, or other

n membership agreement: and if the applicant or provider is a

2. 72

trust, the original application shall be accompanied by a copy �.74

N

25 ! of the trust agreement or instrument.

�

(4)

The annual statement shall be in such form as the

(a)

The name and address of the facility in which the

11 department shall elect and shall contain at least the
1
18 following:
191

!

•1
JI

2.69

continuing care is to be offered and the name and address of
8

2.75

2.76
2. 7 7

2.78

2.79

200-127-4-1
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11 any affiliated parent or subsidiary corporation or
partnership.
(b)

The full name, residence, and business address of:

1.

The proprietor, if the apolicant or provider is an

individual.
2.

Every partner or member, if the !EE.licant or

provider is a partnership or other unincorporated association,

however organized, having less than 50 partners or members,

12

2.82

12.83
\2.84

3.l
1

2.I provider is a partnership or an unincorporated

3.4
1
3.5

3.

The principal partners or members, if the �licant \3.2

13 organization, however organized, having 50 or more partners or
14 members, together with the busiiiess name and business address

151 of the partnership or other organization.

If such

16 unincorporated organization has officers and a board of
1
17 directors, the full name and business address of each officer
181 and director may be set forth in lieu of the full name and

:I

2.81

together with the business name and address of the partnership

101 or other organization.

II

12.80

business address of its principal members.

The corporation and each officer and director

3.7
3. 8

3.9

3.10

211 thereof, if the applicant or provider is a corporation.

3.12

1,

l:lus

11

4.

5.

Every trustee and officer, if the !.2.E.licant or

231 provider is a trust.
6.

The manager, whether an individual, corporation,

25� partnership, or association.

16

11

18

]'1
)0

7.6�

Any stockholder holding at least a 10-percent

!.:_;�

Any person whose name is required to be provided

interest in the operations of the facility in which the care
is to be offered.

in the application under the provisions of this paragraph and

ll who owns at least a 10-percent interest in any professional
9

3.12
3.14

3.15
3.16

3.18

,l : lus

,3. 21

3.22

service firm, association, trust, partnership, or corporation

providing goods, leases, or services to the facility for which b.23
the application is made, with a real or anticipated value of

41 $500 or more, and the name and address of the professional

service firm, associatlon, trust, partnership, or corporation
in which such interest is held.

The applicant shall describe

such goods, leases, or services and the probable cost t� ��

81 facility or provider, and why such goods, leases, or services

3.24

3.25

3.26

l:lus
3.28

9 should not be purchased from an independent entity.
lO 1
ie►--A-�teteffle"t-ef-whether-er-fte�-�he-f�e,1,�y-eE-a�

3.29

13

l:los

3.30

11 I eE£i¼-iat:eT-r,er-ent: -r-er-e\the½diery-ie-e-!-el½!iet:1eT-r,;eA!tt'-eEi�T-eE- 13.31
121 r,re�t'i��ery-ertJe"½ea-t4:e"T
1
14

-{e�--Peree"P'te¼-reee�deT'

�·ht}-

The types of agreements for continuing care to

IS) be entered into by the provider aA9 .,. -t:E--ettek-fH•evieer-is

161 epttJeged-in-t"e-bH�ine��-e£-£�rni�k½A,-eeEe-en-J1:1!y-iy-¼9+JT-a

II
IS

li�tin�-ef-eeeh-�eMeE-!e•-eaaA-�ypa-Qf-a9�Q8�eRt.

ill�,�

l:lus

Financial information, updated at least

11 annually, including the following, as certified by an
1
n independent auditor who is at-least a certified public
241 accountant:
l6
11

n1

3.37

3.38

�l ty�e-ef-a�rceffleft�T

lS

3.35

4f�--Fe�-aAA�al-9�ateffle"ts-s1:t8ffli�tett-after-the-ise1:1e�ee

191 e£-an-er½�ina¼-eer�ifieet:eT-e-li�t�P't�-e£-eeeh-�ember-�er-caeh

11

3.34

1.

a.

A balance sheet, listing at least:r

Those assets maintaine4_in the form prescribed by

part II of chapter 625.
b.

Real property and equioment used to provide care

19 1 and housing for persons under continuing care agreements o�

equities therein owned b�rovider.

Valuation

ll attributable to real property shall be the net equity, which
ml
10

3.39

3.39/2

3.39/4
3. 4 4

1: lus

3.46

1: lus
3. 47

3. 8
1 4
I

200-127-4-1

11 shall be the aopraised value less any encumbrances.

Aopraised �.55

value shall be determined by an indeoendent appraisal by a

member of The American Institute of Real Estate A£praisers

or the insured value of the prooerty. Eau !£_ment shall
'I J11A_I_l_,_
be valued at cost less ·depreciation and encumbrances which

6 shall be determined by the straiqhtline method.
7

2.

A narrative explaining material facts relating to

8 the balance sheet;

l�--AR-iReeMe-e�a�effleAe-aAd-a-pPe-fe�Ma-¼"eeme

101 !!!lt.!!t:eme!"l�-r

3.56

3.57
3.58

3.58

3.59

11

3.4y

A statement of use of proceeds,

3.61

14

s.,Y

The level of participation in Medicare or

3.63

12
IJ

4._ Annual deb� se�vice as defined in s. 651.0351
5T--A-�Pe-£e!ma-ealanee-�heet:�

1s: Medicaid programs, or both;
16 I

11i

6.,�

A statement of all fees required of members,

including, but not limited to, a 5tatement of the entrance fee

�1· charged, the monthly service charges, the proposed application
19 1 of the proceeds of the entrance fee by the provider, and the

NI plan by which the amount of the entrance fee is determined if

l:lus
:los

3.65

3.66
3.67
3.68

21 the entrance fee is not the same in all cases; and

3.69

24 l services, regardless of whether the change involves the basic

3.73

ll

7.Sr

Changes or increases in fees when the provider

n changes either the scope of, or the rates for, care or

25 rate or only those services available at additional costs to

�I the member7-eMcep�-�heee-eheRge�-�e��¼Pe6-By-e�a�e-eE-fe8eFa1
21J e��f�tence-pre�reffl�.
�I

filtk�

Location and description of physical property

n or properties essential for, and proposed to be used, or being

JO
JI

used, in connection with, the agreements of the provider to

furnish continuing care.

11

200-127-4-1

l:lus

3. 72
3.74
3.75

.76
. 77

3.79

.!.fl.{!�

Such other reasonable data, financial

l:lus

statements, and pertinent information as the department may

3.78

affiliates ta determine the financial status of the facility

3.80

require with respect ta the provider or the facility, its

41 directors, trustees, members, branches, subsidiaries, or

61 and the management capabilities of its managers and owners.
(5)

The application for original certificate of

authority shall be accompanied by forms of agreements proposed
to be used by the provider In the furnishing of care.

If the

3.79

3.81
3.82

lO department finds that the agreements comply with s. 651.055,
I
ll it shall approve them. Thereafter, no other form of agreement 14.2

12 shall be used by the provider until it has been submitted to,
1
13 and approved by, the department as complying with s. 651.055.

14

In addition to any other Information which Is

4.4

(a)

Evidence that the applicant peeY¼eeP is of

4.8

18 reputable and cesponsible character. If the applicant
19 1 f'l"evidet'" is a firm, association, organization, partnership,

�

business trust, corporation, or company, the form shall

2\

require evidence that the members or sfiareholders are

14

shall likewise be required to produce evidence of reputable

22

4.3

(6)

15 required with respect to an application for a certificate of
1
!6 authority, the applleation shall provide ref!�¼Fe:
17

3.84

reputable and of responsible character, and the person in

4.5
4.6

l:las

4.10

4.11

4 .12

4. 13

23 charge of providing care under a certificate of authority

4.14

26

4.17

251 and responsible character.
(b)

Evidence satisfactory ta the department of the

V ability of the aopllcant peeYiee• to comply with the
I
n provisions of this chapter and with rules adopted by the
�I department pursuant to this chapter.
(c)

A statement of whether a person identified in the

�, application for a certificate of authority or the
12

4.16
1: lus

4.21

4. 22

200-127-4-1

200-127-4-1

11 administrator or manager of the facility, if such person has
been designated, or

location:

1.

any

such person living in the same

Has been convicted of a felony or has pleaded nolo

contendere to a felony ·charge, or has been held liable or

61 enjoined in a civil action by final judgment, if the felony or

civil action involved fraud, embezzlement, fraudulent

conversion, or misappropriation of property.
2.

Is subject to a currently effective injunctive or

101 restrictive order or federal or state administrative order

11I relating to business activity or health care as a result of an

121 action brought by a public agency or department, including,

13 without limit_ation, an action affecting a license under
14 1 chapter 400.

15

4. 24

4.26

4.50

4.52

4.53

4.28
1
4.29

61 �e�-wer�k-er-a-e�f£4e4e�4!.-6�t=ety-9GR9T-!e�,aEG-Q{-Q�QditT

4.56·

4.30

91 renewal certificate shall be i"ssued.

14.31

4.32

4.33

181 assessed, or the date, nature, and issuer of the order.

14.36

Prior

If

been paid, the certificate of authority shall be issued.

4.49

4.27

4. 34

19 to determining whether a certificate of authority is to be

651.021; and that the fees as set forth in s. 651.015(2) have

41 the annual statement of each subsequent year meets the �bqy�

161 The statement shall set forth the court or agency, date of
171 conviction or judgment, the penalty imposed or damages

11 aeeep-e9le-eella4!.eral-kae been met in accordance with s.

requirementsL ae-ee�-£6r4!.h-¼"-4!.R¼e-eRap4!.e-E1-½f-4!.�e-e1:11£4e4eRC
ettrpi��-debent�re�-a�-previde�-½n-e�-6�8T�8½T-er-a"y-e�her

aeeeptabie-eeiiaterei-ie-Meinte!ned� and if the fee is paid, a
If the annual statement

101 fails to meet the requirements as set forth in this chaptec er11 l �e-deffle" s �ra 4!.e- e\lf .f-ie-i. eA�-Ae-t-we-E-th-Q5-�-.iR Ce RaRc-e-Qf--

12 ett£f-½.e-ien�-e1:1re-ty-Benf!l.,.-le-t!4!.e�s-e.f-et=e6-i.�T-61:1f'pi1:1a-8eBe"t1:1t=es

13 e!!-prev-ided--in-·!!IT-6�8T-l{li .,--e- r-any-e�he-r-aeeep4!.a8le-eeiiate ,al,

�I

u the department may issue a renewal certificate upon payment of

15I the renewal fee, but shall advise the provider of the noted

deficiencies, and shall require the provider to correct such

17 deficiencies within a period to be determined by the
18 department.

The department may notify the advisory council

19 which may assist the facility in formulatina a remedial plan

lO 1 to be submi�tted �to the department no later than 60 days from

4.55
4.57

4.59

4.60

14.61
1

4.62

4.63

4 • 64
4.64/1

4.64/2

4.64/3
1: lus

4.64/5

WI.issued, the deoartment may make an inquiry to determine the

4.37

221 subparagraphs l. and 2. tsstt¼Af:!-e.-eerti£ieeee-ef-&t2ther-i-tyr

4.39

221 deficiencies 6tte1"1-fter-iel!! may be extended �on submission of �

l:los

U! e£-!eeei-½ew-enlereement-a1eneiesT

4.39/2

241 such deficiencies have not been cleared by the expiration of

4.64/11

ll

ll

25
16

accuracy of the information submitted pursuant to

the-0e�ert.fflen�-skell-Yer¼fy-etteR-e�a�e�e"t-with-the-e�si9teftee
(7) (a)

Upon the department being satisfied that such

statement and other accompanying materials meet the

4.39/1
4.42

17 requirements of this chapter: that there has been evidenced

4.43

�1 werth-req�iremen�-er-��q�¼re�en�-,eE-�Ae-�tt�eRaee-e�-a

4.45

l8 the information required: that �uirements have �he-ne�

JO
JI

�d££ieient-sttre�y-Bend-eE-{e£-pFev½s¼en-ef-�e��eFs-ef-eFe8it T

st2r�!�s-debentttree-as-pF9Y¼9ed-¼R-GT-,J&�40l T -8f-aAy-e�ReE
13

4. 44

4.46
4. 47

ll

the date of notification.

The time £eriod granted to correc�

n1 plan for corrective action approved by the department.

If

25 1 such time period, as extended, then the department shall

�I petition for delinquency proceedings or pursue such other

17 relief as is provided for under s. 651.114, as the
�I circumstances may require.

l9 I
(b) The Department of Insurance shall not issue a
I
JO certificate of authority under this act to any facility which
I

31

does not have a component of the facility which is to be
14

4.64/7
4.64/10
4.64/12

4.64/13
4.78

4.79

200-127-4-l

200-127-4-l

licensed pursuant to chapter 395 or part I or part II of

(a)

4,80

651.026(4) (b) 1 (e! 1 and (f) and (6), for application for a

chapter 400.
(8)

A 2rovider shall show, within no more than 5 years �:lus

41 of the openin� a ratio of no less than one to one of

current asset� to current liabilities.
(10)

Each provider not in operation on Julv 1, 1981,

shall adopt the calendar year as its fiscal year for

accounting purposes.

(c)

4.80/6

4.80/5

In such case, the annual statement

4.80/7

IJ shall be filed on or before the· first day of the seventh month

4.80/8

IS followinq the end of such fiscal year.

5,0/1

Annual filing for

16\ recertification with the department must be within 90 days of

lO

5.0/2

the last day of its fiscal year.

651,031

Section 651.031, Florida Statutes, is

5.5

nl

( l)

Provisional certificate of authority;

All persons intending to enter into the offering

of continuing care agreements whe-AaYe-Aet-ag�wi•ed-t��

24 neee��ory-foeiii��e�-fer-�rev�din,-��eh-eare-er-�ave-Ae�

5.12

(2)

Such persons shall file with the department a

�, statement of intent to provide continuing care and shall

31 provide the following information to the department:

15

5.11

1 5.13
5.14
1

5.19
5.20
5.21

IS.22

5.23

application for a certificate of authority.

The feasibility

5.28

IS study shall include at least the following information:

5.29

161

5.30

(a)

A statement of the purpose and need for the

171 project and the reasons for the proposed construction,

18 expansion, or renovation.
1

(b)

ll

17! tt"der-thi�-ehapteP shall apply to the Department of Insurance

�1 for a provisional certificate of authority before proceeding.

�I

5.8

5.10

,9

5.17

11 entitle the person to engage in a feasibility study to wh,el,
5.24
1
13 ohe!! be submitted to the department prior to a request for an 5.25
1

101 provider.

5.9

upon aporoval reee½p� of such information, the

Ill issue a provisional certificate of authority which shall

5.7

251 ae��ired-¼end-er-beg�n-�reliffiinery-eenetP�etfen-ol-the

261 neee��ery-feeiiitie�-ey-the-Bate-e!-�Ae-aeept¼eR-ei-tAe-r�±es

{3}

Submission of any advertisement to be used.

IOI department shallT-i!-�eti�fie�-with-the-�"£erMetien-�Mbfflittedr

19

llj feasibility study.--

nl

to �hich construction may be deferred.

4.80/3

11 its accountin.9.......E.eriod.

Section 5.

5.16

of the facility, anticipated completion date or dates, whether �.18

11 reouired by subsection
!l! shall show the condition of the
13 provider on the last dav of its preceding fiscal year and

�,

A statement as to the proposed location and size

or not construction has begun, and the contingencies _s�j_ect

l:lus

14,80/4

19 amended to read:

{b}

4.80/1

9\ 1981, and who has theretofore adopted a fis_cal year other than

1,I

5.15

certificate of authority.

A provider doing business as of July 1,

IO the calendar year, mav continue to use such fiscal year for
I
.

The same information as required under s.

ll

23

A statement of the financial resources of the

{c)

A statement of the capital expenditures necessary

(dl

A statement of financial feasibility for the

to accomplish the project.

241 proposed project, which shall include a statement of future

�

funding sources.

27

availability to support the proposed project.

•

�
�

5. )l
5.32
5.33
5. 34

(e)

A statement of manpower requirements and

5.35

(4l

Such person may collect deposits from prospective

5.36

members, provided the funds collected are maintained in an

3oj escrow account or are on deposit with the department.

311

16
rr"ln .. ,r.

5. )l

"'··-'•

. ..... �� ,l,,,., ... l, , ¥ .,,. .... .1.1 ,. ,,,.,.. 1,.,.., ,.,;,,,,.,.'I 1 ,, _. wo,d, u,.,.lr,li.,rd o,r odditio"s.

5.37
5.38

200-127-4-1
(5)

Upon submission of the feasibility study, the

200-127-4-1
5.39

department shall determine whether such operation will be able 15.41

to provide continuing care as proposed and whether the

41 proposed operation appears to be financially solvent.
(a)

A provisional� ce_r_t�ificate of authority may be

denied for failure to qualify under s. 651.026(4) (b), (e), _and
(f) and (6).

9 1 the department shall permit the person to apply for a

JEJ...

If the decision of the department is favorable,

10 certificate of authority to begin its operation.

9"ee-�he

11 ee�ti£ie�te-ef-a��he�½�y-Ras-99eA-46GWe4�-�Re-pEQYiSeE-�ay-�Ga

12 �he-f�nd�-he±d-½"-ese,ewT-�A�esG-etReEwiGe-pEeh4Qi�ed-9y-tRi6
13 ehe['t.erT

If the decision of the depart.ment is not favorable,

5.44

l:lus

5.45

l:los
5. 49·

5.49

5.50

17

1: lus

ill

All entrance fees shall remain in reserve until a

18 commitment for any mortgage loans, or other lonq-term
1
19 financing of the facilitv, has been received bv the provider.

lO

Section 6.

ll

651.035

�l I amended to read:

13

Section 651.035, Florida Statutes, is

Reserve requirements.--

241 equal to one-half the agqreqate amount of all orincipal and
1l

16

(1)

A provider shall maintain i� r�_s��ve �n amoynt

interest payments due during the fiscal vear on any mortgage

loan or other long-term financinq of the facility, including

77 taxes and insurance.

The amount shall include any leasehold

� payments and all costs related to same.

r-�se�¥es-eeYe�¼R�

n eel±,e�ie"s-ese�ffle6-YP\det--all-a�Eee�eRts-eA�eFe9-¼R�e-aRQ

JO ffl&inteinedT--Re�e�ve�-shall-ee-i"-a"-affle�"�-ne�-!ese-tkeP\-�he
JI

��ffl-eeMp�ted-½l'!.-aeeePdaRee-w4th-tAe-s�aR8aF8-ef-val�e�ieP\
17

QQ�?Y�a�ieA-eRal}-be-de�ePffli�e-ti-By-�ke-5epePCffle"tT
{2)

5.43

15.51

161 location specified in the feasibility study.

by-�Ae-8e�aF�ffleA��--�he-¼"�e�ee�-&se�fflp�ie"-Ee�-t"ec

5.42

141 the department shall require tlie person to refund all deposits

151 and to cease in its attempts to offer continuing care at the

11 baee<i-�!'8ft-a-ffle<ieEft-aft<i-�!'-te-date-teble-eE-ffleHelHy-�eleeted

5.52

5.52/1
5.52/2

The escrow agent or another person designated to

act in his place shall.notify the deoartment 10 days prior to

the use of any portion of the minimum liquid reserves in

�,I

excess of 10 percent of said minimum for purposes other than

those authorized in s. 651.041.

However, in the event of an

emerqencv, the facility mav us� up to 10 percent of the

12 within 10 days of the transaction.

l:los

5.62
5.63

5.64

5. 71

5. 72

5.73
5.75

151 t-eeer-Yee-ae-p �ey i-6:ed-¼P\-�h :i-e-eRatJee r--ehal±-Be-8eeJ11ed-e-er-�aeh

161 et-all-a,PeeMen�e-ee-f�PP\i9h-eer-er
11

.

651.041

Use of reserves; investment purposes.--

181 amended to read:7
19

5.76

Section 651.041, Florida Statutes, is

Section

chapter 62S�T-wker-e-ap,¼4eeB!eT-wi�h-�he-Eellewi"!-e�ee�t::ie"��

5.60

5.70

U provisions established by s. 651.114. Pei:lt:tr<e-t::e-fflei"eein

22

5.59

5.69

Failure to maintain

5. 56
7

5.68

13 1 reserves as provided in this chaoter shall be subject to the

Reserves may be used for investment purposes.

r
5.58

5.67

required minimum liquid reserves for unauthorized use without

10

5

5.66

II prior notification, provided that the deoartment is notified

5.52/2

1

15. 65

5.77

5.78

5.80

21 1 inv�stments shall be maintained in forms as prescribed in
13

Such

5. 8 2

t�t--A-peFeen@a,e-e£-tRe-¼RYes��eR�S T -�e-Be--8e�eFffl¼Re8

5.83

1' ey-t he-Bepa:P 4:Jftel\4!-ef-I AS�f-aRee.,.-eRall-Be-¼R-bel'!.d e T-e \eek BT

25 I eor'l\1!\e�e!el-e"d-sev¼A�s-aeeeY�4!s7-e�-B�ild¼R�-aA8-leaR
26 l eePt::1:tieete!!T
;1

�I

t�►--A-pePeeAte,e-e£-the-i"veet�eA�9r-te-Be-det!ePMi:l\ed

5. 84

6.1

1
6. 2

1 6. 3
1
eepe-aAd-Ae�ein1-Ee�-peFB8R�-Y"der-eeA�i"�inq-eare-e1reeffle"t�r 6.
16. 5
4
JO er-e��it4ee-thefei"r-ew"ed-By-�he-�r-ev1:derr--Velttetie"-�heli
�I By-the-6epeP�ffleA�r-May-Be-i"-re&l-pPepePey-��ee-�e-�Pevide

31

18

1

200-127-4-1

200-127-4-l

Be-9ase8-e"-�he-"e�-e��t�yT-wh¼eh-she¼¼-be-the-eppPai�ed-Ye¼�e
less-aRy-8efEeeie�ie"-aA6-eAe�mb�enee��

46�--lRYee�meAts-mey-Be-iA-e��i�men�-9i��ated-in

JI p�epeEty-�see-te-ppevide-eare-eRd-he�s¼n1-EeP-mem8e�er-te-the
eM�eR�-e€-�he-p�EeeR�a�e-ei-Ree-YalYe-te-Be-8ete�m½ned-by-the

61 depactmeat---•Ae-�ypee-QE-e�w¼pmeRt-aR8-ameEtiaa�ien-�ete-£o�
6Yeh-e1YipmeRt-te-ee-�eed-£er-this-Sete�mi"etien-�he¼¼-be

dete�mined-ey-the-depe�tmentT
Section 8.

101 amended to read:
11
ll

651.055
(l)

Section 651�055, Florida Statutes, is

Agreements; right to rescind.--

In addition to such other provisions as may be

1 31 considered proper to effectuate the purpose of any continuing

6.6

services or nursing care, drugs, burial, and incidentals.

6.9

agreement for continuing care may be canceled by the provider

6.10

6.12
6.13

6.14

6.16

171 member, or for two persons occupying space designed for double

16.17

191 provider and shall list all orooerties transferred and their

6.19

181 occupancy, under appropriate regulations established by the

6.18

6.20
1
111 �f"al"'lefer-fefi, including donations, subscriptions, fees, and any [6.21
W value at the time cf transfer �hew-�he-veltte-eE-ail-�Pe�eP�Y

221 other amounts paid or payable by, or on behalf of, the member
231 or members.
1,

(b)

Specify all services which are to be provided by

11 the provider to each member, including, in detail, all items
�I which each member will receive and whether the items will be

;7

provided for a designated time period or for life, and whether

6.23/10

6.23/11
6.35

6.36
6. 37

anv portion of the entrance fee will be refunded in the event
of cancellation of the aareement by the orovider or by the

lO member, including the effect of any change in the health or

11 financial condition of a person between the date of �ntering
12 an agreement for continuing care and the date of initial

6.38
6.39

13 occupancy of a living unit by that person heol�h-o"o-ii"•"eial �.40
141 ggR<iHieAe-•peA-,.,hieh-the-p�ev4cee�-,.ey-have-�he-..effleeP

16.41

16

6. 4 3

11 I nleiR'!� ish-h!e-e1>aee-iA-�he-eee¼"a�eo-faeHity.
(d)

6.42

Describe the health and financial conditions

17 required for a person to be accepted as a member and to

18 continue as a member, once accepted, including the effect of
19 1 any chance in the health or financial condition of a person

M between the date of entering into a continuing care acreement

6.44

6. 4 4/1

1

6.44/2

ll

6.23/1

2'1 will be permitted to remain in the facility in the event of

6.47

6.23/2

6.23/3

31 care and which services or items are made available at or by_

6.23/6

19

or bv a member, and the conditions, if any, under which all or

6.23/9

6.22

6.23/5

services or items are included in the aareement for continuing

,j

Describe the teems and conditions under which an

6.23/7

211 and the date of taking occupancv in a unit eer,t!-ntH!-a-�-&

l8 the__ services _will be av_a_i__l�Ple ori _the E_remises or at another
l9 speci�i_ed location. The £rovider shall indicate which

•1

(c)

6.11

16

Provide for the continuing care of only one

Such items shall

include, but not be limited to, food, shelter, eersonal

6.8

6.15

{a)

te-�Ae-�Fevieer-e£-previ�i"1-�he-e�rer

6.7

IJ care agreement, each agreement executed on and after the date

111 of the adoption of the rules under this chapter shall:

11 the facility at extra char�� a"e-�he-eetiffla�ee-�en�hiy-eeee

6.23/4

lli ,.e,.l,ep.

(e)

Describe the circumstances under which the member

11[ financial difficulties of the member.

The stated policy shall

• not b� less than the terms stated ins. 651.061.
11

(f)

State the fees that will be charged if the member

� marries while at the designated facility, the terms concerning

6.48

l: lus
6. 50

� the entry of a spouse to the facility, and the consequences if 1

JO the spouse does not meet the requirements for entry.
Jl

20

6.51

r

52

200-127-4-l

ii

(g)

200-127-4-l
Provide that the agreement may be canceled upon

the giving of notice of cancellation of at least 30 days by

the provider, the member, or the person who provided the

41 transfer of property or funds for the care of such member:

16.54

6.55

however, if an agreemerit is canceled because there has been a

6.56

circumstances shall be required.

6.59

good faith determination that a member is a danger to himself

6.57

or others, only such notice as is reasonable under the

6.58

iol smaller than the largest type used in the body of said

6.61

The agreement shall further

provide in clear and understandable language, in print no

11 agreement, the terms governing the refund of any portion of

6.60

111 the entrance fee, which shall include a provision that all

6.62

lS retaining no more than 2 percent per month of occupancv by the

16.65

13 refunds be made within 120_ da_ys of notification.

1'1 shall be

Such refunds [6.64

calculated on a pro rata basis with the facility

161 resident and no more than a 4 percent fee for processinq.

171
State the terms under which an agreement is
(h)
!
,a canceled by the death of the member. These terms mav contain a
,
19 provision that upon the deat_f1 q!_ a member,_____!_h_�ntrance fee

W ihe-a��eefflene-may-ee��e!�-a-�EeYi�ie�-�e-�he-effee�-�ha�T-��eR
I
21 the-8eatfl-e£-�he-ffleffl8e�T-ehe-me�eys-�aie-fe�-�hc-ee"�½"tt��,

12i eaEe of such member shall be considered earned, and become the
n, property of the provider.
1,

15

Mi

21

I

:1

31
HI

When _th�_ �__!!_it _is shared, _condit_i.9_!1_�

for the effect of the death or removal of one of the members

shall be included ln the a_greement.
(i}

Describe the oolicies which may lead to changes in

monthly recurring and nonrecurring charges or fees for goods

and services received.

The agreement shall provide for

advance notice to the member, of not less than 60 days, before
any change in fees or charges or the scope of care or services

21

may be effective, except foe changes required by state or

16. 53

6.66

6.67

[6.68
6.69

6.70

i6.

71
•l: lus

6.73

6.77
16. 78

Provide that charges for care paid in one lump sum

41 shall not be increased or changed during the duration of the
(j)

agreed upon care, excePt for chang�s required by state or

federal assistance programs.

jk)

affiliated with, a religious, nonprofit, or proorietary

iol affiliate oroanization will be res.e.onsible for the financial

111 and contractual obligations of the provider, and the

Il provisions of the federal Internal Revenue Code, if any, under
l
13 which the provider or affiliate is exempt from the payment of
141 federal income tax.
15

agreement.

During the 7-day period, the member's funds shall

lll by the Department of Insurance.

A member shall not be

required to move into the facility designated in the agreement

before the expiratiqn of the 7-day period.

ill The agreement shall include or be accomoanied by a

26:. statement, printed in bold face type, w_l}_i_c_h_shall_r_��!!l

"This

17 1. facilitv and all other continuing care facilities in the State

I

n1 of Florida are regulated b�ter 651, Flor Ida Statute_s. A
I

�:
I

copy of the law is on file in this facility.

The law _gives

· 1 you or your leqal representative the right to inspect our mag
I
'0 I

JI 1

7.0/1

r.0;2
7.0/3

7.5

A member shall have the right to rescind a

�
, be retained in a separate escrow account under terms approved

::1

6.84

(2)

19 1 within 7 days after making an initial deposit or executing the

1

6.82

llL !)�scribe the policy of the provider regarding

181 continuing care agreement, without penalty or forfeiture,
1

6.81

l:lus

16 I reserve fundin_g.

\)

�.80

6.83

Specify whether or not the facility is, or is

organization or management ent•ity, the extent to which the

25

i;. 74

6.79

federal assistance programs.

22

7. 4

7.6
7.8

7.9

7 .11
7.13

7.14

1: lus

7.15
7.16

7.16/1

7.16/2

200-127-4-1

recent financial statement and ins_Q_ectiQ�_r�£Ort before

signing the agreement."
(4)

Prior to the transfer of anv money or oth�r

41 property to a provider by or on behalf of a orosoective

member, the provider shall oresent a typewritten or printed

6\ copy of the agreement to the prospective member and all other
71 parties to the agreement.

The orovider shall secure a signed,

dated statement from each party to the contract certifying

that a cooy of the agreement with the specified attachment as

101 required herein was received.
ill��!-

If a member dies before occupying the facility,

12 or through illness, injury, or incapacity would be precluded

II

13

from becoming a resident under the terms of the continuing

I.! care agreement, the agreement is automatically canceled, and

15 the member or his legal representative shall receive a full

Ml refund of all moneys paid to the facility, except those costs

200-127-4-1

7. 20

7.23

17.24

7.25
7. 26

)81

19!,,

O
J
J

I

Section 9.

amended to read:
651. 061

Section 651. 061, Florida Statutes, is

Dismissal or discharge of member; refund.--No

agreement for care shall permit dismissal or discharge of the
member from the facility providing care prior to the
23

Medicare benefits

11 and/or third party insurance benefits received, is earned by
12

the facility.

XVIII

For this purpose, the unearned por��A<>n shall be

7.40/10

7.40/11

17.40/12

16

the minimum charge has been paid for accommodations which are

7.40/15

7.32

19 amount Eaid to the minumum consideration foe standard

15

111

9 monthly maintenance fees unti� the entire unearned entrance

IO fee, olus, when applicable, any Title

l: lus

7. 29

7.34/3

both parties in accordance with their terms.

not be deemed •just cause• if the resident is unable to pay

7.28

7.33

16!

7.40/7

It shall

17.40/13

l:lus

1• 1 of authority to the provider shall be valid and binding upon

the member any refund due in the same manner as if the member

had provided notice pursuant to s. 651.055 (1) (g).

7.40/6

the cost of caring for the resident based upon the facility's

21! may furnish information not contained in his continuing care

22! �r�ement through an addendum.
7
)
J2l.H!- Those agreements entered into subsequent to
1
July 1, 1981 �9++, and prior to the issuance of a certificate

7.40/5

If a facility

14

10

In order to comply with this section, a provider

•Just cause• shall include, but not be limited to, a jl:qq

terminates a member fo( just cause, the facility shall pay to

,j

7.40/3

good faith determination that a member is a danger to himself

•1 or others while remaining in the facility.

7. 21

\7. 22

17.30

(6)

removal.

l: lus

17 1 specifically incurred by the facility at the request of the

,aj member and set forth in writing in a separate addendum, signed
191 by both parties, to the agreement.

expiration of the agreement, without just cause for such a

7.16/3

131 the difference between all amounts paid in by the resident and

151 e,er capita cost.

In cases where a consideration greater than

17 above-standards, the facility may include an additional amount
18 1 in the resident's cost of care based upon the ratio of�

10 accommodations times the current oer capita cost and aoplied
21 1 to the period the aged person was in residence. Should these
n1 entrance fees be exhausted within 90 days of the date of

7. 34/1

14

7.34/4

� facility a reduced fee based on his or her current income.

7.39

7.40

7. 4 0/1

7.40/2

lJ

"I

:i
111

J
JIO

I

failure to cay, the facilitv shall not reauire the resident to
leave in less than 90 days from the date of failure to pay,
during which time the member shall continue to pay the
Section 10.

amended to read:

651.085

Section 651.085, Florida Statutes, is

Quarterly meetings between members and the

governing body of the facility.--The board of directo[s..!...-!

designated representative, or other such governing body of a
24

7.40/14

17.40/16

7. 40/17

7.40/19
7.40/20

7. 40/22
7.40/23

i::: m
17.56/1
1
7.56/3

200-127-4-1

200-127-4-1
continuing care facility shall hold quarterly meetings with

the members of the continuing care facility for the purpose of

free discussion of subjects including, but not limited to,

JI income, expenditures, and financial trends and problems as
they apply to the faciiity, as well as a discussion on

6 1 proposed changes in policies, programs, and services.
7

Members

shall be entitl_ed _to a_t !_e_a_�s' advance notice of each

ayarterly meeting.

An agenda and any materials that will be

91 distributed by the governing body shall be posted in a

101 consoicuous place and shall be available upon request to

111 members.

ll

Section ll.

14

651.091

16

(3)

Subsections (3) and (4) of section

131 651.091, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

Availability, distribution, and posting of

15j reports and records; requirement of full disclosure.--

11'

(a)

19

(b)

Every continuing care facility shall:

Display the certificate of authority in a

�I conspicuous place inside the facility.

Post in a ��iEieie"e-nttfflbeP-eE prominent eosition

�I �e•ieiel'I• in the facility so as to be accessible to all

21 j members and to the general public a concise summary of the

ni

last examination 1:n�peet!en report issued by the departmeht,

131 with references to the page numbers of the full report noting

,,t any

deficiencies found by the department, and the actions

lll taken by the provider to rectify such deficiencies, indicating

26! in such summary ettftU'l'let-iee W"here the full report may be

ul
l8

inspected in the facility.

(c)

Post in a �ttffie½e"�-nttfflBer-e{ prominent eosition

nl pe�i�ien� in the facility so as to be accessible to all

JOI members and to the general public a summary �y-the-�eper�men�
31 I of the latest annual statement, indicating in the summary

2�

W"here the full annual statement may be inspecteq in the
facility.

l7.56/4

programs, and services shall also be posted.

7.56/5

(4)

7.56/6

ll:lus

7.66

7.67

7.68

7.70
7. 71

7. 72

7,73

7.74

7. 75 -

Prior to entering into an agreement to furnish

11

provide copies to the prospective member oc his legal

8.10

undertaking:
{a)
(b)

The agreement to furnish continuing care.

A copy of the summary e�M�aF¼ee listed in

lll paraoraph peee9�epk,o (b) e!'ld-�et of subsection (3).

13

14 The prospective member or his legal representative shall be
15
16

permitted to inspect the full reports referenced in paragraph

peee�eeph,o (b) e!'ld-�et of subsection (3); the charter or other

111 agreement or instrument required to be filed with the

1al department pursuant to s. 651.026(3), together with all

651.095

8.3

l

l: las

8.20

21

�

8. 2

8.16

8.25

Section 12.

8.1

8.14

information shall be provided to the individual requesting

l<

l:lus

8.12

l:los

8.22

Upon request, copies of the reports and

7.79

7.83

8.ll

amendments thereto� and the bylaws of the corporation or

nl them if the individual agrees to pay a reasonable charge to

17.80

8.9

19

� association, if any.

7.77

7.78

8.7

18.8

representative, of the following information relative to the

10

8. 4

8.6

continuing care, the provider undertaking to furnish the care,

61 or the agent of the provider, shall make full disclosure, and

7.65

7.67

A listing of any proposed changes in policies,

231 cover copying costs.

Subsection (1) of section 651.095, Florida

251 Statutes, is amended to read:

ul

�i

l?I
30

(1)

Advertisements; requirements; penalties.--

The Department of Insurance shall require each

provider to submit for approval each financial statement,

8.23

8.26

i8.27

8.28
8.29

8.31

p mphlet, circular, form letter, advertisement, or other sales IB.32
�
literature or advertising communication addressed or intended

JI I for distribution to prospective members.

26

Within 15 business

8.34

200-127-4-1

200-127-4-l

days after the date of receipt of the documents listed in this

section, the department shall approve or disapprove en�e�-a"

order-epprevinq-or-re;ee�in, the documents.

If the documents

41 are not rejected en-erder-0£-re;eetion-i�-not-en�ere� within
15 business days after the date of receipt, the documents

shall be deemed approved, unless the applicant has consented
in writing to a further delay.

The department shall

disapprove anv advertisement which is untrue, deceptive, or

91 misleading, or which contains �isrepresentations or omissions

ml of material facts.

11

Section 13.

13

651.105

Subsections (1), (3), and (4) of section

12! 651.105, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

1A

(1)

Examination and inspections; fines.--

The Department of Insurance shall have power, and

15 is required from time to time as it may deem necessary, to

16 examine the business of any applicant for a certificate of

17 authority and any provider engaged in the execution of care

.35
8.38/1

8.38/2

8.38/5

8.38/6

l:lus

8.38/8
8.38/9

8.48

8.50

8.50/2

8.50/3

8.50/4

18 agreements or engaged in the performance of obligations under

8.50/5

� examination of insurance companies.

8. 50/7

19 such agreements, in the same manner as is provided for

Such examinations shall

21 be made by a representativ� or examiner designated by the
121 department, whose compensation shall be fixed by the
131 department pursuant to s. 624.320.

Routine examinations may

24 be made by having the necessary documents submitted to the

25 department, and, for this purpose, financial documents and

8.50/6

8.50/8

8.60

8.61

� records conforming to commonly accepted accounting principles

8.62

� adequate.

The final written report of each such examination

8.64

� filed, shall constitute a public record. Any provider being
,
31 examined shall, upon request, give reasonable and timely

8.66
i

27 and practices, as required under s. 651.026, shall be deemed
29 shall be filed in the office of the depa-rtment and, when so

27

8.63

8.65

access to all of its records.

The representative or examiner

designated by the department may at any time examine the

records and affairs and inspect the physical property of any

Al provider, whether in connection with a formal examination or
not.

(3)

Every provider operating under a valid certificate

71 of authority shall be examined periodically and evaluated as
to its financial condition by a representative or

q representatives designated by the department.

Such

10 examinations and evaluations shall be conducted as often as

8.68
8.69
8.70
�.70/1

8.70/2

8.70/3

8.70/4

11 necessary to� en�ljre the financial stability of the

l:lus

13 examinations and-eva-itust.t:en!I shall be kept on file by the

8.70/7

12 facility.

Reports of the results of such financial

8.70/6

u department and shall be open to public inspection in the

18. 70/8

16 which by state or federal law or regulation are deemed

8. 70/10

18 purposes of compliance with this subsection unless and until

8.70/12

15 facility providing care.

Any records, reports, or documents

17 confidential shall not be distributed or made available for

191 such confidential status has expired.
;o

(4)

The department shall notify the provider in

11 writing of all deficiencies in its compliance with the
1
n provisions of this chapter and the rules adopted pursuant to
ll this chapter and shall set a reasonable length of time for

141 compliance by the provider.

15

161

:1

8.70/9

8.70/11

8.82
8.83

8.84

In addition, the department sha!l ll:lus

reauire corrective action_gr reauest a corrective action plan

9.0/2

remedy the deficiency by a specified date.

9.0/4

from the orovider which demonstrates a good faith attemot to

Upon a finding of

noncompliance, the department may levy an administrative fine,
not to exce�d $50 per day, which shall be paid to the

10 I department each day until the department finds the provider in

11! compliance.

If the provider fails to comply within the
28

9.0/5

9.0/6

9.0/7

9.0/8

200-127-4-1

200-127-4-1
11

establish ed

len g th

of

time,

th e n the

amount

c ollec t'ed

provider shall be forfeited to the department.

from the

In such case,

9.0/10

the department may also initiate action against the provider

.ti in acc ordan c e w ith the prov i sions of s. 651.125.
Section 14.

created to read:
651.106

9.0/11

Seotion 651.106, Florida Statutes, is

9.11

Grounds for discretionary refusal�u�_�nsi--2..!!..!_

or revocation of ce_rtificate of au_th
_ pJ_ity.--The department

91 !f!<!Y,_in _its discretion, de..!!Y,, suspend,

revoke, or refuse to

10 renew or c ontinu e the c ertific a te of a uthority o f any
1
11 applicant or provider if it finds that any one or more of the
121 follow inq aoolicable qrounds exist:
13

(1)

The provider no lonqer meets the requirements for

u the authoritv originally granted; on account of deficiency of

15 l �

16

(2)

Lac k of

o n e or

more of th e qu alific ations for

171 certificate of authority as specified by this chapter.

th e

tlL____!i��r_ia_l_ misstat;_emeD,t;, misrepresentation, or fraud

18

191 in obtaining the certificate of authoritv, or in attemoting to
�I obtain the same.
11

ll

nf
1,

(4)

the

(5)

cond u ct

251�
l6

l�)

Demonstrated lack of fitnes3 or tr��t�9rthlness.

Fraudulent or dishonest, practices of management in

of b u s iness

un de r

t he

c erti ficate

of author ity.

Misappropriation, conversion, or withholding of

ill
__ fail�re to co� with, or violation of, any

271 proo�r order, rule, or regulation of the department or
181 violat_ion of anY.__2_rovision of tl)i_s__ chapter.

191

(8)

The provider is in unsound condition, or in such

301 condition using such methods and practices in the conduct of
31

29

its_ �siness, as

!9.0/9

11: lus
9.13
9.14

9.15
9.16
9.17

: lus

9.18

]9.19

9.20
9.21

1: lu s

9.22

'I

(9)

The pro vider

has r e f used

to be examin e d

or

to

produce its accounts, records, and files for examination, or
obligation as to such examination, when required by the

d eJ.'_artm e nt.

S e ction 15.

101 created to read:
II

651.107

S e c tion 651.107, Flo rida Statutes,

ll

(1)

14

is

Duration of suspension; obligations during

111 susp,gnsion period; reinstatement.-Suspension o f a

c ertificate o f

authority s h all b e

for such period, not to exceed 1 year, as is fixed by the

department in the order of suspension, unless the department

15

16

shortens or rescinds such suspension or the order uoon which

171 the sus9ension is modified! rescinded or reversed.

18

191

�1

21

ll

::

9.24

�

9.25

n

9.26

its f urth e r tran sactions i n t h is

s if any of its officers·have refused to give information with
I
61 resoec t to its affairs o r to per fo rm any other l e gal

9.23

1:lus

to re nd er

state hazardous or injurious to the public.

�7

I

I

shall

(2)

During the period of suspension, the provider

file its ann ual st ate m e n t

a nd�

lic ense f e es i!cn_d_t_ax e s

as reauired under this chapter as if the certificate had

continued in full force,t but shall issue no new contrac_t_s__!_
!31

Upon expiration of the susoension period, it_

.;;
w..:
i..:
t:.:.
h:..:
i:.:.
n:.....:
s
:..:u:..:c:..:h.:...,p:..:e=-cr
=
i od=-=
t'-'
h-"
e-=
c-=
e..:
r..:
t..:
:..:e'--'o'-'f'--'a'-'u=-t
"'h"'o'-'r
'--"it
-"y,._ has not
f..:
i..:
c..:
a..:
i..:
t

otherwise terminated, the provider's certificate of authority

9.27
9.28
9.29

9.30
9. 31

9.31
9.31/1
l: lus

9.33

1: lus

9. 34

9.35
9.36

l:l u s

19.37

9.38
9.39

l:lus

9.40

shall automatically reinstate unless the department finds tha�

9.41

reauirements of this chapter.

9. 4 4

the causes for the suspension have not been removed or that
the provider is otherwise not in compliance with the

If not so automatically

291 reinstated, the certificate of authoritv shall be deemed to

30 I have expired as of the end of the suspension period or upon
JI

30

9.42

9.45

200-127-4-1

failure of the provider to continue the certificate during the

suspension period, �hichever event first occurs.
Section 16.

.ti created to read:

651.108

Section 651.108, Florida Statutes, is

�.46
9. 47

Administrative fines.--

9.48

(_11 __ If_the department finds that one or more grounds

l:lus

11 exist for the discretionary revocation or suspension of a

9.48/1

certificate of authoritv issued under this chapter, the

department mav, in lieu of such revocation or susoension,

101 impose a _fine __upo�rovider in an amount not to exceed

11

I iL_O_QQ_p_er violation.

9.48/2

9.48/3

If_it_ is _found_that_�h�prov_ider ha_s knowingly and

J9.52

14 provision of this chapter, the department may impose a fine in

19.53

12

(2)

Il willfully violated a lawful order of the department or a
l

15 j an amount not to exceed $10,000 for each such viol�tJ_9__rr_..!.

16

Section 17.

Subsection (3) of section 651.111, Florida

171 Statutes, is amended to read:

13
19

651.111
())

Requests for inspections.--

9.54

l9.54

9.55

9.56

Upon receipt of a complaint, the department shall

9.56

WI make a preliminary review, and, unless the department

9.57

21 l determines that the complaint is willfully intended to harass

9.58

14

9.60

ll a provider or is without any reasonable basis, the department

13 l shall make an onsite inspection, or instruct the advisory

cou___!!cJJ..__ �o act, within 10 business days after receiving the

15/ complaint.

In either event, the complainant shall be advised_

161 inEorl!led, within 30 days of the receipt of the complaint by

271 the department, of what the proposed course of action of the
�I department i�.

Section 18.

Section 651.114, Flor Ida Statutes, 1980

JOI Supplement, is amended to read:
)9

JI

651.114

Delinquency proceedings.--

31

(1)

deoartment shall:

10.0/4

JI invoking its powers under part I of chaoter 631, the
(a)

9.70/1

1:lus

(2)

Notify the chair of the advisory council.

The provider shall make available to the advisory

10.9

(a)

An exolanation of use of, or proposed us�_ _9J�

1:lus

10.8

9 council, no later than 14 days after notification, all
1
10 documents requested by the council, including, but not limited !10.10

111
ll

to:

13 I reserve funds.
(b)

iJ

Ill solvency.

(3)

16

A plan for restoring the funds and for futur�

(a)

18

19 I Erovider.

(b)

11 orovider.
1
.{c)
n1
lO

10.11
1: lus

10.12

The council shall convene no l�ss than 30 days and

�:lus

Discuss the problem and solutions with t�_

1 :lus

l7l no more than 45 days after notification to:

Consider and evaluate the £lan submitted by the

Conduct §_U_ch �t_Q_�-� bu�iness as is necessary.

(4) (a)

16 I de£ar tment.

9. 68

Notify the provider of the facility.

10.0/3

(b)

9.65

19.67

1: lus

that a portion of a reserve fund escrow required under s.

JI 651.035 has been or is proEosed to be released, and befor�

ll

9. 66

Upon notification by an escrow aaent or officer

10.0/2

9.59

9.62

1

·I

200-127-4-1

Upon approval of a plan by the department, the

10.13

10.14

10.15

10.16

1:lus

1• provider shall submit a progress report to the council and/or
1
25 the department monthly, in a manner prescribed by the

10.17

;e

10.19

17

�

JO

!_t,l_ _
_ After a: .e_e_r iq4__Q_f_3__month� or at any earlier t!Il!�

deemed necessary, the council shall evaluate the progress of

the facility and shall advise the department of its findinas.
(5) 4H·
-

Should the deoartment find that sufficient H

31 ! aRy-ei-4:�e grounds exist for rehabilitation, liquidation,

I

32

10.18
1:lus

10. 20
10. 21

10.23

200-127-4-1

200-127-4-1

ti conservation, reorganization, seizure, or summary proceedings
of an insurer as set forth in ss. 631.051, 631.061, and

631.071 exist as to a provider, the Department of Insurance

JI may petition for an appropriate court order or may pursue such

other relief as is afforded in part I of chapter 631.
fil��t

In the event an order of rehabilitation,

liquidation, conservation, reorganization, seizure, or summary

Bl proceeding has been entered against a provider, the department
shall be vested with all of th� powers and duties it has under

10/ the provisions of part I of chapter 631 in regard to
111 delinquency proceedings of insurance companies.

12

fil�3t

The rights of the department described in this

Il section "�b�eeHe""-Ht-e"e-��t shall be subordinate to the
l
14 rights of a trustee pursuant to ·the terms of a resolution,

151 ordinance, or indenture of trust securing bonds or notes

161 issued to finance a facility.

17

Section 19.

Subsections (1) and (3) and paragraphs {b)

18/ and {c) of subsection (4) of section 651.121, Florida
191 Statutes, are amended to read:

10

21

651.121
(1)

Advisory council.--

The Continuina Care Advisor·, Council A.r\-ae:Y¼se!'y

22 ee�neii to the Department of Insurance is created to consist

23 of seven members appointed by the Governor, �ach of whom shall
24 be a resident of, and geographically representative of, this

251 state.

The initial appointments shall be made no later than

261 30 days after the effective date of this act. Three members

) shall be

holders of certificates of authority under this

� chapter, except that with respect to the initial appointments,

� these three members are required only to have been actively

JO engaged in the offering of continuing care agreements in this

31

33

10.24
10.25

10.26

[10.28

11 state for 5 years prior to ap?()intment.
shall include:

l: lus

10.36
10.37
/10.38
10.39

10. 40
10. 41

10.42

10.44
10.45

l: lus

10.48

10.49

10.50

10.51

10.53

{b)

A certified public accountant.

10.54

A res id�!}!_ 9r_ othe!-:_ consumer representative.

10.57

ir\�t:tPel'\ee.

10.31

10.33

A representative of the business community whose

(c)

110.30

10.32

(a)

41 expertise is in the area of management.

10.29

1

The remaining members ll0.52

(d)

(3)

An attorney ft-re�re�e��a�½ve-e{-�he-f!el�-af

The council members shall serve without pay�

10 shall be reimbursed for per diem and travel expenses by the
1
11 de2artment in accordance with s. 112.061.
(4)

ll

(b)

ll

The council shall:

Hold an annual meeting eeeh-yee� and hold other

10.56

10.58
10.59

10.60

10.60

141 meetings at such times and places as the department or the

10.62

16

10.64

tll chairman of the council may direct.
(c)

Keep a record of its proceedings.

The books and

11 records of the council shall be prima facie evidence of all
1
18 matters reported therein and shall be open to inspection by
191 !ehe-eepertffle"t at all times.
Section 20.

20

2\ I amended to read:

n\
nI

651.132

Section 651.132, Florida Statutes, is

Amendment or renewal of existing contracts.-

10.65
10.66
10.67

Any contract or agreement executed prior to OCtober l_, 1-2_�_1_

10.67/1

211 October 1, 1981 a�¼y-l,-19++, shall be subject to this act.

10.67/5

1,I J�iy-iT-19�1,

I
l6 I

which is amended or renewed, subsequent to

Section 21.

Section 651.045, Florida Statutes, is

10.67/6

Section 22.

Subsection (16) of section 159.27, Florida

I'" ,,

27! hereby repealed.
28 i

19 i

i

30 I

10.67/4

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:

311

34

10.67/6

. 200-127-4-1

200-127-4-1

159.27

Definitions.--The following words and terms,

unless the context clearly indicates a different meaning,

shall have the following meanings:
(16)

"Health care facility• means property operated in

the private sector, whether ooerated for profit or not e�ke�
�ke�-9y-"e�-£eP-�re£½�-er�a�iretien�, used for or useful in

71 connection with the diagnosis, treatment, therapy,

rehabilitation, housina, or care of or for� sick, ill,

injured, infirm, impaired, disabled, or handicapped persons,

10.73

�0.77

l: los

detection, and control of disease, including, without

11.l

t4

and intermediate care, including, but not limited to,

16

facilities, facilities defined in s. 154.205(8), day care and

13

15

limitation thereto, hospital, clinic, emergency, outpatient,
facilities for the elderly such as adult congregate living

17 share-a-home facilities, nursing homes, and the following
18

19
10

21

22

1)
14
11

l6

related property when used for or in connection with the

foregoing: laboratory; research; pharmacy; laundry: health

personnel training and lodging; patient, guest, and health

personnel food service facilities; and offices and office

buildings for persons engaged in health care professions or

services; provided, if required by ss. 381.493-381.498 and ss.

400.601-400.615, a certificate of need therefor is obtained
prior to the issuance of the bonds.
Section 23.

Subsection (8)

of section 154.205, Florida

27

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, reads:

nl

used in this part, shall have the following meanings unless a

78

30

)1

154.205

Definitions.--The following terms, whenever

different meaning clearly appears from the context:
35

41 chapter 395 or chapter 400 or life care services in accordance
with chapter 651.

Section 24.

l: lus

12

religion, or national origin; or for the prevention,

hospital or nursing home care services in accordance with

10.77/1

10.77/5

11.2

11.3/1
11.3/3
11. 3/4

1
11.3/5
lll.3/7

11.3/8

11.3/9

11. 3/10
11.14

11.15
11.16

11.17

11.18

•Health facility• means any private corporation

organized not for profit and authorized by law to provide

10.75

10 without discrimination among such persons due to race,

11

(8)

10.74

9

10

11

12
ll

u

Subsection (10) is added to section

11.20

11.21
11.22

11.23

11.6105, Florida Statutes, 1980 S upplement, to read:

11. 24

additional provisions.--

11.26

11.6105

(10)

Legislative review of regulatory functions;

Chapter 651 is repealed on July 1, 1982, and

shall be reviewed by the Leaislature pursuant to the
Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as amended.
Section 25.

This act shall take effect July l, 1981.

15
16

17
18

19

10

11

11

1)
14
15

l6

)I

18

n

JO

)1

11.19

36

11.25
l: lus

11.28

11.29

11.29
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HOUSE SUMMARY

,i
si

61
I

1

0
11

::j

ui

"I

161
11j

i

•s 'I

19
10

Revises provisions relating to life care contracts in the
following areas:
1. Fines, fees, and penalties.
2. Maintenance of liquid reserves and uses thereof.
3. Application-for certificate of authority,
Department of Insurance duties relating thereto, and
information required in annual statement.
4. Provisional certificates of authority and related
requirements and procedures.
5. Requirements with respect to continuing care
agreements and refunds.
6. Dismissal of a member for inability to pay monthly
fees.
7. Notice of quarterly meetings and posting of certain
information.
8. Approval of certain advertisements.
9. Examination of applicants and providers;
compensation therefor, and plans for corrective action.
10. Denial, suspension or revocation of, or refusal to
renew, certificates of authority.
11. The advisory council (named the Continuing Care
Advisory Council) and its mem.b�rship and duties.

Repeals a provison relating to conversion of property by
a provider pursuant to an agreement to furnish continuing
care. Redefines "health care facility- for purposes of
the Florida Industrial Development Financing Act.
Provides that chapter 651, F.S., shall be repealed and
reviewed in accordance with the Regulatory Reform Act of

1976.

See bill for details.
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Section 4. Subsection
is amended to read:

(5)

393.067

CHAPTER 81-2_9-Q

of section 393.067, Florida Statutes,

Licensure of residential facilities.--

(5) The department shall promulgate rules establishing minimum
standards for licensure for residential facilities, including minimum
standards of quality and adequacy of care and uniform fire safety
standards established by the State Fire Marshal which are appropriate
to the size of the facility.

CHAPTER 81-291

(2l In no case shall an order authorizing an admission to
residential care
be
considered
an
adjudication
of
mental
incompetency.
In addition,
any child involuntarily admitted to
residential services of the retardation program of the department
shall, upon reaching majority, be given a hearing to determine the
continued appropriateness
of
his
involuntary
adm�ssion
k��
ee��ete�ey. The hearing and order for involuntary admission shall be
conducted and entered in the county in which the person is residing
or in the county from which the original admittance was made.
Section 6. Paragraph (e) of subsection (2) of section 394.4674,
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
394.4674

Plan and report.--

(2) The department shall prepare and submit a semiannual report
to the Legislature, until the conditions specified in (1) are met,
which shall include, but not be limited to:
(e) Any evidence of involvement between the alcohol, dr�abus�
and mental health program office and other program offices within the
department and between the department and other state and private
agencies and individuals to accomplish the deinstitutionalization of
patients in this age group.
Section 7. Subsection (5) of section 394.67, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
394.67 Definitions.--When
clearly requires otherwise:

used

House Bill No. 602
An

Section 8.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1981.

Approved by the Governor July 2, 1981.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 6, 1981.

1362

act relating to motor vehicle title certificates; adding
s. 319.22(3), Florida
Statutes,
prohibiting
the
notorization
of
title
transfers
under
certain
circumstances; requiring in the case of a private or
casual sale that the name of the person selling the
vehicle be shown as the owner on the face of the title;
defining the term "private or casual sale"; requiring
the department to adopt appropriate language on the
title transfer form; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Subsection
Statutes, to read:
319.22

(3)

is

added

to section 319.22, Florida

Transfer of title.--

(3) In the case of a private or casual sale as defined herein, no
notary public shall notarize a title transfer unless the name of the
purchaser is entered in the designated place. In the case of a
private or casual sale, no title shall be accepted for transfer
unless the name of the person who is selling the vehicle is shown as
the owner on the face of the title.
For the purposes of this
subsection, a private or casual sale is a sale or assignment of motor
vehicle ownership in which none of the parties to the transaction is
a motor vehicle dealer licensed pursuant to s. 320.27 and none of the
parties is an insurer who has taken possession or is taking
possession of the vehicle or the title thereto pursuant to a policy
of insurance. The department shall adopt suitable language to appear
on the transfer of title form advising the notary public of the
prohibition contained in this subsection.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect January l, 1982.

Approved by the Governor July 2, 1981.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 6, 1981.
CHAPTER 81-292

in this part, unless the context

(5) "Program office" means the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Program Office of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services.

CHAPTER 81-291

CHAPTER 81-291

Section 5. Subsection (2) of section 393.11, Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
393.11 Hearing and order for involuntary admission to residential
services; recommendations of examining commission.--

LAWS OF FLORIDA

Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 861
An

act relating to life care contracts; amending s.
651.011(2) and (8), Florida Statutes, and
adding
subsections
(11) and (12); providing definitions;
amending s. 651.015(2)(c) and (4), Florida Statutes;
providing
for levy of a fine for noncompliance;
providing for administrative penalties; amending s.
651.021, Florida Statutes; deleting provisions relating
to maintenance of net worth by providers and requiring
maintenance
of
a
liquid
reserve;
amending s.
651.026(1), (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7), Florida
Statutes, 1980 Supplement, and adding new subsections
(8) and (10);
revising
provisions
relating
to
application for certificate of authority; including
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(3) The council shall convene no less than 30 days and no more
than 45 days after notification to:
(a)

Consider and evaluate the plan submitted by the provider.

ill

Discuss the problem and solutions with the provider.

1.£1

Conduct such other business as is necessary.

(4)(a)

Upon approval of a plan by the department, the provider
shall submit a progress report to the council and/or the department
monthly, in a manner prescribed by the department.
(b) After a period of 3 months, or at any earlier time deemed
necessary, the council shall evaluate the progress of the facility
and shall advise the department of its findings.
W.fit Should the department find that sufficient if a"y ef the
grounds exist
for
rehabilitation,
liquidation,
conservation,
reot9anization,

seizure, or summary proceedings of an insurer as set

fort'. in ss. 631.051, 631.061, and 631.071 exist as to a provider,
t�, Department of Insurance may petition for an appropriate court
order or may pursue such other relief aa ie afforded in part I of
chapter 631.
illf2t

In

the

event

an

order

of rehabilitation, liquidation,

conservation, reorganization, seizure, or summary proceeding has been

entered against a provider, the department shall be vested with all
of the powers and duties it has under the provisions of part I of
chapter 631 in regard to delinquency proceedings of insurance
companies.
illf3t The rights of the department described in this section
e�eseeEie"s f it a"e f2t shall be subordinate to the rights of a
trustee pursuant to the terms of a resolution, ordinance, or
indenture of trust securing bonds or notes issued to finance a
facility.
Section 20. Subsections (1) and (3) and paragraphs (b) and (c) of
subsection (4) of section 651.121, Florida Statutes, are amended to
read:
651.121

Advisory council.--

(1) The Continuing Care Advisory Council A" aevieery eeM"ei! to
the Department of Insurance is created to consist of seven members
appointed by the Governor, each of whom shall be a resident of, and
geographically representative
of,
this
state.
The
initial
appointments shall be made no later than 30 days after the effective
date of this act. Three members shall be administrators of facilities
which hold valid heieere ef certificates of authority under this
chapter, except that with respect to the initial appointments, these
three members are required only to have been actively engaged in the
offering of continuing care agreements in this state for 5 years
prior to appointment. The remaining members shall include:
(a) A representative of the business community whose expertise is
in the area of management.
(b)

A certified public accountant.
139;_
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(c)

An attorney A re�reee"tative ef the fieie ef !:r,,ett.Pe.l"\ee .

(d)

A resident or other consumer representative.

(3) The council members shall serve without pay, but shall be
reimbursed for per diem and travel expenses by the department in
accordance with s. 112.061.
(4)

The council shall:

(b) Hold an annual meeting eeeh year and hold other meetings at
such times and placee •• the department or the chairman of the
council may direct.
(c) Keep a record of its proceedings. The books and records of
the council shall be prima facie evidence of all matters reported
therein and shall be open to inspection ey the ee�artffie"t at all
times.

Section 21.
read:

Section

651.132,

Florida

Statutes,

is

amended to

651.132 Amendment or renewal of existing contracte.--Any contract
or agreement executed prior to October 1, 1981 J�¼y i7 i911, which ie
amended or renewed, subsequent to October 1, 1981 JMiy i7 i911, shall
be subject to this act.
Section 22.
repealed.

Section

651.045,

Florida

Statutes,

is

hereby

Section 23. Subsection (16) of section 159.27, Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
159.27 Definitions.--The following words and terms, unless the
context clearly indicates a different meaning, shall have the
following meanings:
(16) "Health care facility" means property operated in the
private sector, whether operated for profit or not ether the" ey "et
fer-�refit er�a"ieat�e"e, used for or useful in connection with the
diagnosis, treatment, therapy, rehabilitation, housing, or care of or
for
aged, sick, ill, injured, infirm, impaired, disabled, or
handicapped persons, without discrimination among such persons due to
race, religion, or national origin; or for the prevention, detection,
and control of disease, including, without limitation thereto,
hospital, clinic, emergency, outpatient, and intermediate care,
including, but not limited to, facilities for the elderly such as
adult
congregate
living facilities, facilities defined in s.
154.205(8)1 day care and ehare-a-home facilities, nursing homes, and
the following related property when used for or in connection with
the foregoing: laboratory; research; pharmacy; laundry;
health
personnel training and lodging; patient, guest, and health personnel
food service facilities; and offices and office buildings for persons
engaged in health care professions or services; provided, if required
by ss. 381.493-381.498 and ss. 400.601-400.615, a certificate of need
therefor is obtained prior to the issuance of the bonds.
Section 24. Subsection
1980 Supplement, reads:

(8) of section 154.205, Florida Statutes,

1383
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provisions;
said
reference to "applicant" within
if information
providing that a late fee may be charged of Insurance
is not received; requiring the Department
providing a
to issue acknowledgment of an application;
ification of
time limitation for certification or no ting financial
deficiencies; revising information, includ
annual
in
included
information, required to be
for departmental inquiry to
providing
statement;
providing
determine accuracy of cer tain information;
t a facility in
that the advisory council may assis
limitation
formulating a reme dial plan; providing time
r extension of
for submission of such plan; providing fo ; requiring
time period granted to correct deficiencies
of assets to
providers to show a specified ratio
providin g
year;
l
fisca
ying
specif
s;
litie
liabi
a S ta tu tes;
Florid
1,
651.03
s.
nding
me
a
ions;
exempt
continuing
er
requiring all p ersons intendin g to offcertificate of
care agree ments to obtain a provisional
the
tte d to
au thority; revising information to be submi
collecte d from
d epartment; allowing deposit of funds
providing
t;
prospective membe rs with the departmen e; requiring
basis for denial of provisional cer tificatfinancing of
that entrance fees remain in reserve until
3, Florida
the facility is assured; crea ting s. 651.03
escrow
for
requirements
establishing
Statutes;
Florida Statutes;
s. 651.035,
amending
accounts;
by a
tained
specifying reserves which must be main
artment
dep
e
th
to
cation
notifi
ng
equiri
r
provider;
reserves for
prior to use of certain portion of said
es; providing for emergency
purpos
d
e
iz
author
than
other
to
of failure
use of r eserves; providing effect 651.
041, Florida
s.
amending
reserv es;
maintain
deleting
reserves;
Statutes, relating to use of
s in forms as
exceptions to maintenance of investment a S tatutes;
prescribed by part II of chapte r 625, Florid
Florida Sta tutes; revising
651.055,
s.
amending
with respect
r equirements of continuing care agreements of services,
to properties transf erre d, availability
conditions of
conditions of cancellation and refund, ty, and of death
accep tance, of re maining in the facili
fe e changes,
or removal of member, conditions for
funding
reserve
and
,
er
ovid
r
p
e
th
of
affiliations
requiring that agreem en ts
s;
refund
ting
regula
es;
polici
t s;
a sta tement regarding applicant's righ
include
the agreement
requiring a provider to present a copy of
ransfer of any
to all parties th ereto prior to the t
an
to
addendum
money or property; allowing an
es;
amending s. 651.061, Florida Statutfo
agreement;
r
a member
providing condi tions of dis missal of es;
amending s.
inability to pay monthly maintenanc e fefor
no tice to
651.085, Florida Statutes; providing
of
of quarterly meetings with the board
members
thereof;
e
directors or a designated representativa Statutes;
amending s. 651.091(3) and (4), Florid
summaries of
revising requirements regarding posting ofe nts in the
statem
annual
and
s
report
•
ation
examin
a Statutes;
facility; amending s. 651.095(1), Florid
e certain
providing that the department shall not approv
(3) and (4),
advertisements; amending s. 651.105(1), examin
ation of
for
providing
Statutes;
Florida
providing
applicants for certification of authority;
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for compensat ion for examinations; providing that the
dep artment shall require corrective action or a plan
therefor
from
providers
to remedy d eficiencies;
creating s. 651.106, Florida
Sta tutes;
providing
grounds for de nial, suspe nsion, or revocation of, or
refusal to renew, a certificate of authority; creating
s. 651.107, Florida Statutes; providing duration of
suspension period;. providing provider's obligations
during
such
period; providing for reinstatement;
creating s. 651.108, Florida Statutes; providing for
administrative
fines
in
lieu
of suspension or
revocation and other fines; amending s. 651.111(3),
Florida
Statutes;
au thorizing action by advisory
council upon receipt of complaint regarding a provider;
amending s. 651.114, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement;
providing procedur es when a portion of a required
reserve
fund escrow has been or is proposed to be
re leased; r equiring provider to submit information to
the advisory council; providing duties of advisory
council; providing for r eports; amending s. 651.121(1),
(3), and (4)(b) and (c), Florida Statutes; providing
for a Continuing Care Advisory Council; providing for
appointme nt and membe rship; providing for p er diem;
providing for inspection of its records; amending s.
651.132, Florida Sta tu tes; providing applica tion to
amendment o r renewal of existing contracts; repe aling
s. 651.045, Florida S tatutes, relating to conversion of
property; amending s. 159.27(16), Florida S ta t utes,
1980 Supplement; redefining "health care facility" for
purposes of
the
Florida
Industrial
D evelopmen t
Financing Act; adding subsection (10) to s. 11.6105,
Florida Sta tutes, 1980 Supplement; providing
tha t
chapter 651, Florida S tatu tes, shall be repealed and
r eviewed in accordance wi th the Regulatory Reform Act
of 1976; providing an effective da te.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l. Subsections (2) and (8) of section 651.011, Florida
Statutes, are amended, and subsections (11) and (12) are added to
said section to read:
651.011

Definitions.--For the purposes of this chapter:

(2) "Continuing care" or "care" means furnishing shelter, food,
and either nursing care or personal services as defined in s.
400.402(8) ft�retftg eare, whether such �ke nursing car e or personal
services are ie provided in the facility or in another se tting
designated by the agreement for continuing care, to an individual not
related by consanguinity or affinity to the provider furnishing such
care, upon payment of an entrance fee. Other personal servic es
provided shall be d esignated in the continuing care agreement.
"Continuing care" shall include only lif e care, care for life, or
care for a period of 1 year or more �erM ef yeare.
(8) "Entrance fee" means an initial or def erred payment of a sum
of money or property made as full or partial payment to assure wktek
aee�ree the member a place in a facility for a period of 1 year or
more �erffl ef yeare or for life. An accommodation fee, admission fee,
�other fee of similar form and application shall be considered to
be an entrance fee.
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l

A bill to be entitled

2

An act =elating to life care contracts;

3

amending s. 651.011(2) and (8), Florida
Statutes, and adding subsections (11) and (12);

5

providing definitions; amending s.

6

651.015(2)(c) and (4), Florida Statutes;

7

providing for levy of a fine for noncompliance;

8

providing for administrative penalties;

9

amending s. 651.021, Florida Statutes; deleting

10

provisions =elating to maintenance of net worth

11

by providers and requiring maintenance of a

12

liquid reserve; amending s. 551.025(1), (3),

13

(4), (5), (6), and (7), Florida Statutes, 1980

rep oduced by
FLORIDA
DEPART
R. A. G
Tallahasse
Serles

----i.-- Carton ___

Supplement, and adding new subsections (8) and
15

(10); revising p=ovisions relating to

16

application for certificate of authority;

17

including =efe=ence to "applicant" wi':.hin said

19

provisions; providing that a late fee may be

19

charged if information is not received;

20

requiring the Department of Insurance to issue

21

acknowledgment of an application; providing a

22

time limitation for certification or

23

notification of deficiencies; revising

24

information, including financial information,

25

required �o be included in annual statement;

26

providing for departmental inquiry to determine

27

acc�racy of certain information; providing t..�at

28

the advisory council may assist a facility in

29

formulating a remedial plan; providing time

30

limitation for submission of such plan;

31

providing for extension of time period granted

TATE ARCHIVES
ENT OF STATE
AY BUILDING
, FL 32399-0250

l
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l

provisions of �his chapter and the rules adopted pu=suant to

2

this chapter and shall set a reasonable length of time for

3

compliance by the provider.

4

reauire corrective action or reauest a corrective action olan

5

from the orovider which demonstrates a crood faith attemot to

6

remedv the deficiencv bv a soecified date. Upon a finding of

7

r.oncompliance, the department may levy an ac:.ministrative fine,

8

not to exceed $50 per day, which shall be paid to the

9

depart�ent each day until t..�e department finds the provider in

In addition, the deoartment shall

10

compliance.

11

established length of time, then the amount collected from the

12

provider shall be forfeited to the department.

13

the department may also initiate action against the provider

it.

in accordance with t.�e provisions of s. 551.125.
Section 15.

15
16

If the provider fails to comply within the
In such case,

Section 651.106, �lorida Statutes, is

created to read:
651.106

17

Grounds for discretionary refusal, suspension,

18

or revocation of certificate of authority.--The department

19

may, in its discretion, deny, suspend, revoke, or refuse to

20

renew or continue the certificate of authority of any

21

applicant or provider if it finds that any one or more of the

22

following applicable grounds exist:

( 1)

23

The provider no longer meets the requirements for

24

the authority originally granted, on account of deficiency of

25

assets.

26
27
28

( 2)

Lack of one or more of t..�e qualifications for the

certificate of authority as specified by this chapter.
(3)

Material misstatement, misrepresentation, or fraud

29

in obtaining the certificate of authority, or in attempting to

30

obtain the same.

31

( 4)

Demonstrated lack of fitness or trustworthiness.
31
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1
2

(S)

the conduct of business under the certificate of authority.

3

4
5

Fraudulent or dishonest practices of management in

(6)

Misappropriation, conversion, or withholding of

(7)

Failure to comply with, or violation of, any

moneys.

6

proper order, rule, or regulation of the department or

7

violation of any provision of this chapter.

8
9

(8)

The provider is in unsound condition, or in such

condition using such methods and practices in t.�e conduct of

10

its business, as to render its further transactions in t.�is

11

state hazardous or injurious to the public.

12

(9)

The provider has refused to be examined or to

13

produce its accounts, records, and files for examination, or

14

if any of its officers have refused to give information with

15

respect to its affairs or to perform any other legal

16

obligation as to such examination, when required by the

17

department.

18
19
20
21
22

Section 16.

Section 651.107, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
651.107

Duration of suspension; obligations during

suspension period; reinstatement.-( l)

Suspension of a certificate of authority shall be

23

for such period, not to exceed 1 year, as is fixed by the

24

department in the order of suspension, unless the department

25

shortens or rescinds such suspension or the order upon which

26

the suspension is modified, rescinded or reversed.

27

(2)

During the period of suspension, the provider

28

shall file its annual statement and pay license fees and taxes

29

as re�ired under this chapter as if the certificate had

30

continued in full force; but shall issue no new contracts.

31
32
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Section 23.

1

2

Subsection (8) of section 154.205, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, reads:
154.205

3

Definitions.--The following terms, whenever

4

used in this part, shall have the following mear.ings ur.less a

5

different meaning clearly appears from the context:

6

11

( 8)

::ealth facility" means any private corporation

7

organized not for profit and authorized by law to provide

8

hospital or nursing home care services in accordance with

9

chapter 395 or chapter 400 or life care services in accordance

10

with chapter 651.
Section 24.

11
12

11.6105,

14

Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, to read:

11.6105

13

Sl:bsection (10) is added to section

Legisla-cive review cf regulatory functions;

additional provisions.--

15

UQl

Chaoter 651 is reoealed en Julv 1, 1982, and

16

shall be reviewed bv the Le1islature oursuant to the

17

Re.9::�latory Reform Act____Q_f__l975, as amended.
Section 25.

18
19
20

This act shall take effect October 1,

1981.

21

*****************************************

22

Si::NATE SUMMAR::

23
24
25
25
27
28
29
30
31

Revises provisions relating to life care contracts in the
following areas:
1. Fines, fees, and penalties.
2. Maintenance of liquid reserves and uses thereof.
3. Application for certificate of authority,
Deoartment of Insurance duties relating thereto, and
information required in annual statement.
4. Provisional certificates of auc:hority and related
requirements and procedures.
5. Requirements with respect to continuing care
agreements and refunds.
6. Requirements for escrow accounts.
7. Dismissal of a member for inability to pay mont..�ly
fees.
Notice of quarterly meetings and posting of certain
8.
information.
9. Approval of certain advertisements.
38
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2
3
4
5
5
7

10. Examination of applicants and prov ders,
compensation the:refor, and ;:,lans for correct ve action.
11. Denial, suspension or revocation o
or refusal to
renew, certificates of authority.
12. The advisory council (named the Continuing Care
Adviso:ry Council) and its me�bership and duties.
Redefines "health care facili-:y" for pu:rposes of the
Flo:rida Industrial Development Financing Act.
?:rovides t..�at chapter 651, F.S., shall be repealed and
:reviewed in accordance with the Regulatory Reform Act of
1976.

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
25
27
28
29
30
31
39
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1

© © [j)

A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to continuing care contracts;

3

amending s. 651.011(2) and (8), Florida

4

Statutes, and adding subsections (11) and (12);

5

providing definitions; amending s.

6

651.015(2)(c) and (4), Florida Statutes;

7

providing for levy of a fine for noncompliance;

8

providing for administrative penalties;

9

amending s. 651.021, Florida Statutes; deleting

10

provisions relating to maintenance of net worth
by providers and requiring maintenance of a
liquid reserve; amending s. 651.026(1), (3),

13
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(4), (5)., (6), and (7), Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement, and adding new subsections (8) and
(10); revising provisions relating to
application for certificate of authority;

17

including reference to "applicant" within said

18

provisions; providing that a late fee may be

19

charged if information is not received;

20

requiring the Department of Insurance to issue

21

acknowledgment of an application; providing a

22

time limitation for certification or

23

notification of deficiencies; revising

24

information, including financial information,

25

required to be included in annual statement;

26

providing for departmental inquiry to determine

27

accuracy of certain information; providing that

28

the advisory council may assist a facility in

29

formulating a remedial plan; providing time

30

limitation for submission of such plan;

31

providing for extension of time period granted
1
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1

examinations afla eva±tia��efl5 shall be kept on file by the

2

department and shall. be open to public inspection in the

3

facility providing care.

4

which by state or federal law or regulation are deemed

5

confidential shall not be distributed or made available for

6

purposes of compliance with this subsection unless and until

7

such confidential status has expired.

8
9

(4)

Any records, reports, or documents

The department shall notify the provider in

writing of all deficiencies in its compliance with the

10

provisions of this chapter and the rules adopted pursuant to

11

this chapter and shall set a reasonable length of time for

12

compliance by the provider.

13

require corrective action or request a corrective action plan

14

from the orovider which demonstrates a good faith attemot to

15

remedy the deficiency by a specified date. Upon a finding of

16

noncompliance, the department may levy an administrative fine,

17

not to exceed $50 per day, which shall be paid to the

18

department each day until the department finds the provider in

19

compliance.

20

established length of time, then the amount collected from the

21

provider shall be forfeited to the department.

22

the department may also initiate action against the provider

23

in accordance with the provisions of s. 651.125.

24
25
26

In addition, the deoartment shall

If the provider fails to comply within the

Section 15.

In such case,

Section 651.106, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
651.106

Grounds for discretionary refusal, suspension,

27

or revocation of certificate of authority.--The department

28

may, in its discretion, deny, suspend, revoke, or refuse to

29

renew or continue the certificate of authority of any

30

applicant or provider if it finds that any one or more of the

31

following applicable grounds exist:
31
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(1)

CS for SB 811
The provider no longer meets the requirements for

2

the authority originally granted, on account of deficiency of

3

assets.

4
5

(2)

Lack of one or more of the qualifications for the

certificate of authority as specified by this chapter.

6

(3)

Material misstatement, misrepresentation, or fraud

7

in obtaining the certificate of authority, or in attempting to

8

obtain the same.

9

(4)

Demonstrated lack of fitness or trustworthiness.

10

(5)

Fraudulent or dishonest practices of management in

11

the conduct of business under the certificate of authority.

12
13
14

(6)

Misappropriation, conversion, or withholding of

(7)

Failure to comply with, or violation of, any

moneys.

15

proper order, rule, or regulation of the department or

16

violation of any provision of this chapter.

17

(8)

The provider is in unsound condition, or in such

18

condition using such methods and practices in the conduct of

19

its business, as to render its further transactions in this

20

state hazardous or injurious to the public.

21

(9)

The provider has refused to be examined or to

22

produce its accounts, records, and files for examination, or

23

if any of its officers have refused to give information with

24

respect to its affairs or to perform any other legal

25

obligation as to such examination, when required by the

26

department.

27
28
29
30

Section 16.

Section 651.107, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
651.107

Duration of suspension; obligations during

suspension period; reinstatement.--

31
32
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMP�CT STATEMENT

Analyst:
Staff Di rector:
Subject:

Fort
Martin
Life Care Contracts

Bill No. And Sponsor:
CS/SB 811 by Commerce Committe
and Senators Jenne and Frank,
et al
(See CS/HB 861)

assets as well as certain approved securities. The liquid
reserve requirements are tied to the long-term debt service,
which results in a larger amount committed to these reserves
than is presently committed under the net worth requirements.
Since these reserves are liquid, the buildings do not have
to be sold to meet the facility's financial obligations.
This change would reduce the possibility of bankruptcy
proceedings which could result in loss of the facility.
Section 4. Amends s. 651.026, F.S., to require the
department to acknowledge applications for certificates
of authority within 14 days of receipt.
Amends the section to add the word "applicant" to several
subsections where "provider" is mentioned to give the
department authority to investigate facilities whether
or not they have become licensed.
Amends s. 651.026, F.S., to require disclosure whenever
a partner, corporate officer, trustee, manager, or
stockholder with at least a 10% interest in the facility
provides goods, leases, or services to the facility.
This section would also require more complete financial
information be filed with the department including
financial statements audited by an independent certified
public accountant; a computation of the debt service
requirement! and information relating to property, plant,
and equipment detailing original costs, accumulated
depreciation, net book value, and insurable value.
Amends the section to authorize the department to
investigate the financial status of the facility and the
management capabilities of the managers and owners.
Amends the
council by
in working
department

section to expand the role of the advisory
permitting the council to assist the department
out a plan for corrective action if the
has declined to renew a certificate.

Section 5. Amends s. 651.031, F.S., to require additional
information from applicants for a provisional certificate
of authority and to require all entrance fees to remain
in escrow until long-term financing of the facility has
been obtained.
Section 6, This section creates s. 651.033, F.S.,
outlining the requirements for escrow accounts.
Section 7. Amends s. 651.035, F.s.; to require reserves
to be maintained in an amount equal to one-half of the
yearly debt service.
Further amends this section to provide for notice to the
department when the reserves are depleted below the
minimum required.
Section 8. Amends s. 651.041, F.S., to permit investment
of reserves in accordance with ch. 625, F.S., which
regulates investments of insurance companies.
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SUBJECT:

Life Care Contracts

I.

CS/SB 811 by Commerce
Committee and Senators
Jenne and Frank, et al
See CS/HB

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
A life care facility is defined as a facility in which
an individual pays a fee for the right to occupy a
designated space and receive specific types of care
either for life or for a certain number of years. The
care to be received must include shelter, food, and
nursing care, though other types of services may be
included in the agreement. These type facilities may
be attractive to elderly people who want a living
arrangement somewhere between providing completely
for themselves and receiving full-time nursing care.

B.

Chapter 65L F.S., was originally enacted in 1953 and
remained virtually unchanged until revised in 1977.
Originally, ch. 651, F.S.,applied only to those facilities
which exchanged the care for a single fixed fee. It
did not apply to those facilities charging an entrance
fee and a monthly maintenance fee or to those with a
mutual right of contract. The number of life care
facilities grew rapidly in the 1970's necessitating the
statutory revisions of 1977. The administration of ch.
651, F.S., is vested in the Department of Insurance.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

The major changes this bill proposes address the l��uid
reserve requirements, financial disclosure to members,
escrow requirements, the role of the advisory council,
and financial actions to reduce the possibility of
bankruptcy proceedings. Because the bill is lengthy, a
section-by-section a�alysis of the bill follows:
Section 1. Amends s. 651.011, F.S., to broaden the
definition of "continuing care" to include facilities
which require an entrance fee and provide oersonal
services. The definition of "entrance fee" is
amended to clarify that such a fee is one which is made
as either full or partial payment to guarantee a place
in the facility. A definition of "advisory council" is
added since the council is referred to in a number of
subsequent sections. A definition of "liquid assets" is
added since the provisions regarding financial stability
have been substantially reworked.
Section 2. Amends s. 651.015, F.S., to provide the
department with discretionary authority to levy fines,
not to exceed $50 per day, for late filing or for non
compliance.
Section 3. Amends s. 651.021, F.S., to substitute a
liquid reserve requirement (see Section 6.) for the
present net worth requirement. The present net worth
requirement involves extensive calculations using physical
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Section 22.
facilities,
financed by
Section 23.
referred to

Amends s. 159.27, F.S., to permit life care
whether operated for profit or not, to be
industrial development bonds.
Sets out s. 154.205(8), F.S., since it is
in Section 21 of the bill.
Section 24. Amends s. 11.6105, F.S., to subject ch. 651,
F.S., to Sunset review in 1983.
Section 25. Repeals s. 651.045, F.S.
Section 26.

II.

Provides an effective date of October 1, 1981.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
This bill creates a new basis for calculating liquid
reserves as a safegu3rd against financial failure of
continuing care facilities. This system may reduce the
probability of bankruptcy with its attendant costs of
litigation, receivership and liquidation.
Generally, these facilities house elderly resirlents who
have used personal resources to finance their stay at
the facilities and finance an independent old age. Failure
of the facility in which the elderly have invested may
result in relocation of residents or possibly complete
dependence upon the state for survival.

B.

Government:
This bill would permit members of the Continuing Care
Advisory Council to receive per diem and travel expenses.
Section 112.061, F.S., establishes the maximum per diem
allowance per person as $40 a day. It is estimated that
this bill would require approximately $14,000 annually
to fund the activities of the council. This cost is
based on as estimated four meetings per year. Travel
expenses are not quantifiable at this time since payment
is based on point of departure and destination. Council
meetings may be held in varying parts of the state.

III.

COMMENTS:
CS/HB 861 was amended and substituted for CS/SB 811.
861 was passed by both houses of the Legislature.

CS/HB
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Section 9. Amends s. 651.955, F.S., to strengthen the
disclosure requirements to residents and to establish
a minimum refund policy.
Section 10. Amends s. 651.061, F.S., to prohibit the
dismissal of a resident for financial reasons until the
entire unearned portion of the entrance fee and any other
benefits are used up.
Section 11. Amends s. 651.085, F.S., to provide for 7
days' advance notice of quarterly meetings between
members and the facility's governing body.
Section 12. Amends s. 651.091, F.S., to provide for
prominent display of a summary of the department's last
examination of the facility.
Section 13. Amends s. 651.095, F.S., to establish grounds
on which the department may disapprove advertisements.
Section 14. Amends s. 651.105, F.S., to establish
statutory authority for the determination of examiners'
fees. In addition, the department is authorized to
require the provider to submit a corrective plan of
action to remedy deficiencies.
Section 15. Creates s. 651.106, F.S., to provide the
grounds for discretionary refusal, suspension, or revocation
of a certificate of authority.
Section 16. Creates s. 651.107, F.S., to provide for
a suspension of no longer than 1 year and for automatic
reinstatement of the certificate of authority unless the
causes of the suspension have not been removed.
Section 17. Creates s. 651.108, F.S., to authorize the
department to levy heavy fines in lieu of suspension or
revocation or for knowing violation of a lawful order of
the department.
Section 18. Amends s. 651.111, F.S., to permit the
department to authorize the advisory council to investigate
a complaint against a provider.
Section 19. Amends s. 651.114, F.S., to establish
rehabilitative delinquency procedures using the advisory
council. If these actions fail, the department then is
to institute appropriate court action.
Section 20. Amends s. 651.121, F.S., to require appointment
of an attorney and a resident or other consumer
representative to the advisory council in addition to the
others already required. Further amends the section to
require the Governor to appoint the council members no
later than 30 days after the act's effective date. And
finally amends the section to authorize per diem and
travel expenses.
Section 21. Amends s. 651.132, F.S., to provide that any
contract or agreement amended or renewed after the act's
effective date shall be subject to the act.
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1.

WHO IS CURRENTLY AUTHORIZED TO USE INDUSTRIAL BONDST�d1fft�;�,l0 S.159.27(16)?
1
Proprietary organizations.

2.

UNDER PRESENT LAW, _h'_�AlJYPES OF PROJECTS ARE AUTHORIZED IN F.S.159.27(16)?
In addition to a variety of types of health care facilities, facilities
providing supportive and personal care services for the elderly, such as adult
congregate living facilities, share-a-homes, and day care, are also included.

3.

WOULD THIS PROPOSED NEW LANGUAGE AUTHORIZE ADDITIONAL TYPES OF PROJECTS?
NO. The new language only clarifies existing language which currently
authorizes housing facilities for the aged. In addition, the two components
of a life care community -- an adult congregate living facility and nursing
home -- are both currently authorized by law.

4.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE FOR EXTENDING THIS FUNDING MECHANISM TO NON-PROFIT SPONSORS?
HASN'T A FUNDING MECHANISM BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR THEM IN F.S.154.205(8)?
Non-profit sponsors have limited access to the use of bonds, which is
currently the only avenue open for financing much-needed projects for our older
citizens (mortgage money through traditional means is practically non-existant).
The Health Facilities Authority Act (F.S. 154) only authorizes the construc
tion of hospitals, nursing homes and life care facilities. Facilities which
offer vital personal and supportive care services for our elderly, which are
preventive and rehabilitative in nature, have not been included.
Non-profit care for older persons needs to be encouraged in public policy.
Experience has shown that acconrnodations and care become more affordable as
facilities age and debt service declines. (EXAMPLES: Jacksonville Regency
and Bradenton Manor, to name just two. However, all older, affordable, non
profit homes have very long waiting lists - up to 15 years).
Preventive and supportive care facilities must be encouraged. Without
these services, older persons are inappropriately placed in nursing homes at
much greater expense and this can create unnecessary burdens on the state if
the residents participate in the medicaid program.
With high percentages of older persons, Florida must meet the housing and
care needs of this population through appropriate financing mechanisms.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Industrial bonds have a $10 million cap imposed by the Internal Revenue Service.
The "full faith and credit" of local governments do not back these bonds (i.e.,
local governments have no liability).
The development of housing care facilities for the elderly promotes economic
development by providing jobs to a community while at the same time meeting the
very real needs of an important segment of our population.
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
A life care facility is defined as a facility in which
an individual pays a fee for the right to occupy a
designated space and receive specific types of care
either for life or for a certain number of years. The
care to be received must include shelter, food, and
nursing care, though other types of services may be
included in the agreement. These type facilities may
be attractive to elderly people who want a living
arrangement somewhere between providing completely
for themselves and receiving full-time nursing care.

B.

Chapter 65L F.S., was originally enacted in 1953 and
remained virtually unchanged until revised in 1977.
Originally, ch. 651, F.S., applied only to those facilities
which exchanged the care for a single fixed fee. It
did not apply to those facilities charging an entrance
fee and a monthly maintenance fee or to those with a
mutual right of contract. The number of life care
facilities grew rapidly in the 1970's necessitating the
statutory revisions of 1977. The administration of ch.
651, F.S., is vested in the Department of Insurance.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

The major changes this bill proposes address the l�quid
reserve requirements, financial disclosure to members,
escrow requirements, the role of the advisory council,
and financial actions to reduce the possibility of
bankruptcy proceedings. Because the bill is lengthy, a
section-by-section a�alysis of the bill follows:
Section 1. Amend� s. 651.011, F.S., to broaden the
definition of "continuing care" to include facilities
which require an entrance fee and provide personal
services. The definition of "entrance fee" is
amended to clarify that such a fee is one which is made
as either full or partial paym'ent to guarantee a place
in the facility. A definition of "advisory council" is
added since the council is referred to in a number of
subsequent sections. A definition of "liquid assets" is
added since the provisions regarding financial stability
have been substantially reworked.
Section 2. Amends s. 651.015, F.S., to provide the
department with discretionary authority to levy fines,
not to exceed $50 per day, for late filing or for non
compliance.
Section 3. Amends s. 651.021, F.S., to substitute a
liquid reserve requirement (see Section 6.) for the
present net worth requirement. The present net worth
requirement involves extensive calculatl,()ns using physical
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assets as well as certain approved securities. The liquid
reserve requirements are tied to the long-term debt service,
which results in a larger amount committed to these reserves
than is presently committed under the net worth requirements.
Since these reserves are liquid, the buildings do not have
to be sold to meet the facility's financial obligations.
This change would reduce the possibility of bankruptcy
proceedings which could result in loss of the facility.
Section 4. Amends s. 651.026, F.S., to require the
department to acknowledge applications for certificates
of authority within 14 days of receipt.
Amends the section to add the word "applicant" to several
subsections where "provider" is mentioned to give the
department authority to investigate facilities whether
or not they have become licensed.
Amends s. 651.026, F.S., to require disclosure whenever
a partner, corporate officer, trustee, manager, or
stockholder with at least a 10% interest in the facility
provides goods, leases, or services to the facility.
This section would also require more complete financial
information be filed with the department including
financial statements audited by an independent certified
public accountant; a computation of the debt service
requirement; and information relating to property, plant,
and equipment detailing original costs, accumulated
depreciation, net book value, and insurable value.
Amends the section to authorize the department to
investigate the financial status of the facility and the
management capabilities of the managers and owners.
Amends the
council by
in working
department

section to expand the role of the advisory
permitting the council to assist the department
out a plan for corrective action if the
has declined to renew a certificate.

Section 5. Amends s. 651.031, F.S., to require additional
information from applicants for a provisional certificate
of authority and to require all entrance fees to remain
in escrow until long-term financing of the facility has
been obtained.
Section 6. This section created s. 651.033, F.S.,
outlining the requirements for escrow accounts.
Section 7. Amends s. 651.035, F.s.; to require reserves
to be maintained in an amount equal to one-half of the
yearly debt service.
Further amends this section to provide for notice to the
department when the reserves are depleted below the
minimum required.
Section 8. Amends s. 651.041, F.S., to permit investment
of reserves in accordance with ch. 625, F.S., which
regulates investments of insurance companies.
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Section 9. Amends s. 651.955, F.S., to strengthen the
disclosure requirements to residents and to establish
a minimum refund policy.
Section 10. Amends s. 651.061, F.S., to prohibit the
dismissal of a resident for financial reasons until the
entire unearned portion of the entrance fee and any other
benefits are used up.
Section 11. Amends s. 651.085, F.S., to provide for 7
days' advance notice of quarterly meetings between
members and the facility's governing body.
Section 12. Amends s. 651.091, F.S., to provide for
prominent display of a summary of the department's last
examination of the facility.
Section 13. Amends s. 651.095, F.S., to establish grounds
on which the department may disapprove advertisements.
Section 14. Amends s. 651.105, F.S., to establish
statutory authority for the determination of examiners'
fees. In addition, the department is authorized to
require the provider to submit a corrective plan of
action to remedy deficiencies.
Section 15. Creates s. 651.106, F.S., to provide the
grounds for discretionary refusal, suspension, or revocation
of a certificate of authority.
Section 16. Creates s. 651.107, F.S., to provide for
a suspension of no longer than 1 year and for automatic
reinstatement of the certificate of authority unless the
causes of the suspension have not been removed.
Section 17. Creates s. 651.108, F.S., to authorize the
department to levy heavy fines in lieu of suspension or
revocation or for knowing violation of a lawful order of
the department.
Section 18. Amends s. 651.111, F.S., to permit the
department to authorize the advisory council to investigate
a complaint against a provider.
Section 19. Amends s. 651.114, F.S., to establish
rehabilitative delinquency procedures using the advisory
council. If these actions fail,'the department then is
to institute appropriate court action.
Section 20. Amends s. 651.121, F.S., to require appointment
of an attorney and a resident or other consumer
representative to the advisory council in addition to the
others already required. Further amends the section to
require the Governor to appoint the council members no
later than 30 days after the act's effective date. And
finally amends the section to authorize per diem and
travel expenses.
Section 21. Amends s. 651.132, F.S., to provide that any
contract or agreement amended or renewed after the act's
effective date shall be subject to the act.
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Section 22. Amends s. 159.27, F.S., to permit life care
facilities, whether operated for profit or not, to be
financed by industrial development bonds.
Section 23. Sets out s. 154.205(8), F.S., since it is
referred to in Section 21 of the bill.

Section 24. Amends s. 11.6105, F.S., to subject ch. 651,
F.S., to Sunset review in 1983.
Section 25. Repeals s. 651.045, F.S.
Section 26.

II.

Provides an effective date of October 1, 1981.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
This bill creates a new basis for calculating liquid
reserves as a safeguard against financial failure of
continuing care facilities. This system may reduce the
probability of bankruptcy with its attendant costs of
litigation, receivership and liquidation.
Generally, these facilities house elderly residents who
have used personal resources to finance their stay at
the facilities and finance an independent old age. Failure
of the facility in which the elderly have invested may
result in relocation of residents or possibly complete
dependence upon the state for survival.

B.

Government:
This bill would permit members of the Continuing Care
Advisory Council to receive per diem and travel expenses.
Section 112.061, F.S., establishes the maximum per diem
allowance per person as $40 a day. It is estimated that
this bill would require approximately $14,000 annually
to fund the activities of the council. This cost is
based on as estimated four meetings per year. Travel
expenses are not quantifiable at this time since payment
is based on point of departure and destination. Council
meetings may be held in varying parts of the state.

III.

COMMENTS:
CS/HB 861 was amended and substituted for CS/SB 811.
861 was passed by both houses of the.Legislature.
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Summary
A life care facility is one in which an individual pays
a fee for the right to occupy a designated space and receive
specific types of care either for life or for a certain number
of years. The care to be received must include shelter, food,
and nursing care, though other types of services may be
included in the agreement. These facilities are attractice
to elderly people who want a living arrangement somewhere
in between providing completely for themselves and receiving
full-tim� nursing home care.
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Chapter 651 was originally enacted in 1953. and remained
virtually unchanged until the major revision in 1977.
H owever,
during those years the chapter applied only to those facilities
which exchanged the care for a single fixed fee.. It did not
apply to those facilities charging an entrance fee and a
monthly maintenance fee or to those with a mutual right of
contract termination. Consequently, very few facilities
were regulated.
As the numbers of these facilities grew in the l970's
the need for strengthened regulation became apparent. The
significant revision enacted in 1977 has resulted in about 50
facilities being regulated at present. The recent bankruptcy
of Monterey Manor in New Port Richey has led to a reassessment
of Chapter 651 as enacted in 1977. This bill proposes
several changes to strengthen the law further.
The major changes address the liquid reserve
requirements for disclosure to members, the role of the ·advisory
council, departmental authority to deal with applicants for
certificates of authority as well as with those already
licensed, and action short of bankruptcy to deal with financial
problems.

II.

Section-by-Section Analysis
Section l. Amends section 651.011 to broaden the
definition of "continuing care" to include any home which
requires an entrance fee and promises to provide personal care.
The definition of "entrance fee" is amended to clarify that
such a fee is one which is made as either full or partial
payment to guarantee a place in the facility. A definition
of "advisory council" is added since the council is referred to
in a number of subsequent sections. A definition of "liquid
assets" is added since the provisions regarding financial
stability have been substantially reworked.
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Section 2. Amends section 651.015 to provide the
department with discretionary authority to levy fines, not
to exceed $50 per day, for late filing or for noncompliance.
Section 3. Amends section 651..021 to substitute a
liquid reserve requirement (see Section 6.) for the present
net worth requirement. The present net worth requirement
involves extensive calculations using physical assets as well
as certain approved securities. Since these facilities are
the homes for life of the people who have paid entrance fees
and continue to pay monthly charges, dealing with financial
instability through bankruptcy proceedings which result in
the loss of the buildings is not realistic. The liquid
reserve requirements are tied to the long-term debt service,
which results in a larger amount committed to these reserves
than is presently cormnitted under the net worth requirements.
Since these reserves are liquid, the buildings do not have to
be sold to meet the facility's financial obligations.
Section 4. Amends section 651.026 to require the
department to acknowledge applications for certificates of
authority within 14 days of receipt and to certify the facility
or notify the facility of the deficiencies precluding certifica
tion within 90 days after acknowledgment.
Amends the section to add the word "applicant" to
several subsections where. "provider" is mentioned to give the
department authority to investigate facilities whether or not
they have become licensed.
Amends section 651.026 to require disclosure whenever
a partner, corporate officer, trustee, manager, or stockholder
with at least a 10% interest in the facility provides goods,
leases, or services to the facility.
Amends the section to require more complete financial
information to the department including the value of real property
and equipment and the amount of the annual debt service.
Amends the section to authori.ze the department to
investigate the financial status of the facility and the management
capabilities of the managers and owners.
Amends the section to expand the role of the advisory
council by permitting the council to assist the department in
working out a plan for corrective action if the department has
declined to renew a certificate.
Further amends the section to require providers not now
in operation to adopt the calendar year as their fiscal year
and to permit providers regulated by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development to retain their present fiscal
year.
Section 5. Amends section 651.031 to require additional
information from applicants for a provisional certificate of
authority and to require all entrance fees to remain in
reserve until long-term financing of the facility has been
obtained.
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Section 6. Amends section 651.035 to require reserves
to be maintained in an amount equal to one-half of the yearly
debt service. This amount is much easier to calculate than
an amount based on the net worth of the facility. Since the
mortgage has to be paid, this amount is a much more realistic
one to focus on than the appraised value of the facility. It
does the residents no good financially to have the buildings
sold out from under them to pay debts.
Further amends this section to provide for notice to
the department when the reserves are depleted below the minimum
required.
Section 7. Amends section 651.041 to permit investment
of reserves in accordance with chapter 625, which regulates
investments of insurance companies.
Section 8. Amends section 651.055 to strengthen the
disclosure requirements to residents and to establish a
minimum refund policy.
Section 9. Amends section 651.061 to prohibit the
dismissal of a resident for financial reasons until the entire
unearned portion of the entrance fee and any other benefits are
used up.
Section 10. Amends section 651.085 to provide for 7
days' advance notice of quarterly meetings between members and
the facility's governing body.
Section 11. Amends section 651.091 to provide for
prominent display of a summary of the department's last
examination of the facility.
Section 12. Amends section 651.095 to establish grounds
on which the department is to disapprove advertisements.
Section 13. Amends section 651.105 to establish statutorv
authority for the determination of examiners' fees. In addition:
the department is authorized to require the provider to submit
a corrective plan of action to remedy deficiencies.
Section 14. Creates section 651.106 to provide the
grounds for discretionary refusal, suspension, or revocation
of a certificate of authority.
Section 15. Creates section 651.107 to provide for a
suspension of no longer than one year and for automatic
reinstatement of the certificate of authority unless the
causes of the suspension have not been removed.
Section 16. Creates section 651.108 to authorize the
department to levy heavy fines in lieu of suspension or
revocation or on knowing violation of a lawful order of the
department.
Section 17. Amends section 651.111 to permit the depart
ment to authorize the advisory council to investigate a com
plaint against a provider.
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Section 18. Amends section 651.114 to establish
rehabilitative delinquency procedures using the advisory
council. If these fail, the department then is to institute
appropriate court action.
Section 19. Amends section 651.121 to require
appointment of an attorney and a resident or other consumer
representative to the advisory council in addition to the
others already required. Further amends the section to
require the Governor to appoint the council members no later
than 30 days after the act's effective date. And finally
amends the section to authorize per diem and travel expenses.
Section 20. Amends section 651.132 to provide that any
.contract or agreement amended or renewed after the act's
effective date shall be subject to the act.
Section 21. Amends section 159.27 to permit life
care facilities, whether operated for profit or not, to be
financed by industrial development bonds.
Section 22. Sets out section 154.205(8) since it is
referred to in Section 21 of the bill.
Section 23. Amends section 11.6105 to subject chapter
651 to sunset review in 1982.
Section 24.
III.

Provides an effective date of July 1, 1981.

Sunset
Chapter 651 was originally enacted in 1953. It was not
specifically mentioned by the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976
as a candidate for sunset review. The 1977 amendments to the
1976 act may have brought the chapter under its sunset
provision. However, the chapter was significantly amended in
1977 and was not specifical:::i• �cbecit,:cd tci: oT!Y later sunset
review. The amendment in s�ction 23 of the bill will mandate
:ninset review in 1982.

IV.

Fiscal Impact
State government. The bill will require about $14,000
per year to fund the activities of the advisory council.
Private Sector. The new liquid reserve requirements
are more stringent than the previous ones and will require
the facilities to keep larger amounts in liquid reserves than
is presently the case.
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act relating to life care facilities; amending

deleting a requirement

that the facility's

affiliation be stated in the annual statement;
10

providing for the fiscal year of providers of life

11

care contracts; providing for •the expiration date

12

of certificates of authority and renewals thereof;

13

amending s. 651.031(2) (b), (5), Florida Statutes;

14

requiring additional information in an application

15

for a certificate of authority; rroviding that the

16

advisory council may comment on the feasibility

17

study; amending s. 651.035(2), Florida Statutes;

18

providing for notice to the department regarding

19

reserve requirements; amending s. 651.055(1)(a),

20

(b), (c), (d), (h), (i), Florida Statutes, adding

21

paragraphs

22

new subsections ( 2), (3), (4), ( 7) to said section,

23

and amending renumbered s. 651.055(8); providing

24
25
26
27

(kl

and (1) to said subsection, adding

for additional disclosure requirements within and
accompanying continuing care agreements; amending
s. 651.085, Florida Statutes; providing for notice

28
'19
JO
31

l

of quarterly meetings; amending s. 651.091 (4)(bl ,
Florida Statutes; removing the requirement for
posting of a summary of inspection reports; amending
4

s. 651.101, Florida Statutes; changing a time for
compliance; amending s. 651.105(1), (4), Florida
Statutes; authorizing the department to examine the
business of any applicant for a certificate of

a

authority; aut.horizing the department· to recommend

9

corrective action; adding new subsections (1) and

10

(2) to s. 651.114, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,

11

and amending new s. 651.114(5); providing for notice

12

to the advisory council; providing a penalty; amend

13

ing s. 651.121 (1)(d), (3), (4), Florida Statutes;

lJ

providing for membership on the advisory council;

15

providing for expenses; amending s. 651.132, Florida

16

Statutes; providing effective dates for amendments

17

or renewals of existing contracts; providing an

18

effective date.

19
20
21
22
23

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Paragraphs (cl and (d) of subsection (2)

of section 651.015, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
651.015

Administration; forms; fees; rules; fines.-

24

The administration of this chapter is vested in the Depart

25

ment of Insurance, which shall:

26
27
28
29
30

(2)

Collect in advance, and the applicant so served

shall pay to it in advance, the following fees:
(c)

A late fee in an amount equal to 50 percent of

the renewal fee in effect on the last preceding regular

31

2

renewal date.

For each and every day the filin3: of the

renewal apolication is delayed, the department may levy
additional fines, not to exceed $50 per day.
�I

(d)

An investigation fee, to be paid upon original

application, in the amount of $100 for each facility where
continuing care is provided.

Upon application subsequent

to the denial of an earlier application or to the revocation,
suspension, or surrender of a certificate of authority,
a second investigation fee in the amount of $100.

The

10

department shall use the investigation fee, directly or

11

through contract, to evaluate the management capability,

12

finances, and background pursuant to s. 6 51. 0 31.

13
14

Section 2.

Subsection (4) of section 651.026,

Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended, and a new

151

subsection (9) is added to said section, and subsection (9)

16

is renumbered (10) and amended to readi

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

651.026

Certificate of authority; application;

annual statements; renewals.-(4)

The annual statement shall be in such form as

the department shall elect and shall contain at least the
following:
�et--A-�tatement-0£-w�et�er-or-not-t�e-i�c±±±t7-0£
an-aff±t±ate,-parent,-or-�nb�±d=ar7-±�-a-re±±g±oQ�,-non
pro£±�,-or-?ropr±etar7-organ±�at±on7
(e)

The types of agreements for continuing care to

be entered into by the provider and, if such provider is

28
'l}
JO
Jl

3

engaged in the business of furnishing care on-J�:7-� 7 -�9++,
a listing of each member for each type of agreement.
(9)

Each provider not in operation on July 1, 1981,

shall adopt the calendar vear as its fiscal year for
accounting purposes.

A provider doing business as of July 1,

1981, and who has theretofore adopted a fiscal year other
than the calendar year, mav continue to use such fiscal year
for· its accountin.9: period.

In such case, ·the annual statement

reauired by subsection (1) shall show the condition of the
10

rrovider on the last day of its oreceding fiscal vear and

11

shall be filed on or before the first dav of the seventh

12

month followin.9: the end of such fiscal vear.

13

J....!..2..2..19+

All certificates of authority and renewals

14 I

thereof shall expire on the last day of the eicrhth month

151

following the end of the provider's fiscal vear Se��efflber-�e

16 I

0£-e�e!'!.-7ear-,-

17

Section 3.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (2) and

18

subsection (5) of section 651.031, Florida Statutes, are.

19 I

amended to read:

20
21
22

651.031

Provisional certificates of authority;

feasibility study.-(2)

Such persons shall file with the department a

nl

statement of intent to provide continuing care and shall

24 I

provide the following information to the department:

25
26

21 l

28

(b}

A statement as to the proposed location and

size of the facility, anticipated completion date or dates,
and the contingencies subject to which construction may be
deferred.

29
JO
31
4

(5)

Upon submission of the feasibility study, the

department shall determine whether such operation will be

able to provide continuing care as proposed and whether the
proposed operation appears to be financially solvent.

The

department may request that the advisory council, established

pursuant to s. 651.121, review and comment on the feasibility
al
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

studv.

If the decision of the department is favorable, the

department shall per.nit the person to apply for a certificate

of authority to begin its operation.

Once the certificate

of �uthority has been issued, the provider may use the funds

held in escrow, 1.:nless otherwise ·prohibited by this chapter.
If the decision of the department shall require the person

to refund all deposits and to cease in its attempts to offer

continuing care at the location specified in the feasibility
study.

Section 4.

Subsectioh (2) of ·section 651.035, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
651.035
(2)

Reserve requirements.-�

The chief executive off�cer of the facility shall

notify the department 10 davs prior to �he use of anv portion
of the minimum reserves for �oses other r.han those

authorized ins. 651.141.

Failure to maintain reserves as

provided in this chapter shall be deemed a breach of all

agreements to furnish care.
Section 5.

Paragraphs (a), (b),

(c),

(d),

(h), and

(i) of subsection(L) of section 651.055, Florida Statutes,

are amended, new paragraphs (k) and (1) are added to said

'29
30
31

s

subsection, new subsections (2) ,

( 3),

( 4), anci ( 7) are added

to said section, present sections (2), (3), and (4) are
renumbered as ( 5),

( 6) , and ( 8) , and new subsection ( 8) is

amended to read:
5

651.055 Agreements; right to rescind.--

6

(1)

In addition to such other provisions as may be

considered proper to effectuate the purpose of any continuing
8

care agreement, each agreem�nt executed.on and after the

9

date of the adoption of the rules under this chapter shall:

10

(al

Provide for the continuing care of only one

II

member, or for two persons occupying space designed for

12

double occupancy, under appropriate regulations established

13

by the provider and shall list all properties transferred

14

and their value at the time of transfer ekew-��e-¥a±�e-e£

15

a±±-prepe��1-��e�e£er�ed, including donations, subscriptions,

16

:ees, and any other amounts paid or payable by, or on behalf

17

of, the ·member or members.

18

(bl

Specify all services which are to be provided

19

by the provider to each member, including, in detail, all

20

items which each member will receive and whether the items

21

will be provided for a designated time period or for life,

22

whether services will be available at the facility or another

23

location, and the estimated monthly cost to the provider

24

of providing the care.

The orovider shall indicate which

25

services or items are included in the basic a�reement for

26

continuina care and which services or items are made avail

27

able at or by the facility at extra charae.

28
29
30
31

6

Such items shall

include, but not be limited to, food, shelter, nursing care,
drugs, burial, and incidentals.
(c)

Describe the terms and conditions under which

an agreement for continuing care mav be cancelled by the
provider or by a member; and the conditions, if any, under
which all or any portion of the entrance fee will be refunded
in the event of cancellation of the aoreement bv the provider
or bv the memb� �he-heeieh-aRa-��Rane±a!-eeRe±e±ene-��on
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

wk±eh-ehe-��e�±eer-me7-�a�e-ehe-�ember-re�±n��±eh-�±�-��aee
±n-ehe-de�±�neeed-£aei!±e7.
(d)

De�cribe the health and financial conditions

required for a person to be accepted as and to continue as
a member, once accepted, including the effect of any change
in the health or financial condition of a person between
the date of entering into a continuing care agree�ent and
the date of takin� occuoancv in a unit e�nein�e-ae-a-�e!'l\.ber.
(h)

State the terms under which an agreement is

canceled by the death of the member-:-; and the conditions,
if any, under which all or any portion of the entrance

20

fee will be refunded.

21

�revisions for the effect of the death or the removal of

22
23
24
25
26
27

When the room or suite is shared,

one of the members shall be included in the aoreement.
agreement may contain a provision

The

to the effect that, upon

the death of the member, the moneys paid for the continuing
care of such member shall be considered earned, and become
the property of the provider.

28
29
30
31

7

(i)

Describe the method which will be used to deter

mine oeriodic adjustments to charces or other recurrinc
fees and the limitations on such adjustments, if any.

The

acreement must also orovide for advance notice to the member,
of not less than 60 days, before any change in fees or
charges or the scope of care or services may be effective,
except for changes required by state or federal assistance
programs.
(k)

Specifv whether or not the facility is, or is

10

affiliated with, a religious, non-profit, or ?roprietary

11

organization; the extent to which the af:iliate organ�zation

12

will be resE_onsible for the financial and contractual

1J

obli�ations of the provider; and the orovisions of the federal

14

Internal Revenue Code, if any, under which the Erovider or

15

affiliate is exemot from the oavment of federal income tax.

16

(l l

Describe the orovisions that have been made

17

to orovide reserve funding or securitv to enable the

18

provider fullv to 2erform its obligations under agreements

19

to provide-continuing care at the facility, including, but

20

not limited to, establishment of escrow accounts, trusts, or

21

reserves, and the manner in which such funds will be invest

22

ed and the names and experience of oersons who will make the

23

investment.

24

( 2)

A copv of the orovider's most recent financial

25

statement shall be attached to the a�reement.

26

tion of the facilitv has not yet commenced, a statement of

27

the anticioated source and aoolication of :unds shall be

28
29
JO
31

3

If the OE_era-

attached to the a�reement.
( 3)

The agreement shall include or be accompanied

bv a statement, printed in bold face type, no smaller than
10 pt., reading: "This facility and all other life care
facilities in the State of Florida are regulated by chaoter
651, Florida Statutes.

A copv of the law is on file in this

facilitv."
81

( 4)

Prior to the transfer of anv monev or other

prooerty to a provider bv or on behalf of a prospective
10

member, the provider shall ?resent a typewritten copy of the

11

agreement to the orospective member and all other oarties

12

to the agreement.

13

statement from each oartv to the contract certifying that a

lJ

copy of the agreement with the specified attachments, as

15

reauired herein, was received.
£2._t�t

16

The orovider shall secure a signed, dated

A member shall have the right to rescind a

17

continuing care agreement, without penalty or forfeiture,

18

within 7 days after making an initial deposit or executing

19

the agreement.

20

shall be retained in a separate escrow account under terms

21

approved by the Department of Insurance.

22

not be required to move into the facility designated in the

23

agreement before the expiration of the 7-day period.

24
I

(6)1�t

--

During the 7-day period, the member's funds
A member shall

If a member dies before occupving
the facility,
•

251 or through illness, injury, or incapacity would be precluded
26

from becoming a resident under the terms of the continuing

27

care agreement, the agreement is automatically canceled, and

ia

I

29
30
31

9

1!

-··.e :::2::1::i-=.::- or his legal re;i.::-esentative shall receive a f1.::.:..

2i

.::-efund of all moneys paid to the facility, except those

costs specifically incurred by the facility at the request

of the member and set forth in writing in a separate addendum,
signed by both parties, to the agreement.

In order to comply with this section, a ?rovider

(7)

7·

may furnish information not contained in his continuing ca.::-e

agreement through an addendum.

8.

fil�4t

9

Those agreements entered into subsequent to

10,

July 1, 1981 cft1:l::7-±: -; -±:9:;::;t, and 9rior to the issuance of a

12 \

binding upon both parties in accordance with their terms.

111

13 1

certificate of authority to the provider shall be valid and
Section 6.

14 I amended to read:
651.085

15

Section 651. 08 5, Florida Statutes, is

Quarterly meetings between members and the

161 governing body of the facility.--

The board of directors

171 o.::- other such governing body of a continuing care facility
18

19

i

-

shall hold ouarterly meetings with the members of the continu-

ing care .facility for the purpose of free discussion of sub-

Mi jects including, but not limited to, income, expenditures,
21

22
23

�nd financial trends and problems as they apply to the

1

facility, as well as a discussion on proposed changes in

policies, programs, and services.

Members shall be entit:ed

24 to at least 7 days advance notice of each quarterl meetin .
y
g
251 An aqenda and copies of financial information that will be

M\ discussed bv the governinc body shall be posed in a consoicu

v\

ous place and shall be available upon recruest to officers of

28 the members' orsanization.
29

'!'he

30
31

10

provider shall maintain records to document compliance with
the section.
Section 7.

Paragraph (bl of subsection (4) of

section 651.091, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
651.091 1 Availability, distribution, and posting of
reports and records; requirement of full disclosure.-(4)

Prior to entering into an agreement to furnish

continuing care, the provider undertaking to furnish the
care, or the aqent of the provider, shall make full dis
10

closure, and ?rovide copies to the prospective member or his

II

legal =epresentative, of the following information relative

12

to the undertaking:

I3
14

15

(a)

The agreement to furnish continuing care.

(b)

A copy of the ��ffll'lla��e� summarv listed in para

graph� (bl and-fe+ of subsection (3).

16

Section 8.

17

Section 651.101, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

18

651.101

19

standards.--

20

Reasonable time to comply with rules and

Any provider. who is offering continuing care

may be given a reasonable time, not to exceed �-7ea� 6 months

21

from the date of publication of any applicable rules or

22

standards adopted pursuant to this chapter, within which to

23

comply with the rules and standards and to obtain a certi

24

ficate of authority.

25

·section 9.

26

Subsections (l) and (4) of section 651.105,;

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

27

651.105 Examination and inspections; fines.--

28
29
Jo

I

31 I

11

(1)

The Department of Insurance shall have power,

and is required from time to time as it �ay deem necessary,
to examine the business of any applicant for a certificate
-1

of authoritv and anv provider engaged in the executive of
care agreements or engaged in the performance of obligations
under such agreements, in the same manner as is provided
for examination of insurance companies.

Such examinations

shall be made by a representative or examiner designed by
the department, whose compensation shall be fixed by the
10

department.

11

the necessary documents submitted to the department, and,

12

for this purpose, financial documents and records conforming

13

to commonly accepted accounting principles and practices,

lJ

as required under s. 651.026, shall be deemed adequate.

15

final written report of each such examination shall be filed

16

in the office of the department and, when so filed, shall

17

constitute a public record.

18

shall, upon request, give reasonable and timely access to all

19

of its records.

Routine examinations may be made by having

The

Any provider being examined

The representative or examiner designated

20

by the department may at any time examine the records and

21

affairs and inspect the physical property of any provider,

22

whether in connection with a normal examination or not.

23
24
25
26
27

( 4)

The department shall notify the provider in

writing of all deficiencies in its compliance with the
provisions of this chapter and the rules adopted pursuant
to this chapter and shall set a reasonable length of time

29
30
31

12

for compliance by the provider.

In addition, the deoartrnent

mav recommend corrective action or reauest a corrective
action �lan from the provider which demonstrates a good
JI

faith attempt to remedv the deficiencv by a soecified date.
Upon a findi�g of noncompliance, the department may levy an

administrative fine, not to exceed $50. per day, which shall
be paid to the department each day until the department finds
the provider in compliance.
91

If the provider fails to comply

within the established length of time, then the amount col-

IOI lected from the provider shall be forfeited to the de9artment.
Ill

In such case, the department may also initiate action against

121 the provider in accordance with the provisions of s. 651.125.
13

Section �O.

New subsections (ll and (2) are added

141 to section 651.114, Flor:i.da Statutes, 1980 Supplement, and
151

present subsection (1),

16

(4), and (5) and new subsection (5) is amended to read:

17

651.114

18

(l)

19 I

�I
21 I

(2), and (3) are renumbered as (3),

Corrective action; delinauencv proceedings.--

If a facility is engaged in the business of

providing continuing care but does not meet the reserve
reauirements to obtain a certificate of authority, or if the
facility notifies the deoartment that a oortion of t:ie

22 I

reauired minimum reserves has been or will be expended, the

DI

department shall notifv the chair of the advisor� council,

�I

established pursuant to s. 651.121, within 7 business davs.

�I

The orovider shall coooerate with the council bv orovidinq

26
27

members with requested c.ocumen ts, including but not limited

28 I
29
30
31
13

i

tO L!

an eXPlanation of the use of minimum reserve funds and a
plan for restorincr the funds and assuring future solvency
of the facility.

The council's findings mav be used bv the

department, in consultation with the provider, to develoo a
plan to restore the facilitv's reserve to the recruired
minimum level.

Anv information submitted to the council for

purposes of imolementing this section shall be available to
the deoartment.
(2)

Failure to report a decrease in the balance of

10

minimum reserve requirements shall be classified as a felony

11

of the third degree, punishable as ?rovided in s.s. 775.082,

12

775.083, and 775.084.

13

ill

+it

If any of the grounds for rehabilitation,

14

liquidation, consersration, reorganization, seizure, or

15

summary proceedings of an insurer as set forth in ss.

16

631.051, 631.061, and 631.071 exist as to a provider, the

17

Department of Insurance may 9etition for an appropriate

18

court. order or may pursue such other relief as is afforded

19

in part I of chapter 631.

20

.!.il._+�t

In the event an order of rehabilitation,

21

liquidation, conservation, reorganization, seizure, or

22

summary proceeding has been entered against a provider, the

23

department shall be vested with all of the powers and duties

24
25
26
27
28
29

it has under the provisions of part I of chapter 631 in
regard to delinquency proceedings of insurance companies.
(5)+3t

The rights of the department described in

this section ��baeet�on�-+zt-and-i�t shall te subordinate
to the rights of a trustee pursuant to the terms of a

30
31

14

resolution, ordinance, or indenture of trust securing bonds
or notes issued to finance a facility.
Section 11.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (1), and

ubsections (3) and (4) of section 651.121, Florida Statutes,
are amended to read:
651.l21 Advisory council.-(1)

An advisory council to the Department of Insur

8

ance is created to consist of seven members appointed by the

9

Governor, each of whom shall be a resident of, and geographic

10

ally representative of, this state.

11

holders of certificates of authority under this chapter,

12

except that with respect to the initial appointments, these

13

three members are required only to have been actively engaged

14

in the offering of continuing care agreements in this state

15

for 5 years prior to appointment.

16

shall include:

17
1s·

(a)

Three members shall be

The remaining members

A representative of the business community

whose expertise is in the area of management.

19

(bl

A certified public accountant.

20

(c)

A representative of the field of insurance.

21

(d)

A life care member e�n��me�-�ep�e�entet±¥e.

22

(3)

The council members shall serve without pay��

23

but shall be reimbursed for oer diem and travel exoenses bv

24

the department in accordance with s. 112.061.

25
26
27
28
29

( 4)

The council shall:

(a)

Meet within 30 days after the members' appoint-

ment and elect a chairman from their number and elect or
appoint a secretary, each of whom shall hold office for 1 year•

30
3I

15

and thereafter until his successor is elected and qualified.
(b)

Hold an annual meeting eae�-7ea� and hold other

meetings at such times and places as the department or the
chairman of the council may direct�ursuant to s. 651.114

..LU...:..
(c)

Keep a record of its proceedings.

The books

and records of the council shall be prima facie evidence of
all matters reported therein and shall be open to inspection
by the department at all times.

9
10

(d)

Act in an advisory capacity to the department.

11

(e)

Recommend to the department needed changes in

( f)

Upon the reauest of the department, assist in

rules.

12
13
14

the review of aEplications for a certificate of authority,

15

includin�, but not limited to, feasibilitv studies.
.i.31.�it

16

Upon the request of the department, assist

in the rehabilitation of continuin g care operations.

17

Section 12.

18

Section 651.132, Florida Statutes,

is amended to read:

19

651.132

20

Amendment or renewal of existing contract.-

21

Any contract or agreement executed

22

a�±r-±7 -¼9;;, which is amended or renewed, subsequent to

23

July 1, 1981 a�±7-¼7-¼9;;, shall be subject to this act.
Section 13.

24

This act shall take ef:ect July 1, 1981.

25
26
27
28

prior to July 1, 1981

I

29
JO
31
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I.

SUMMARY
A life care facility is one in which an individual
pays a fee for the right to occupy a designated space and
receive specific types of care either for life or for a
certain number of years. The care to be received must
include shelter, food, and nursing care, though other types
of services may be included in the agreement. These
facilities are attractive to elderly people who want a
living arrangement somewhere in between providing completely
for themselves and receiving full-time nursing home care.
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Chapter 651 was originally enacted in 1953 and re
mained virtually unchanged until the major revision in 1977.
However, during those years the chapter applied only to
those facilities which exchanged the care for a single
fixed fee.. It did not apply to those facilities charging
an entrance fee and a monthly maintenance fee or to those with
a mutual right of contract termination. Consequently, very
few facilities were regulated.
As the numbers of these· facilities grew in the 1970 's
the need for strengthened regulation became apparent. The
significant revision enacted in 1977 has resulted in about
50 facilities being regulated at present. The recent bank
ruptcy of Monterey Manor in New Port Richey has led to a
reassessment of Chapter 651 as enacted in 1977. This bill
proposes several changes to strengthen the law further.

II.

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS
Section 1. Amends section 651. 015 (2) (c) to authorize
the department to levy additional fines when renewal applica
tions are delayed.
Amends section 651.015(2) (d) to direct the department
to use the $100 investigation fef r to evaluate applicants for
provisional certificates of authority who do not have a life
care facility in operation.
Section 2. Amends section 651.026(4) (c) to remove
the requirement that a statement of the facility's affilia
tion with any religious, non-profit, or proprietary organ
ization be included in the annual statement. This information,
in a more detailed form, is added (see section 5) to section
651.055, regarding matters to be included in the agreement
between the provider and the meMber.

Page Two
PCB #3
1/28/81
Amends section 651.026(4) (e) to require that all
providers list each member for each type of agreement in
the annual report, regardless of when the provider cornrnericea
operations.
Creates a new subsection (9) for section 651.026 to
require providers beginning operations after July 1, 1981,
to use the calendar year as their fiscal year, but permits
providers already in operati6n to use the fiscal year they
have already adopted and to submit their annual statements
by the beginning of the seventh month after the end of the
fiscal year. Present law requires each provider to adopt
the calendar year as its fiscal year and to file annual
statements by July 1.
Renumbers present subsection (9) as subsection (10)
and amends it to coordinate the renewals of certificates of
authority with the change made in new subsection (9) for
submission of annual statements. Instead of having renewals
expire on September 30, renewals would expire 8 months after
the end of the provider's fiscal year.
Section 3. Amends section 651.031(2) (b) to require
information about completion dates for facilities under
construction when an application is made for a provisional
certificate of authority.
Amends section 651.031(5) to permit the department
to ask the advisory council to comment on the feasibility
study required for all applications for certificates of
authority.
Section 4. Amends section 651.035(2) to alert the
department to any use of reserves other than those authorized
in section 651.141 by requiring 10 days' notice by the
facility's chief executive officer.
Section 5. Amends section 651.055(1) to require more
extensive disclosure in the continuing care agreement between
the provider and the member. The information affected includes:
What property is transferred to the provider from the member;
where services are to be provided and whether at an extra
charge; how an agreement may be cancelled and how any part of
the entrance fee may be refunded; how certain health and
financial conditions of the member affect the continuing care
agreement; whether a refund of part of the entrance fee may
be due on the death of a member; what happens on the death
of a member sharing a room or suite; how adjustments to
periodic fees are determined; whether the facility is affili
ated with a religious, non-profit, or proprietary organization,
and to what extent that organization may be responsible for
the provider's financial and contractual obligations; and
what reserving provisions have been made.
Creates a new subsection (2) to require that a copy
of the provider's most recent financial statement be attached
to the agreement.
Creates a new subsection (3) to require notice with
the agreement that the facility is regulated by Chapter 651.

Page Three
PCB #3
1/28/81
Creates a new subsection (4) to require that the
prospective member receive a copy of the aqreement and the
specified attachments before any transfer of money or other
property to the provider.
Renumbers present subsection (2) and (3) as (5) and (6).
Creates a new subsection (7) to permit a provider
to comply with the section's disclosure requirements through
addenda to the agreement.
Renumbers present subsection (4) as subsection (8) and
amends it to provide that agreements entered into after July
1, 1981, and before the issuance of a certificate of authority
shall be valid and binding in accordance with their terms.
Section 6. Amends section 651.085 to provide for 7
days' notice to the members of the required quarterly meetings
between the members and the facility's board of directors.
Also provides for posting of the agenda and any financial
information to be discussed.
Section 7. Amends section 651.091(4)(bl to remove the
requirement that a prospective member be furnished a summary
of the facility's latest annual statement since the original
document is required to be furnished pursuant to the amend
ments to section 651.055 (see section 5).
Section 8. Amends section 651.101 to reduce from
one year to 6 months the amount of time a provider has to
comply with the rules and standards adopted pursuant to this
chapter.
Section 9. Amends section 651.105(1) to authorize the
department to examine the business of any applicant for a
certificate of authority as well as the business of a provider
already licensed.
Amends section 651.105(4) to authorize the department
to recommend corrective action when deficiencies are found in
a provider's compliance with this Chapter and rules adopted
pursuant to it.
Section 10. Creates new subsections (1) and (2) in
section 651.114 to require the department to notify the
advisory council when a facility does not meet the reserve
requirements. The council and the department are to work
with the facility to develop a plan to bring the reserve to
the required level. Failure to report a decrease in the
reserve requirements is made a third degree felony.
Section 11. Amends section 651.121 to authorize per
diem and travel expenses for advisory council members. The
lack of such authorization is presumably the reason that the
Governor has not yet appointed the council.
Further amends this section to authorize the council
to assist the department, on request, in reviewing applica
tions for certificates of authority.
Section 12. Amends section 651.132 to subject agreements
executed prior to July 1, 1981, which are amended or renewed
after July 1, 1981, to the requirements of this act.
Section 13.

Provides an effective date of July 1, 1981.

Page Four
PCB #4
1/2 8/ 81
III.

FISCAL IMPACT
State Government Impact
Appointment of an advisory
council and the authorization for per diem and travel expenses
will increase costs to state government to the extent the
advisory council meets.
Authorization for the department to examine the business
es of those applying for a certificate of authority as well as
for those already licensed may increase the need for department
personnel.
Private Sector Impact -- Strengthened reserve require
ments should help to protect members in life care facilities
from losing their investments. The increased disclosure
requirements should be only a minimal burden on the life care
facilities.
Local G overnment Impact --

IV.

COMMENTS
None

½._,,.�
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INTRODUCTION
Life care is a relatively new concept in retirement living.
For a specified fee, life care communities provide older people
(usually age 62 and older) with a continuum of care ranging from
housekeeping services to nursing home care.

The resident has the

right to occupy an apartment, cottage or other residential unit
for a designated period of time, generally for life, and is
entitled to a variety of services such as building and ground
maintenance, local transportation services, and prepared meals.
The availability of health care, typically at the skilled
nursing level, distinguishes a life care community from a more
typical �etirement living arrangement.

A life care resident,

therefore, has the opportunity to receive nursing care for as
long as medically necessary without forcing the individual to
leave his or her spouse, friends, and familiar surroundings to

secure those services.1

All but a few life care communities require a substantial
financial commitment from residents which is paid prior to or
shortly after a resident takes occupancy of a life care unit.
The amount of commitment, known as an accommodation or entrance
fee, varies depending upon the capital expenses of the community,
service availability, the size of the residential unit, predicted
turnover rates among residents, and the amount of monthly resident
maintenance fees.

Accommodation fees are used to generate cash

for debt service on a mortgage, start-up costs, advertising,
land purchase, architectural and engineering services, insurance,
construction interest, furnishings, administrat_on, legal

services, construction, and contingencies.2

The entrance

fee "is an advance payment for accommodations and services as
specified in a binding legal agreement [between the community
and resident].

This agreement, or contract, remains in effect

for a specified period of time, generally for as long as a

resident may be maintained in the home 11 3
•

Therefore, entering

into a life care contract should not be equated with purchasing
a condominium, since residents of life care communities do not
purchase any proprietary interest in the community nor do they
have any management prerogatives.
In addition to the entrance or accommodation fee, all but
two life care communities in Florida charge a monthly fee to
cover the operating costs of the community as well as services
that are not included in the basic monthly charges.

The monthly

maintenance fees are adjusted with inflation.
A continuing care contract is often regarded as a type of
social insurance.

"In return for liquidating what may be their

[the residents] entire financial base, they [the residents] are
guaranteed lifetime housing and nursing care at relatively
fixed rates.

The arrangement not only offers the long term

security many older people lack, but also ensures that long
term nursing care will be within their financial means - and
without unnecessary loss of independence or unnecessary
institutionalization.

114

Life care communities are becoming increasingly popular
retirement options.

In 1976, an estimated 300 life care

communities were in operation compared to 600 communities in
1979; 50 communities are located in· Florida.

Most of the life

care communities in the nation, as well as in Florida, are
-2-

not-for-profit and church sponsored or affliated.

It is not

uncommon, however, for a for-profit organization to assist
not-for-profit sponsors with planning, design, occupancy
development or marketing, construction management, and operations
management.

5

Potential problems with life care contracts came to the
public's attention in 1978 when CBS "60 Minutes" broadcast a
story on the financial failure of Pacific Homes of the West and
Michigan Baptist Homes.

"Though the implications of other

bankruptcies in the field and of distressed residents was in
herent in the presentation, the overall frequency of failure
among life-care facilities in the United States has been limited
to a small percentage.

6

11

Where failure was imminent, the

industry, notably Life Care Services Corporation or a church
affiliated group, intervened to provide managerial and
financial assistance to salvage the troubled facility.

In the

case of Pacific Homes, the residents were relocated to another
life care community.7

For additional detail on the life care concept, please
refer to Attachment A.
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Issue:

Does Florida's regulatory legislation for life care
communities (Chapter 651, Florida Statutes) provide
safeguards which protect the residents' financial
investment in life care?

Background:
A.

History
Florida is one of 12 states which has or is developing

life care regulatory legislation.

The other states include

Arizona, California, Colorado, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, Mary.

. 8

land, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, and Missouri.

Chapter 651, Florida Statutes, Life Care Contracts, has
been in effect since 1953.

The original law, however, was

limited to the regulation of communities which required residents
to assign all of their assets to the community in return for life
long care.

Because the statute did not apply either to com

munities that charged residents both an entrance fee and monthly
maintenance fees or to facilities which offered continuing care
with the mutual right of contract termination, few life care
providers were regulated by the law.
In 1977, the law was strengthened by expanding the defini
tion of life care provider to include those who undertake to
provide "continuing care for a fixed or variable fee, or for
any other remuneration of any type, whether fixed or variable,
for the period of care, payable in a lump sum or lump sum and
monthly maintenance charges or in installments."
B.

Current Situation
As a result of the 1977 amendments to Chapter 651, Florida

Statutes, approximately 50 life care communities are regulated
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by the Department of Insurance.

The Department is responsible

for ensuring that each provider who is issued a certificate of
authority to operate a life care community is of responsible
character and has the fiscal resources to fulfill the terms
included in the facility-resident continuing care agreement.
In order to demonstrate financial stability, applicants for a
certificate of authority must provide the Department of Insurance
with the following financial data, which must be updated annually:
• balance sheet and explanation,
• income statement and pro forma income statement,
• statement explaining the use of proceeds,
• level of participation in the Medicaid or Medi
care programs,
• statement of the fees required of residents and
an explanation of how the entrance fee is deter
mined if it varies among residents, and
• changes or increases in fees.
The provider must also demonstrate in his or her application
that he or she possesses and can maintain ''at all times a net
worth in an amount at least equivalent to three months total

expenses 11 9
•

In lieu of meeting the net worth requirements, a

new facility may obtain a surety bond or a letter of credit
equal to three months operating expenses.

According to Chapter

4-45, F.A.C., if a life care community has been operating for
three years or longer, the required minimum net worth shall be
one-fourth the community's annual expenses based on the pro forma
statement of operations.

However, if circumstances dictate, the
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Department has the discretion to require a greater net worth.
In the rules governing life care communities, net worth is
defined as the difference between total assets and total liabili
ties of the community.
In addition to the net worth requirements for life care com
munities, section 651.035(1), Florida Statutes, specifies that
each provider must maintain reserves covering the obligations
specified in the provider-resident agreement.

Reserve require

ments for each life care community are calculated based on a
standardized mortality table selected by the Department, lump
sum entrance fees, and monthly maintenance fees.

Up to 90 per

cent of the reserve requirements for Florida's life care com
munities may be invested in real property and equipment used
to provide care and housing for residents.

The value of the real

property, for reserve purposes, is based on the appraised value
less any encumbrances.

The remaining 10 percent reserve require

ment must be invested in liquid assets such as stocks, bonds,
commercial savings accounts, and building and loan certificates.
It is important to remember that the purpose of maintaining a
reserve is to enable a community to function "on a self-supportive
basis during the times when expenses exceed monthly charges
plus new entrance fees, and particularly during the early years
of a facility's existence, before attrition reaches a stabilized

level 11 10
•

A third and final safeguard aimed at protecting the invest
ment of prospective residents of life care facilities is the
escrowing of deposit fees (section 651.055(2), Florida Statutes).
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After making a deposit on a life care agreement, the prospective
resident has a seven day cooling off period during which time
his or her investment may not be used by the provider.
These and other statutory initiatives have made Florida a
leader in developing and enforcing life care regulatory regula
tion; however, model legislation developed by Life Care Services
Corporation, and recently passed in Arizona and Minnesota, con
tains more stringent financial safeguards than those mandated
in Chapter 651, Florida Statutes.

According to Life Care Ser-

vices, the model legislation is based on an awareness that the
economic stability of a life care community is contingent upon:
• sound actuarial planning to project resident
turnover rates,
• high occupancy rates resulting from good
marketing and managerial techniques,
• a realistic debt structure,
• sound long range financial planning, and
• flexible occupancy agreements which allow
for periodic fee adjustments.11

If one or more of the above criteria are unmet, the investments of
residents may one day be in jeopardy.
In contrast to Florida's life care legislation which
requires providers to submit an annual pro forma income statement
for a 12 month period, the Life Care Services statute requires
the provider to prepare annual pro forma income statements for a
period of not less than five years.

The requirement forces the

provider to assess and plan for the financial future of the

-7-

community beyond a 12 month period.

The pro forma financial

statement also draws attention to any discrepancies between
projected income and expenditures and actual operation of the
corrrrnunity, "thereby giving early warning of possible financial
difficulties in time for remedial action... " without jeopardizing

the resources or the accorranodations of residents.12

Additionally, the model law requires each life care
community to maintain reserves equal to the total of all
principal and interest payments on mortgage loans or other long
term financing for the facility due during a 12 month period.
Unlike Florida, which authorizes providers to invest up to
90 percent of the reserves in real property and equipment and
10 percent in stocks, bonds, and other liquid assets, the model
law specifies that the total reserve requirement must be held in
escrow.

Moreover, if the provider intends to withdraw any funds

from the escrow account, the transaction must be requested in
writing, and the escrow agent must notify the Department of
Insurance at least 10 days prior to the release of funds.

The

latter provision is a trigger mechanism to alert the Department
to potential financial problems.

The model law's stringent

reserve requirements are based on the realization that if most
of the reserves are invested in real property and equipment
used to provide resident services and care, the provider cannot
use the reserve without jeopardizing the living arrangement of
residents.

If a life care community is experiencing financial

problems due to poor planning or management, it may take a
liquid reserve totalling several months of debt service to
correct the problem.
-8-

As stated earlier, Florida providers are required to escrow
deposits from prospective residents for a period of seven days
from the receipt of the deposit.

The seven day period gives

prospective residents an opportunity to rescind the continuing
care agreement without a financial penalty.

The model law also

has a seven day cooling off provision; however, the latter
requires providers to escrow all entrance fees received prior to
the date that the resident takes occupancy of a unit.

If the

unit in question has been occupied previously, the entrance fee
is released to the provider when the unit is available to the
new resident.

If the unit is in a community that is in the

planning stages or under construction, escrowed funds cannot be
released to the provider until the following conditions are met:
• funds available to the provider, including
entrance fees, are equal to not less than
90 percent of the aggregate cost of
co�struction or purchasing, equipping, and
furnishing the facility;

• a permanent mortgage or other long term
financing has been obtained, and no less
than 10 percent of the loan has been
disbursed by the lender for site construc
tion or preparation;
• all government permits and approvals have
been obtained;
• a maximum price contract has been let between
the provider and a general contractor responsible
for construction of the facility; and
-9-

•

orders, at firm prices, have been placed for

items needed to equip and furnish the facility.13

In summary, the initial stages of planning and developing a
life care community are considered high risk by Life Care
Services.

Therefore, the model law prohibits the use of funds

from prospective residents at a time when the financial stability
of a developing community could be threatened due to lack of

public interest or cost overruns.14

The role of the Department of Insurance in the model law
is to ensure that the provider submits a complete application
for a certificate of authority to operate a life care facility.
The application must include certified financial statements and
proof of compliance with reserve and other escrow requirements.
The Department is relieved, however, of the liability for
validating information in the application since certification
"does not constitute approval, recommendation, or endorsements
of the facility by the Department, nor does the registration
[certification] evidence the accuracy or completeness of the
information set out in the [financial and service] disclosure
statement [to residents]

1115

Despite this statutory disclaimer

on behalf of the regulatory agency, the Department of Insurance
does get involved in provider oversight if and when the
provider draws on his or her reserve fund escrow; if the
provider, to the detriment of the residents, is unable to meet
his or her cash flow projections; or if a provider is bankrupt or
in jeopardy of bankruptcy.
In contrast, Florida's Department of Insurance is not
relieved of its on-going role as a regulatory agency for life
-10-

care facilities.

In fact, each new applicant must pay a $100

investigation fee that is used to evaluate and verify information
presented in the application.

Each application is studied

thoroughly before a decision is made to issue or not to issue a
certificate of authority.
The American Association of Hornes for the Aged, a national
organization of non-profit homes, proposes yet another regulatory
alternative in its model life care legislation.

The Association

does not provide for a reserve requirement since the reserve is
viewed as a "cushion for a mortgagee on foreclosure... ; if there
is adequate cash flow, there is no need for such liquid reserves
to protect residents.

11

16

The Association recognizes, however,

that reserve requirements for specific homes are sometimes
justified.:

Should a state legislate reserve requirements, the

Association recommends a fixed reserve formula which considers
a number of f�ctors, including "the age and sex of the resi
dents, the size and term of the mortgage, the cash per capita
cost of care for residents, the possibility of inflationary
increases in the cost of providing services, anticipated fluc
tuations in actuarial results and governmental regulatory re
quirernents 11 .17
The Association's model law authorizes but does not mandate
escrowing of the prospective residents' investment in life care.
The regulatory agency is delegated the responsibility of evalu
ating each life care provider to determine if the finances of
the provider warrant the establishment of an escrow account to
protect the prospective residents' deposit or entrance fee.
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Specific legislative guidance, however, on when to mandate the
establishment of an escrow account is absent from the model
law.
In summary, two national organizations which have extensive
experience in developing and administering life care communities
differ markedly in their opinions about ideal life care legis
lation.

The for-profit group appears to support consistently

more stringent financial requirements than those provided for
in Chapter 651, Florida Statutes.

Ironically, the same group

relieves the regulatory agency of the responsibility for
validating financial information presented in the application
for a certificate of authority.

In contrast, the not-for-profit

organization is cautious of liquid reserve requirements but
favors legislation that provides for certain financial safeguards
(escrowing of the prospective residents' entrance fees) to be
used at the discretion of the regulatory agency.

Table I, page

15' compares the two model laws; Chapter 651, Florida Statutes;

and life care legislation from other states.
Options:
1.

SUPPORT CHAPTER 651, FLORIDA STATUTES, AS AMENDED DURING
THE 1977 LEGISLATIVE SESSION.
Due to delays in rule promulgation, most providers fir3t

filed for their certificate of authority in late 1979 or early
1980.

As a result, certificates of authority under the amended

law were not issued until spring and summer of 1980.

In fact,

10 life care communities are still pending certification.
According to a representative of the Department of Insurance,
the application review process sometimes extends beyond the
-12-

90 day period authorized in the Administrative Procedures Act
because providers submitted incomplete or unsatisfactory data.
2.

EXTEND THE PRO FORMA INCOME STATEMENT REQUIREMENT FROM 12
MONTHS TO A LONGER PERIOD OF TIME, THEREBY, MOTIVATING
PROVIDERS TO PLAN AHEAD FOR THE FINANCIAL FUTURE OF THE
COMMUNITY.
According to a representative of the Department of Insurance,

unpredictable inflationary trends nearly negate the value of
the 5 year pro forma income statements required in the Life
Care Services model act.

The same person acknowledged the

value of a pro forma statement but recommended that the require
ment remain as 12 months or be increased to a period no greater
than 24 months.
3.

REVISE THE RESERVE REQUIREMENTS IN CHAPTER 651, FLORIDA
STATUTES, TO ENSURE THAT EACH COMMUNITY HAS ENOUGH LIQUID
RESERVES TO USE IN TIMES OF FINANCIAL PROBLEMS WITHOUT
JEOPARDIZING THE BUILDINGS IN WHICH RESIDENTS LIVE.
During the rule promulgation process, reserve requirements

were a major issue.

Reportedly, many communities could not

obtain a certificate of authority unless a sizeable portion of
the required reserves could be invested in property used to
provide life care.

According to a representative of Florida

Homes for the Aged, however, the homes she sampled have the
resources to establish a liquid reserve equal to 12 months debt
service.18

It is important to note that state experience with a 12
months debt service requirement is limited.

As stated earlier,

Minnesota and Arizona both passed the Life Care Services model
legislation which requires such a reserve.

Nonetheless, in

Minnesota no life care community is certified under the law,
-13-

and in Arizona only two such communities are regulated by the

legislation.19

California requires a reserve equal to 12 months debt ser
vice only when the resident's entrance fee exceeds 108 times
the contractual monthly maintenance fee.

According to a spokes

person from the California Department of Social Services, com
munities that charge adequate monthly maintenance rates are less
likely to have financial problems than those which rely mainly
on a large entrance fee for funds.

Since most communities sub

scribe to the former method of financing, the 12 months debt

service reserve requirement has not been used in California.20

4.

REVISE CHAPTER 651, FLORIDA STATUTES, EITHER (1) TO PRO
HIBIT THE USE OF ENTRANCE FEES OF PROSPECTIVE RESIDENTS
UNTIL THE PROVIDER IS BEYOND THE PLANNING PHASE FOR A
LIFE CARE COMMUNITY OR (2) TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF ENTRANCE FEES WHEN DEEMED
NECESSARY.

As stated earlier, the initial stages of planning for a
life care community are considered high risk.

Life Care Services

contends that the investment of prospective residents should be
protected until the facility has obtained all required govern
ment approvals as well as long term financing.

In contrast,

the American Association of Homes for the Aged supports a pro
vision which would authorize but not mandate the regulatory
agency to impose such a requirement.21

5.

ESTABLISH A MUTUAL GUARANTEE ASSOCIATION, SIMILAR TO THOSE
EMPLOYED BY THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY; ALL LIFE CARE COMMUNITIES
WOULD BE REQUIRED TO JOIN. IF ONE MEMBER FAILED, FUNDS IN
THE ASSOCIATION'S TRUST WOULD BE USED TO REIMBURSE RESIDENTS
FOR THEIR LOSS OR TO REHABILITATE THE PROBLEM COMMUNITY.

-14-

Table I
Pro Forma Statement
annual pro forma
statement for period
of 5 years

Reserves
liquid reserves in escrow
e�ual to 12 months debt
service

Escrowing of Deposits
required until community
is beyond the planning
stages when gov't permits
and approvals are obtained,
permanent financing is
secured, funds (including
fees) available to provider
equal 90% of construction
or purchasinq costs, etc.

Role of Re�ulator
respitory for infor
�ation until community
draws on its reserves,
or until the provider
is unable to meet his/
her cash flow project
tions, or if the provider
is about to declare
µankru�.

American Association
of Homes for the Aged

annual pro forma income
statement for period of
12 months

N/l\

may be required until the
community is beyond the
planning stages b11t
decision is left to
regulatory agency.

on-going responsibilit�
including validation of
infonnation presented
in application fnr a
certificate of
authority.

Florida

annual pro forma income
statement for period of
12 months

required for 7 day from the
computed by Dept. of
Insurance base1 on mortality
date of making the initial
table applied to each commun deposit
90% of reserves
ity and fees.
may be invested in property
or equipment used to care for
residents and 10% in liquid
assets.

on-going responsibilit¼
including validation of
information presented
in application for a
certificate of
authority; audit every
3 years.

California

annual pro forma income
statement for period of
5 years

reserve equal to obligations
except when entrance fee is
108 times the monthly fee
charged by community. In
the latter case, reserves
must equal 12 months debt
service.

N/l\

�n-going responsibilitv
including valida�ion of
information pre>sc..,ted
in the applicati
f.or
a certificate of
authority; annual audit

Colorado

N/l\

65% of any advance deposit
or other lump oum amortized
over 5 year period; 10%
li��i:

N/1\

bn-going responsibilit¼
including validation of
information presented
in the application for
a certificate of
authority; annual audit

Massachusetts

as deemed necessary by
regulatory agency

discretion left to the
regulator depending upon the
financial condition of ��e
community.

required for 7 days from
the date of making deposit

bn-going responsibilit¼
.i.ncl11ninrr •.•aJ iaation of
information contained
in the application for
r1 certificate of
authority.

Life Care Services
Minnesota
Arizona

If)
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Issue:

Does Chapter 651, Florida Statutes, ensure that
prospective residents of life care communities are
provided with adequate financial and service
disclosure information about the community?

Background:
A.

History
Most life care legislation requires providers to present a

detailed disclosure statement to prospective residents.

The

disclosure statement is used to inform a prospective resident
of the respective obligations of parties to a life care agree
ment as well as the provider's plans for developing and
financing the community.

Based on the information presented

in the disclosure statement, consumers should be capable of
making an informed decision about whether or not to enter into
a specific life care agreement.

The disclosure statement is

also provided to the regulatory agency as part of each provider's
application for a certificate of authority.

In most states, the

regulatory agency, usually the Department of Insurance, is
responsible for validating information presented in the
application.
Experts in the area of life care caution against states
regulating the entrance and maintenance fees charged to residents.
Without the flexibility to increase charges for services with
inflation or changes in the physical characteristics and needs
of residents, a life care community is at risk of financial
problems.

In fact, most of the failures in life care have

"either accepted lump sum payments with no monthly fee or...
promised static monthly fees (as was the case of Pacific Hornes
until recently) .... 1122

As an alternative to regulating charges,

the disclosure statement is used to inform prospective residents
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of their financial obligation to the community and the method
or formula that will be used by the provider to determine fee
adjustments.

In addition, through the disclosure statements,

the provider informs consumers of the safeguards that are
available to ensure that the terms of the life care agreement
are met in times of financial uncertainty , e.g., escrow accounts,
trusts, reserves, etc.
B.

Current Situation
While section 651.055, Florida Statutes, mandates very

specific disclosure and service information to life care consumers,
the disclosure requirements in two model laws, developed by
national associations of providers, are even more comprehensive.
The following appear to be tne major provisions not included
in Florida's legislation:
• an explanation of the conditions, if any; under which
all or any part of the entrance fee will be refunded
in the event of a resident's death or cancellation
of the agreement by either the resident or the
provider;
• a description of the method that will be used to
determine fee adjustments, including tables
illustrating the frequency and dollar amount of
increases for the life care community over previous
years;
• a statement specifying whether or not the provider
is affiliated with a religious or other non-profit
or for-profit organization, the extent of the
affiliation, and the responsibility, if any, of the
affiliate for the financial and contractual commitment
made to residents;
-17-

• a description of the provisions that have been
made to protect the residents in the event of
financial problems; and
• a description of how the income from the entrance
fees will be used.
Several letters from life care residents have come to the
attention of the Subcommittee on Aging.

Most prevalent among

their concerns about Chapter 651, Florida Statutes, were the
lack of provisions for requiring providers to disclose the
following information:
• the method that is used to determine fee adjustments;
and
• the manner in which the income from entrance fees will
be used.
The letters also indicate that most of Florida's life care
communities, as a matter of policy, do not appoint residents to
serve on the governing board of the life care community.

In

contrast, Maryland and Michigan legislate that at least one
resident shall be appointed to the board of directors of each
community.

However, both Life Care Services and the American

Association of Homes for the Aging caution against the latter
because of potential conflict of interest.

The board's

"decisions must be made in the best interest of the home, as
defined in its charter and bylaws ... ,

[residents appointed

to serve on the board] should avoid confining their roles to
that of advocate on behalf of other residents".23

The 1977 amendments to Chapter 651, Florida Statutes, does
provide for resident involment in matters of life care policy.
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Section 651.081, Florida Statutes, gives residents "the right
of self-organization, the right to be represented by an
individual of their own choosing, and the right to engage in
concerted activities for the purpose of keeping infonned on
the operation of the facility which is caring for them or for
the purpose of other mutual aid or protection".

In addition,

the law requires that the governing body meet quarterly with
residents to discuss topics such as

income, expenditures, and

financial trends and problems as they apply to the facility,
as well as a discussion on proposed changes in policy, programs,
and services.

Finally, Florida's law also provides for the

prominent posting of the provider's certificate of authority; a
summary of the community's most recent annual statement; and a
listing of proposed changes in policies, programs, and services.
These statutory provisions were not addressed by either Life
Care Services or the American Association of Ho�es �or the Aging
in their model life care legislation.
Options:
1.

RETAIN THE SAME DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS AND RESIDENT
INVOLVEMENT PROVISIONS CURRENTLY !-1ANDATED IN CHAPTER 6 51,
FLORIDA STATUTES.

2.

STRENGTHEN THE DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS IN SECTION 651.055,
FLORIDA STATUTES.

3.

REQUIRE EACH LIFE CARE COMMUNITY TO APPOINT AT LEAST ONE
RESIDENT TO SERVE ON ITS GOVERNING BOARD.
California mandates such representation, however, a legal

opinion, related to conflict of interest, stated that residents
should not have voting rights.24
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Issue:

Does a life care cormnunity have any responsibility to
a resident if his or her funds are exhausted due to
circumstances beyond the resident's control?

Background:
A.

History
Federal Internal Revenue Ruling 57-467 holds that "a home for

aged people that does not accept charity guests and that requires
the discharge of guests who fail to make certain required
monthly payments is not organized and operated exclusively for
charitable purposes and is, therefore, not entitled to exemption
from Federal income tax under section SlO(c) (3) of the [Internal
Revenue] Code.

While the majority of Florida's life care

facilities are non-profit, there are a few which are operated by
for-profit sponsors.

In such instances, the residents are

protected from involuntary dismissal by section 651.061, Florida
Statutes, which prohibits discharge or dismissal without just
cause.

"Just cause" includes, but is not limited to, "a good

faith determination that a member is a danger to himself or
others while remaining in the facility."

Resident dismissal

due to his or her inability to comply with the financial terms
of a life care agreement, however, is not specifically addressed
in the law.
B.

Current Situation
A prospective residents assets and income are carefully

evaulated before a decision is made to accept or deny that
person's application for membership in a life care community.
Nonetheless, some of the residents with whom Subcommittee on
Aging staff spoke indicated that fees had accelerated at a
faster rate than anticipated (16 percent increase ove1 the last
12 months according to one resident).
-20-

While these residents

understood that increases are necessary to combat inflation, they
were concerned about neighbors whose incomes may not withstand
such increases.
According to Life Care Services, no resident that has made a
good faith effort to comply with the financial terms of the
life care agreement has ever been involuntarily dismissed from a
life care community.

Life Care Services, nonetheless, does not

recommend legislating against such dismissal since a few residents
may use the law as an opportunity to bestow their resources on

relatives.25

The latter has been known to occur with nursing

home residents who give their savings to family in order to
become Medicaid eligible.
Options:
1.

RELY ON CURRENT PROVISIONS IN THE INTEfu'JAL REVENUE CODE AND
CHAPTER 651, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO PROTECT LIFE CARE RESIDENTS
FROM INVOLUNTARY DISMISSAL.

2.

AMEND CHAPTER 651, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO PROHIBIT INVOLUNTARY
DISMISSAL OF A RESI DENT SOLELY BECAUSE OF A RESIDENTS FAILURE
TO MEET MONTHLY FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS IF THE FOLLOWING
CONDITIONS ARE MET:
• the resident provided the provider with a full
and accurate disclosure of his or her financial
assets prior to acceptance to the life care
community;
• the resident has made a good faith effort to meet
the financial terms of the life care agreement; and
• the resident has not dissipated his or her assets
by sale, gifts, transfer, or any other means.
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Issue:

Does the advisory council established by section
651.121, Florida Statutes, have any impact on the life
care certificate of authority or any other provision
established in Florida's life care legislation.

Background:
A.

History
Section 651.121, Florida Statutes, establishes a seven

member advisory council to be appointed by the Governor.

Council

membership must include:
• three certified life care providers,
• a respresentative of the business community with
expertise in management,
• a certified public accountant,
• a representative in the field of insurance, and
• a consumer representative (not clear if this member
must be a resident).
The council is charged with serving in an advisory capacity
to the Department of Insurance.

.More specifically, upon request,

members shall assist the Department in the rehabilitation of
problem life care communities.
B.

Current Situation
The advisory council was never appointed.

If it had been,

the law does not provide for reimbursement of the expenses of
its members.
Staff and leadership from the Florida Association of Homes
for the Aged believe that the advisory council can play an
important role in helping the Department of Insurance in the
certification and rehabilitation of life care communities.
For example, council members with practical experience in
developing and administering life care communities would
-22-

have the expertise to know whether or not a developing provider
has made realistic plans for the financial future of a new life
care community.

The expertise of council members can be used

to enhance the work of the Department of Insurance.
Options:
1.

WORK WITH THE GOVE RN OR' S OFFICE TO U1P LEMENT SE CTI ON 6 51. 121 ,
FLORIDA STATUTES, RETAINING THE ADVISORY COUNCIL AS INTENDED
BY THE 1977 AMENDMENTS TO THE LAW.

2.

PROVIDE REIMBURSEHENT FOR PER DIEM AND TRAVEL EXPENSES OF
COUNCIL MEMBERS.

3.

SPECIFY HOW THE COUNCIL WILL FUNCTION PURSUA..�T TO ITS ROLE
AS AN ADVISOR TO THE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE.
Currently, the law does not provide guidance to the council

regarding its authority or duties.

For example, if a financially

troubled life care provider is referred to the council, does the
council have the authority to request a pan from the provider
which outlines the proposed use of reserve funds as well as
managerial changes that will be made to rehabilitate the life
care community?
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Issue:

Is the definition of "life care" or "continuing care"
all inclusive?

Background:
"Continuing care", "life care", and "care for a term of
years" are defined separately in the statute.

The three

definitions were used to ensure that all providers who require
an entrance fee and provide shelter, food, and nursing care
for at least a year are regulated by the law.

If a provider

requires an entrance fee but does not offer nursing care, he
or she is not covered by the law (in lieu of nursing care, at
least one provider offers personal care services).
Options:
1.

LEAVE THE THREE DEFINITIONS, THOUGH AT TIMES REPETATIVE,
SINCE THEY HAVE CLARIFIED THE TYPES OF PROVIDERS WHO ArtE
GOVERNED BY CHAPTER 651, FLORIDA STATUTES.

2.

COMBINE THE THREE DEFINITIONS AND INCORPORATE PROVIDERS
WHO REQUIRE AN ENTR.fu\JCE FEE, BUT IN LIEU OF NURSING CARE,
PROVIDE PERSONAL CARE OR SOME OTHER TYPE OF HEALTH
RELATED CARE.

-24-

Attachment A

kJwyers titJe neNS November-December 1977

Life-Care Retirement Concept
Fulfills Needs of the Elderly
Alternative solutions to the problems
which beset our retired population have
proven hard to come by. The problems
remain fairly constant, falling into four
general categories: physical, financial,
social, and psychological. Unfortunate
ly, the standard solutions to these prob
lems have also remained constant: in
stitutionalization, financial insecurity,
social isolation, and insensitivity to the
needs of the elderly by young�r mem
bers of society. These solutions are not
solutions at all, but only more problems,
all serving to deprive the elderly of a
most precious commodity-dignity.
In the past, the elderly were cared
for by younger family members, and

if they became ill, by church-sponsored
institutions. But the day of the three
generation household is gone, and
religious organizations have been unable
to keep up with the demand for facil
ities by the expanding elderly popula
tion. A vast number of long-term health
care facilities (nursing homes) have
been developed because of the avail
ability of reimbursement for their serv
ices through Medicare and Medicaid.
But, at best, nursing homes serve only
about 5 percent of the elderly popula
tion, and deal primarily with physical
problems. Other facets of the individ
ual's needs are dealt with only m
cidentally.

The residential wings of Friendship Village intersect in a three-story cen
tral atrium planted with lush Florida vegetation.
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So what's new? The life-care retire
ment concept is. Developed and refined
over the last 20 years, . the life-care re
tirement concept offers the retired per
son aged 62 or over an opportunity to
maintain his independence, and hence
his dignity while living in a secure en
vironment. The life-care concept at
tempts to address all of the needs of the
person rather than just the physical
ones.
By paying an initial entrance fee and
a monthly service fee (both determined
by the size of apartment selected), a
person is guaranteed lifetime use of
his apartment and of the on-site health
center, which is equipped and licensed
as a skilled nursing facility. Using the
equity from their homes, typical life
care facility residents in effect pool their
resources together with those of other
residents to assure themselves that what
is :iffordable today will be affordable for
the rest of life, even if extensive skilled
nursing cire is required.
According to 3 study done among life
care retirement community residents in •
the St. Louis are:i, the most import3nt
factor in the decision to leave the pre
vious residence w:1s overwhelminglv to
:ivoid being cJught in J typical nursing
home situation. Life-care retirement
community residents are entitled to life
time usage of an apartment and the
health center; the average length of
st:iv in e:1ch is over 11 ye:irs :1nd over
2 yeJrs respectively. (Costs for a 2-year
st:1y in a nursing home could run be
tween S24,000 :ind S30,000.) Thus,
residents have found that life-care re
tirement offers both an JtrrJctive Jnd
a financially :iffordable life-style.
Described by some :is condominium
styled units, these apartment "c:impuses"
for the elderly combine independent liv
ing with safety and security.
Apartments range in size from the
studio with 3 kitchen :rnd priv:ite b:ith
to the three-bedroom deluxe style with
living room, kitchen, three bedrooms,
and two baths. All apartments come
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Resident receives physical therapy at health center.
equipped with such safety features as
grab rails by the bathtubs and emer
gency nurse call switches. The services
provided to all residents include air
conditioning, heating, electricity, water,
local telephone, janitor and mainte
nance service, housekeeping service, and
shuttle bus transportation. Common
areas available for use by all res
idents include a central dining room,
social and recreational areas, a librarv,
and the health center. In addition, mo�t
life-care retirement communities provide
space for individual garden plots. In
such an envfronment, the risk of injury,
improper nutrition, loneliness, and tradi
tional institutionalization when suffer
ing temporary or chronic illness is sub
stantially reduced.
Man is a very social being, but old
age tends to bring with it a pronounced
isolation. Scheduled and unscheduled
community activities and the general
socialization of the residents in a life
care retirement community are so easy
and normal that the phr:ise "::idding life
to years" has emerged. [\ full-time
social director is a part of the staff of
every life-care community. Most retired
persons cannot visualize the social in
volvement of the life-care resident until
they experience it; and, in turn, most
residents cannot remember how drab
each day used to be before moving into
a life-care corr:cnunity.
Experiencing a lack of self-worth,
many elderly persons tend to withdraw

from the world around them. Because
the life-care concept addresses the whole
person, including his spiritual needs,
a chaplaincy program is routine at all
life-care retirement communities. In
stead of "dropping out" of society, res
idents are often inspired to "enter in"
more fully than ever before.
Leading the field in the development
and application of the life-care concept
has been Life Care Services Corporation
(LCS) of Des Moines, Iowa. LCS has
brought the concept to life in 25 facil
ities in 15 states over the past 16 years.
Headed by Fred Weitz, LCS works only
with not-for-profit sponsors which have
no financial investment in the multi
million-dollar projects. LCS assists the
sponsor with planning, design, occu
pancy developn:ient or marketing, con
struction management, and operations
management.
This comprehensive array of services
ranges from determining the need for a
life-care retirement communitv in an
area to managing the administ;ative af
fairs of the cornpleted facility. In be
tween, LCS assists in the design of the
facility to make sure it meets the prac
tical and aesthetic requirements of pros
pective residents and staff, carries out a
sophisticated occupancy development
program to market the aparnnents, and
offers full on-site construction manage
ment services to ensure that the best
construction methods are being used,
within the budget allowed, so the com-

pleted structure will be as maintenance
free as possible.
According to Weitz, the key ingre
dient in this scenario of services is mar
keting. Because of this attitude, LCS,
through its intensive occupancy devel
opment program, consistenti y secures
residents for 70 to 90 percent of the
available apartments before construction
begins. This is not only a safeguard for
the sponsor, but also for prospective
residents who will be assured that their
life-care retirement community will be
operated on the basis of sound eco
nomic principles.
Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation
has insured the titles for life-care re
tirement communities around the coun
try, including Friendship Village of
Schaumburg.
Friendship Village of Schaumburg,
Illinois, is located just minutes south
west of Chicagoland's giant Woodfiel<l
Shopping Mall. Phase I is composed of
323 apartments, 90 nursing beds in the
health center, plus a central dining
room and other community facilities. It
is now completed and residents began
moving in early in 1977. Phase II, now
under construction and scheduled for
completion in the summer of 1978, will
add 309 aparnnents, 90 nursing beds,
and additional community facilities.
The residential wings of Phase I inter
sect in a three-story central atrium
which is planted with lush Florida
vegetation. It is appropriately named
"the Garden of Schaumburg." Phase II
will also have two wings which will
join Phase I at "the Garden of Schaum
burg." Evangelical Retirement Homes
of Greater Chicago, Incorporated, is
the sponsor of Friendship Village of
Schaumburg.
Other life-care retirement commun.ities ,�h'ich Lawyers Title Insurance
Corporation has insured are located or
being developed in Denver, Colorado;
Hamden, Connecticut (near New
Haven); Tampa and Delray Beach,
Florida; Bloomington, Minnesota (near
l\.linneapolis); Chesterfield and Sunset
Hills, Missouri (near St. Louis); Hen
dersonville, North Carolina; Columbus,
Ohio; and Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The life-care retirement concept was
designed to provide elderly persons with
peaceful, contented living conditions
after retirement. Its success so far proves
that it's working.
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Gary Clarke, Esquire
Counsel to the State Health Planning Agency
Department of H.R.S.
1317 Winewood Blvd.
Tallahassee, Florida
Re:

Chapter 651 F.S. Life Care Sheltered Nursing Home Beds
Certificate of Need ExemEtion

Dear Gary:
First off, I wish to thank you for the opportunity
you have afforded me to participate in drafting legislation
to assist development of life care centers in Florida. After
six years of legal practice in the health care field, I find
the life care concept to be an extremely exciting alternative
approach to retirement livin8 for the swelling ranks of Flori
da's elderly retirees. I have every reason to believe that
this concept will offer a competitive solution to the serious
problems of the free standing nursinF, home and elderly retiree
at large. In accordance with legislative mandate, see §381.493
(2)F.S. as amended in 1980, this proposed legislation is in
tended to encourage the " ... strengthening of competitive forces
in the health services industry... 11 by removing the last re
maining stumbling block for development of these life care
cormnunities which all marketing studies indicate are in great
demand.
It is also essential to understand that these retire
ment complexes seek to help the retiree preplan the use of
their private financial resources at a time before disaster
strikes and to minimize reliance on governmental funding and
reimbursement of health care programs (except Medicare which,
of course, is an insurance entitlement). Furthermore, the
attractive financial rewards of these communities should
bring substantial Tfr1.aricT�fl-institutions and legitimate de
velopers into the fold of providing affordable, quality accorrnno
dations for the elderly - presently; this funding is exremely
difficult to obtain for non-governmental guaranteed elderly
housing and health care.
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In drafting the enclosed proposed statutes, I have
tried to address myself to the issues and concerns expressed
by yourself, Jan Hu8hey and Carol Brady of the North Central
Florida HSA, Kenneth Block of HSA of Broward and Esther Frieden
of the Florida Association of Homes for the Aging while at the
same ti�e, considerin� the needs and best economic efficiency
of the legitimate life care developer and provider.
The enclosed proposed new amendment Section §381.493
(3)(t)F.S. is the definitional section for sheltered beds which
ties in with Chapter 651 regulation by the Department of Insur
ance. Likewise, proposed new Section §381.495(5)F.S. ties up
with 0-iapter 651 regulation since the Department of Insurance re
quires a financial feasibility study on the project before is
suance of a Certificate of Authority, and since all marketing
brochures and advertiseQents and key ownership and personnel are
statutorily required to be approved by the Department of Insur
ance pursuant to Chapter 651, in addition to be being subject
to licensure control. Therefore, my proposals call for a mechani
cal approach for sheltered bed exemption approval through the
health planning system so that developers and investors wishing
to meet demand can reasonably plan and be assured that they will
be able to provide the roper nursing home care promised and
needed for the Chapter t51 sheltered retirement community.
However, in light of your own comments, Gary, concerning
needless waste of unused beds and in light of the North Central
Florida HSA's position on certificate of need for only a limited
number of sheltered beds, I have proposed a limitation of forty
(40) beds per sheltered bed exem?tion application with a 751.
usage factor requirement for additional sheltered bed exemption.
I used the number forty as this is relatively low, yet I believe
this size may be a more economically efficient unit to build and
operate as opposed to thirty beds. However, I am definitely not
stuck on this number because no developer/provider wishes to
carry unnecessary bed space particularly in the initial stages
of operation.
The proposed new amendment to Chapter 400 - §400.041(4)
F.S. provides the requisite language providing a category for
restricted licensin� necessary to restrict use of the sheltered
beds to the residents of the life care community.
Furthermore, in my discussions concerning life care,
two very real non "certificate of need" issues were raised:

Gary Clar�e, Esquire
January 19, 1981
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(i) safeeuarding residents in the case of overflow in
the sheltered bed facility; and
(i'i) prohibiting dumping of residents who have exhausted
their resources onto the Medicaid rolls. Ironically enough, the
answer may be rather simple and quite acceptable to the State's
and the developer's pocketbook.
Sec. 651.061 F.S. of the Life Care Regulatory Act should
be amended to provide as follows:
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This approach would make certain that the provider
does not gain from "dumping" a resident (it is apparently
the present policy of most life care centers to· avoid '.'dump
ing" for failure to pay monthly fees because of the extremely adverse.public relations) while not placing an undue and
financially unsound burden of guaranteeing care for life when
the resident does not live up to their own financial obligations
necessary to meet those life care oblieations. The State bene
fits in knowing that the life care retirement complex has forc
ed the retiree to set up a reserve for their own care with their
own funds, instead of transferring assets to related parties
to go on Medicaid, and that only upon full exhaustion of these
reserves would there be a potential need for Medicaid reimburse
ment. The odds of Medicaid enrollment therefore will have been
greatly diminished if not eliminated.

Furthermore, such minimum discharge or dismissal obliga
tions will further heighten the need for the life care provider
to properly screen its applicants and make certain of sound fi
nancial planning for all the resident's assets further avoiding
the necessity of Medicaid.

As regards the issue of overflow, as long as there is a
certificate of need exemption for sheltered beds, it is unlikely
that this will be much of a problem. Since the investors stand
to make their greatest gains from long term ownership of the
facility, it will be to the provider's definite advantage to con
tinually upgrade and develop the life care community further.
.,.Since the £refits are s� attractive, legitimate developers and
financial institutions snoura- cocipetively force out the chiselers and gamers seeking to abuse the beauty of the life care con
cept if the insurance department does not take care of them first.
Nonetheless, I have proposed subsection (k) to help the provider
develop alternative contingency health care plans and inform the
resident of them. It should also be stated that since the cost
of care for the resident in the nursing facility is hi8her than
the residential care of the resident, and since provider's pro
fits are derived from the residential community and not nursing
home care, it is in the best interests of the life care provider
to keep the residents healthy in their designated units and
minimize their need for institutional nursing home care.
In the future, it might be desirable to permit restricted
licensed sheltered beds to set up an inter-life care community
pool of sheltered beds to deal with overflow problems, but I
believe this matter should be left for future consideration.
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I have not attempted to amend Sec. 154.245 F.S. which
permits life care centers to be financed by health care revenue
bonds although such statute requires a certificate of need for
such financing, and I have here proposed exemption for shelter
ed beds. Upon request this can be amended easily enough although
I believe that the proper mix of private financial mortgage fi
nancing and member reserve funds present the most suitable and
economic means of building these retirement communities to the
benefit of the residents.
Gary, I have also enclosed some excerpts of summaries
and comments taken from an August 1979 market study by Realistat,
Inc., a market consulting firm in Ft. Lauderdale, which indicates
the value of these communities. Of course, the concept is still
in its infancy, and I can envision life insurance companies even
tually selling life care center annuities to working class people
for their future thus reaching into the lower income asset levels
of elderly.
Esther Frieden also raised the possibility of amendments
�o the reserve requirement restrictions which I would be most
happy to partake in provided it is understood that the maximum
financial viability of building and operating these communities
is best achieved by the proper use of reserve funds in financing
the project.
As stated on the phone, the proposed statutes are enclosed
to eet the ball rollin8 as quickly as possible on this very im
portant matter. Needless to say, I am not wed to any proposal
and am entirely open for suggestions. Outside of some possible
objections from the free-standing nursing home industry which
naturally is threatened by the competition offered by the life
care center, I would doubt that these proposals would receive
much protest, but quite the contrary, L'lereappears to be much
support for development of these life care communities among the
elderly citizens themselves, the Health Systems Agency people,
and the State. Obviously, the State legislature has already
expressed its desire for these communities in enacting the necessary
regulatory legislation and permitting the entire life care communi
ty to be financed by revenue bonds if desired.

Gary Clarke, Esquire
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Thanking you for taking from your valuable time to
review and hopefully support these legislative proposals and
anxiously awaiting to hear from you on these matters,
Sin
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Kenneth Block, Executive Director
HSA of Broward
Phillip J. Hughey, Executive Director
HSA of North Central Florida
Peter Bidney, Adm. Asst. Congressman
William Lehman's Office
Bill Gunter, Insurance Commissioner
Franklin D. Peters, Senior Examiner,
Bureau of Allied Lines, Dept. of Insurance
Esther Frieden,
Florida Association of Homes for the Ag�ng
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LIFE CARE CENTERS

MARKET STUDY

August 9, 1979

Donna !I. Gulin
Real Estate Analyst

SUMMARY , GENERAL CONCLUSIOOS

The purpose of this study is to detennine the marketdbility of life

care centers and define the existing demand for these facilities in South
Florida.

In �ddition, substantial consideration is to be given in

analyzinq the present competitors' offerings relative to those proposed
for Caravel Village and Country Club.
The conclusions drawn are as follows:
MARKET DEMAND

l.

Life care centers are a strong and marketable alternative lifestyle for the retiree.

All of the facilities surveyed are

experiencing a fast sell-out rate.

Two centers, Abbey Delray

and Open Door Estates, reported impressive sales absorptions
rates, between 16-2G units per month.
2.

Life care centers are a viable, on-goin� concept as existing
facilities have experienced entrance waiting lists and new
facilities anticipate wait lists of two-five years after project
completion.

Over half of the centers visited have enlarged

their facility and arc actively engaged in plans for !urther
expansion.

John Knox Village, with final build-out planned for

650 units, has their last phase of 203 units under construction
and expects sell-out by year's end.
3.

Life care centers are fulfilling the retirees' needs for security,
independence, dignity, safety and health care, as evidenced by
the high degree of s.:itisfaction a;rong the residents interviewed.
Al 1 · ·�re very pleased with their choice ,and they could not praise
their facilities high enough.
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CARAVEL VILLAGE COMPETITIVE EDGE
4.

Caravel Village is providing a product that will outrival its
competitors, one-story villas that incorporate a highly
sophisticated emergency alert and security system, together with
interior design features emphasizing safety and convenience
for .the residents.

As demonstrated by the rapid absorption

of villa-type units at Abbey Delray and John Knox Village, this
building type is in demand and preferred in the market place
over the prevalent apartment units.

In addition, Caravel Village

offers floor plans with significantly more living area.
Competitors' one-bedroom units range from 512 - 694 square feet
compared to Caravel Village's one-bedroom model with 750 square
feet.
5.

Caravel Village endowment fees are highly competitive with the
existing life care centers.

Their one-bedroom villa at $29,000

for a single resident (includes Medical Fund contribution) would
be the "best buy in town", as competitors' of fer studio
at $28,000.

apartments

When compared to John Knox Village and Abbey Delray's

offerings, Caravel Village is priced significantly below the
market - $10,950 under for a single resident in a one-bedroom villa
unit and $8,425 for a two-bedroom unit, double occupancy.
6.

caravel Village Medical Fund contribution provides additional
peace of mind and financial protection to the residents, especially
in these times. of rapidly escalating medical costs. The retirees

will be assured of the payment of medical expenses they incur
that are not covered by Medicare.

To those senior citizens who

"----------
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have not sought supplementary medical insurance prior
to retirement, this Medical Fund is of major importance.
7.

Caravel Village monthly maintenance fees provide for 11'\0re
extensive services than those offered by the competition.
Additional dietary and housekeeping services are included
together with a better security and medical emergency alert
system.

The recreational and social services planned will

exceed those of other facilities.
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METHODOLOGY

Primary data was acquired by visiting both the existing and planned
life care centers in Broward and Palm Beach Counties.

For more extensive

and reliable sales information, an older couple accompanied the
researcher in the field work.
Information 3nd sales literature was obtained from the sales staff
at the various life care centers.

In addition to direct observation of

the units and facilities offered, the researcher had an opportunity to
visit·with a few of the residents.
To furthe r probe residents' opinions on this lifestyle and their
facilities, telephone interviews were conducted with a limited number
of residents.

"----·--
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SUMMARY OF RESIDENTS' INTERVIEWS

. To obtain a better feel as to exactly who are life care center
buyers and why they bought,

� telephone interview was conducted with

a limited nwnber of residents.

� 81.lll1nary of the residents' profile

and their overall comments follow.
� Door Estates
Out of the nine residents contacted, five were couples and the
remaining four singles were divided into three women and one man.
single was 75, the other three were in their BO's.

One

The couples were

either both in their BO's or the wife in her ?O's and husband in the
80's.

Only one couple was relatively young - 68 and 73.

E ight out of

the nine residents were from the Boca Raton/Delray Beach area and one
was from Hollywood.
number of years.

Most have lived in Florida for a considerable

Many moved from condominiums including oceanfront.

These residents have been occupants at Open Door Estates from August
and October, 1978.
overall opinion of the center - they could not phrase high enoughl
Comments included:

Food is excellent, even too good, gaining weight.

Nurses are excellent, in fact, one woman was so impressed after a
diabetic spell that did not require hospitalization, the nurses came
to her apar.trnent to take care of her.

One man, the bachelor, spent

eight weeks in the hospital and then stayed in the nursing facility for
ten days - excellent care and his friends ca�e to visit him often.

"
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Although a majority of the couples had a two bedroom unit, one wcxnan
�phasized that a one bedroom would have been sufficient !or, being
her last move, she had to dispense with a lot of her belongings anyway.
As mentioned before, the residents interviewd only knew of one
couple who diu not stay and left within the 120 day trial period.

Why?

- They were younger (in their 60's) and were looking for a country club
community.
Covenant Villa� of Florida
Three residents were interviewed - two singles and one couple, ages
BO, 81 and 71 and 78 respectively.

All had a one bedroom units. One man

replied that both he and his wife have been in Florida since 1962, and
they have been looking around for the right life care center for about
ten years.

They considered John Knox Village but liked the atmosphere

at Covenant Village.

Another lady, a resident of only three weeks,

stated all that she was told at the time of sale was exactly true "down
to the button".

Other co:nments included:

too much food, delicious,

and good salad bar; wouldn't live anywhere else; people are friendly1

the landscaping and garden area are well maintained.
With all the residents, the researcher tried to elicit some negative
comments, and was not met with any success.

The satisifaction level

among the residents is exceedingly high.

REAUSTAT
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FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE

Bill No.

Sponsor.
Subject
Date
I.

CS/HB 861

Rep. Dick Batchelor
LIFE CARE CONTRACTS
4/15/81

Other Committees of_ Reference:
Iden/Sim Bills
Revised

June 24, 1981

Summary

A life care facility is one in which an individual pays
a fee for the right to occupy a designated space and receive
specific types of care either for life or for a certain number
of years. The care to be received must include shelter, food,
and nursing care, though other types of services may be
included in the agreement. These facilities are attractice
to elderly people who want a living arrangement somewhere
in between providing completely for themselves and receiving
full-time nursing home care.

Chapter 651 was originally enacted in 1953 and remained
virtually unchanged until the major revision in 197'/. However,
during those years the chapter applied only to those facilities
which exchanged the care for a single fixed fee.- It did not
apply to those facilities charging an entrance fee and a
monthly maintenance fee or to those with a mutual right of
contract termination. Consequently, very few facilities
were regulated.
As the numbers of these facilities grew in the 1970's
the need for strengthened regulation became apparent. The
significant revision enacted in 1977 has resulted in about 50
facilities being regulated at present. The recent bankruptcy
of Monterey Manor in New Port Richey has led to a reassessment
of Chapter 651 as enacted in 1977. This bill proposes
several changes to strengthen the law further.

II.

The major changes address the liquid reserve
requirements for disclosure to members, the role of the advisory
council, departmental authority to deal with applicants for
certificates of authority as well as with those already
licensed, and action short of bankruptcy to deal with financial
problems.
Section-by-Section Analysis

Section 1. Amends section 651.011 to broaden the
definition of "continuing care" to include any home which
requires an entrance fee and promises to provide personal care
"for a period of one year or more". The definition of
"entrance fee" is amended to clarify that such a fee is one
which is made as either full or partial payment to guarantee
a place in the facility. A definition of "advisory council"
is added since the council is referred to in a number of
subsequent sections. A definition of "liquid assets" is
added since the provisions regarding financial stability
have been substantially reworked.
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Section 2. Amends section 651.015 to provide the
department with discretionary authority to levy fines, not
to exceed $50 per day, for late filing or for noncompliance.
Section 3. Amends section 651.021 to substitute a
liquid reserve requirement (see Section 6.) for the present
net worth requirement. The present net worth requirement
involves extensive calculations using physical assets as well
as certain approved securities. Since these facilities are
the homes for life of the people who have paid entrance fees
and continue to pay monthly charges, dealing with financial
instability through bankruptcy proceedings which result in
the loss of the buildings is not realistic. The liquid
reserve requirements are tied to the long-term debt service,
which results in a larger amount committed to these reserves
than is presently committed under the net worth requirements.
Since these reserves are liquid, the buildings do not have to
be sold to meet the facility's financial obligations.
Section 4. Amends section 651.026 to require the
department to acknowledge applications for certificates of
authority within 14 days of receipt and to deny a certificate �f
the applicant does not qualify.
Amends the section to add the word ''applicant" to
several subsections where ''provider" is mentioned to give the
department authority to investigate facilities whether or not
they have become licensed.
Amends section 651.026 to require disclosure whenever
a partner, corporate officer, trustee, manager, or stockholder
with at least a 10% interest in the facility provides goods,
leases, or services to the facility.
Amends the section to require more complete financial
information to the department including the value of real property
and equipment and the amount of the annual debt service.
Amends the section to authorize the department to
investigate the financial status of the facility and the management
capabilities of the managers and owners.
Amends the section to expand the role of the advisory
council by permitting the council to assist the department in
working out a plan for corrective action if the department has
declined to renew a certificate.
Further amends the section to require providers not now
in operation to adopt the calendar year as their fiscal year
and to permit providers regulated by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development to retain their present fiscal
year.
Section 5. Amends section 651.031 to require additional
information from applicants for a provisional certificate of
authority and to require all entrance fees to remain in escrow or
on deposit with the depnrtment until long-term financing of the
facility has been obtained and until the department has approved
the feasibility study.
Section 6. Creates section 651.033 to place in the statutes
the present rules for the handling of escrow accounts.
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Section 7. Amends section 651.035 to require reserves
to be maintained in an amount equal to one-half of the yearly
debt service. This amount is much easier to calculate than
an amount based on the net worth of the facility. Since the
mortgage has to be paid, this amount is a much more realistic
one to focus on than the appraised value of the facility. It
does the residents no good financially to have the buildings
sold out from under them to pay debts.
Further amends this section to provide for notice to
the department when the reserves are depleted below the minimum
required.
Section 8. Amends section 651.041 to permit investment
of reserves in accordance with part II of chapter 625, which
regulates investments of insurance companies.
Section 9. Amends section 651.055 to strengthen the
disclosure requirements to residents and to establish a
minimum refund policy.
Section 10. Amends section 651.061 to prohibit the
dismissal of a resident for financial reasons until the entire
unearned portion of the entrance fee and any other benefits are
used up.
Section 11. Amends section 651.085 to provide for 7
days' advance notice of quarterly meetings between members and
the facility's governing body.
Section 12. Amends section 651.091 to provide for
prominent display of a summary of the department's last
examination of the facility.
Section 13. Amends section 651.095 to establish grounds
on which the department is to disapprove advertisements.
Section 14. Amends section 651.105 to establish statutory
authority for the determination of examiners' fees. In addition,
the department is authorized to require the provider to submit
a corrective plan of action to remedy deficiencies.
Section 15. Creates section 651.106 to provide the
grounds for discretionary refusal, suspension, or revocation
of a certificate of authority.
Section 16. Creates section 651.107 to provide for a
suspension of no longer than one year and for automatic
reinstatement of the certificate of authority unless the
causes of the suspension have not been removed.
Section 17. Creates section 651.108 to authorize the
department to levy heavy fines in lieu of suspension or
revocation or on knowing violation of a lawful order of the
department.
Section 18. Amends section 651.111 to permit the depart
ment to authorize the advisory council to investigate a com
plaint against a provider.

Page Four
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Section 19.. Amends section 651.114 to establish
rehabilitative delinquency procedures using the advisory
council. If these fail, the department then is to institute
appropriate court action.
Section 20. Amends section 651.121 to require
appointment of an attorney and a resident or other consumer
representative to the advisory council in addition to the
others already required. Further amends the section to
require the Governor to appoint the council members no later
than 30 days after the act's effective date. And finally
amends the section to authorize per diem and travel expenses.
Section 21. Amends section 651.132 to provide that any
contract or agreement amended or renewed after the act's
effective date shall be subject to the act.
Section 22. Repeals section 651.045, F.S., which
required a provider to convert to cash within one year any
non-monetary consideration received pursuant to an agree
ment to furnish care.
Section 23. Amends section 159.27 to permit life
care facilities, whether operated for profit or not, to be
financed by industrial development bonds.
Section 24. Sets out section 154.205(8) since it is
referred to in Section 23 of the bill.
Section 25. Amends section 11.6105 to subject chapter
651 to sunset review in 1983.
Section 26.
III.

Provides an effective date of October 1, 1981.

Sunset
Chapter 651 was originally enacted in 1953. It was not
specifically mentioned by the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976
as a candidate for sunset review. The 1977 amendments to the
1976 act may have brought the chapter under its sunset
provision. However, the chapter was significantly amended in
1977 and was not specifical!y sch€dt,!0d tcr any later sunset
review. The amendment in S:'!c:tion 25 of the bill will mandate
:rnnset review in 1983.

IV.

Fiscal Impact
State government. The bill will require about $14,000
per year to fund the activities of the advisory council.
Private Sector. The new liquid reserve requirements
are more stringent than the previous ones and will require
the facilities to keep larger amounts in liquid reserves than
is presently the case.
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Life Care Contracts
CS/HB 861 - Representative Batchelor
This bill makes major changes in the regulation of life
care facilities to make the facilities' financial situation
more sound, to require more extensive disclosure to members, to
increase the authority of the Department of Insurance to regulate
both applicants for certificates of authority and those already
licensed, and to strengthen the role of the advisory council.
The liquid reserve requirement is now tied to the long-term
debt service and not to the net worth of the physical assets.
Since the mortgage has to be paid, the debt service amount is a
much more realistic one to focus on than the appraised value of
the facility.

It does the residents no good financially to have

the buildings sold out from under them to pay debts.
The facilities are now required to make more extensive
disclosure to members regarding the terms of the contract and
how and by whom the facility will be managed.
The department may now investigate both applicants for
certificates of authority as well as those already licensed.
This new authority should help the department to prevent situations
such as the recent bankruptcy in New Port Richey.
The advisory council must be appointed no later than 30 days
after the act's effective date.

The council will be another

source of expertise to aid both the facilities and the department
in maintaining financial stability.
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The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 2, as
amended, which was adopted.
Representatives Martinez, Drage, and Clements offered the
following title amendment:
Amendment 3-0n page 1, lines 1-6, strike the entire title
and insert: A bill to be entitled An act relating to prostitution;
amending s. 796.01, Florida Statutes, providing a third degree
felony penalty for keeping a house of ill fame; amending s.
796.05(2), Florida Statutes, increasing the penalty for knowing
ly living off of the earnings of a prostitute; amending s. 796.07(6), Florida Statutes, applying the habitual offender provi
sions to the section dealing with prostitution; creating s. 796.08, Florida Statutes, relating to methods of proving subsequent
offenses under the chapter dealing with prostitution; providing
an effective date.
Rep. Martinez moved the adoption of the amendment, which

was adopted.

Representative Sadowski offered the following amendment:

Amendment 4-0n page 1, line 13, following the word "any

one" insert: , except dependent minors and persons who are de
pendent because of physical or mental disability,

Rep. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment. On
motion by Rep, Foster, the amendment was laid on the table.
Rep. Gardner moved the previous question on the bill, which
was agreed to and, under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to
the Engrossing Clerk.
On motion by Rep. Bell, the rules were waived and the
House agreed to take up CS/HB 861 out of its regular order.
By the Committee on Insurance and Representative Batch
elorCS for HB 861-A bill to be entitled An act relating to life
care contracts; amending s. 651.011(2) and (8), Florida Stat
utes, and adding subsections (11) and (12); providing defini
tions; amending s. 651.015(2)(c) and (4), Florida Statutes;
providing for levy of a fine for noncompliance; providing for
administrative penalties; amending s. 651.021, Florida Statutes;
deleting provisions relating to maintenance of net worth by
providers and requiring maintenance of a liquid reserve;
amending s. 651.026(1), (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7), Florida
Statutes, 1980 Supplement, and adding new subsections (8)
and (10); revising provisions relating to application for cer
tificate of authority; including reference to "applicant" within
said provisions; providing that a late fee may be charged if
information is not received; requiring the Department of
Insurance to issue acknowledgment of an application; providing
a time limitation for certification or notification of deficiencies;
revising information, including financial information, required
to be included in annual statement; providing for departmental
inquiry to determine accuracy of certain information; providing
that the advisory council may assist a facility in formulating
a remedial plan; providing time limitation for submission of
such plan; providing for extension of time period granted to
correct deficiencies; requiring providers to show a specified
ratio of assets to liabilities; specifying fiscal year; providing
exemptions; amending s. 651.031, Florida Statutes; requiring
all persons intending to offer continuing care agreements to
obtain a provisional certificate of authority; revising informa
tion to be submitted to the department; allowing deposit of
funds collected from prospective members with the department;
providing basis for denial of provisional certificate; requiring
that entrance fees remain in reserve until financing of the
facility is assured; amending s. 651.035, Florida Statutes; speci
fying reserves which must be maintained by a provider; re
quiring notification to the department prior to use of certain
portion of said reserves for other than authorized purposes;
providing for emergency use of reserves; providing effect of
failure to maintain reserves; amending s. 651.041, Florida Stat
utes, relating to use of reserves; deleting exceptions to main
tenance of investments in forms as prescribed by chapter 625,
Florida Statutes; amending s. 651.055, Florida Statutes; revis
ing requirements of continuing care agreements with respect
to properties transferred, availability of services, conditions of
cancellation and refund, conditions of acceptance, of remaining
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in the facility, and of death or removal of member, conditions
for fee changes, affiliations of the provider, and reserve fund
ing policies; regulating refunds; requiring that agreements
include a statement regarding applicant's rights; requiring a
provider to present a copy of the agreement to all parties
thereto prior to the transfer of any money or property; allow
ing an addendum to an agreement; amending s. 651.061,
Florida Statutes; providing conditions of dismissal of a member
for inability to pay monthly maintenance fees; amending e.
651.085, Florida Statutes; ;,providing for notice to members of
quarterly meetings with the board of directors or a designated
representative thereof; amending s. 651.091(3) and (4), Florida
Statutes; revising requirements regarding posting of summaries
of examination reports and annual statements in the facility;
amending s. 651.095(1), Florida Statutes; providing that the
department shall not approve certain advertisements; amending
s. 651.105(1), (3) and (4), Florida Statutes; providing for
examination of applicants for certification of authority; pro
viding for compensation for examinations; providing that the
department shall require corrective action or a plan therefor
from providers to remedy deficiencies; creating s. 651.106,
Florida Statutes; providing grounds for denial, suspension,
or revocation of, or refusal to renew, a certificate of authority:
creating s. 651.107, Florida Statutes; providing duration of
suspension period; providing provider's obligations during such
period; providing for reinstatement; creating s. 651.108, Florida
Statutes; providing for administrative fines in lieu of suspen
sion or revocation and other fines; amending s. 651.111(3),
Florida Statutes; authorizing action by advisory council upon
receipt of complaint regarding a provider; amending s. 651.114,
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement; providing procedures when
a portion of a required reserve fund escrow has been or is
proposed to be released; requiring provider to submit infor
mation to the advisory council; providing duties of advisory
council; providing for reports; amending s. 651.121( 1), (3),
and (4)(b) and (c), Florida Statutes; providing for a Continu
ing Care Advisory Council; providing for appointment and
membership; providing for per diem; providing for inspection
of its records; amending s. 651.132, Florida Statutes; providing
application to amendment or renewal of existing contracts;
repealing s. 651.045, Florida Statutes, relating to conversion
of property; amending s. 159.27(16), Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement; redefining "health care facility" for purposes of
the Florida Industrial Development Financing Act; adding sub
section (10) to s. 11.6105, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement;
providing that chapter 651, Florida Statutes, shall be repealed
and reviewed in accordance with the Regulatory Reform Act
of 1976; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title. On motion by Rep.
Batchelor, the rules were waived and the bill was read the
second time by title.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-0n page 5, lines 22 through 26, strike all
of said lines and insert: a period of 1 year or more tePm �
;,e&F-S.
(8) "Entrance fee" means an initial or deferred payment
of a sum of money or property made as full or partial payment
to assure Wfltel> a-sSUFell the member a place in a facility for a
period of 1 year or more teFffl � � or for life. An accom
modation
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2-0n page 8, lines 9 through 14, strike all of
said lines and insert: acknowledgment to the applicant. If the
department finds that the applica.nt is not able to qualify for
a provisional certifi.cate of authority or a certificate of author
ity by reason of the provisions of this chapter, a provisional
certificate of a.uthority or a certificate of authority shall not
be granted. i-n &n a-m&.ffit �
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-0n page 10, lines 21 through 31, page 11, lines
1 through 31, and page 12, line 1, strike all of said lines and
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insert: (d) Financial statements audited by an independent
certified public accountant, which shall contain the following
for two or more periods if the facility has been in exiBtence
that long:

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

1. Accountant's opinion, and, in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles:
a. Balance sheet;
b. Statement of income and expenses;

Amendment 5-On page 16, line 2, and on page 17, lines 6
and 7, strike "(e), (f)" and insert: (f), (g)

c.

Statement of equity or fund balances; and

d.

Statement of changes in financial position; and

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:

2. Notes to the financial statements considered customary
or necessary to full disclosure or adequate understanding of
the financial statements, financial cond·ition, and operation.
(e) In addition, the following financial informat-ion shall
be required:
1. A computation of the debt service requirement as of
the elate of the financial statements and a detailed listing of
the assets maintained in the related reserve in accordance
with part II of chapter 625;
2. A schedule giving additional information relating to
property, plant, and equipment so as to show in reasonable
deta·il with respect to ea.ch separate facility original costs,
accumulated depreciation, net book value, appraised value or
insurable value and date thereof, insurance coverage, encum
brances, and net equity of appraised or insured value over
encumbrances. Any property not used in life care shall be
shown separately from property used in life care;
fg} �n&� HHtH'i'l'H¼¼m, � &t J.e&&t &n·� m-
ettttl-ing tfie �ng; &a eerti-fi.ed
tH¼ indeye� �
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Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:

'1-,

A battHli!e eheetr

g,.

-A naPPatiYe �ni-ng material Mets relating � tfie

Amendment 6-On page 17, line 17, strike "reserve" and
insert: an escrow account or on deposit with the department
until the department has approved the feasibility study and
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 7-On page 17, lines 22 and 23, strike all matter
and insert: 651.035 Minimum liquid reserve requirements.(1) A provider shall maintain as a minimum liquid reserve
an amount
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 8-On page 17, between lines 19 and 20 insert
new section 6 and renumber subsequent sections: Section 6.
Section 651.033, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

651.033 Escrow accounts.-When funds are required to be
deposited in an escrow account pursuant to s. 651.031 or s.
651.035:

et&te-

(1) The escrow account shall be established in a Florida
bank or Florida trust company acceptable to the department
or on deposit with the department, and the funds deposited
therein shall be kept and maintained in an account separate and
apart from the provider's business accounts.

3.G-: The level of participation in Medicare or Medicaid
programs, or both;

(2) An escrow agreement shall be entered into between the
bank or trust company and the provider of the facility and
the agreement shall state that its purpose is to protect the
member or the prospective member, and upon presentation of
evidence of compliance with applicable portions of this chapter,
or upon order of a court of competent jurisdiction, the escrow
agent shall release and pay over the funds, or portions thereof,
together with any interest accrued thereon or earned from in
vestment of the funds, to the provider or member as directed.

� An tTli!effie et&teffie&t &n4 a fl-Pe f&pftl&
ment,
4.

A �nt el -!¼Be el flFBeeeds,

&.
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4.!l-, A statement of all fees required of members, including,
but not limited to, a statement of the entrance fee charged, the
monthly service charges, the proposed application of the pro
ceeds of the entrance fee by the provider, and the plan by which
the amount of the entrance fee is determined if the entrance
fee is not the same in all cases; and
5.&-: Changes or increases in fees when the provider changes
either the scope of, or the rates for, care or services, regard
less of whether the change involves the basic rate or only those
services available at additional costs to the member, -�
tl.ooe eanges Pet!�
st&w &r £eEleF&! assistanee jtt'trg-ffiffl!l.

ey

(f)W Location and description of physical property or
properties essential for, and proposed to be used, or being used,
in connection with, the agreements of the provider to furnish
continuing care.
( g )fi+

Such other reasonable data, financial

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 15, lines 6 through 17, strike all of
said lines and insert: {10) A provider which has a component
which is insured or regulated by the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development, specifying a fiscal year other than
the calendar year, may continue to use such fiscal year for its
accounting period. Annual filing for renewal of certificate of
authority with the department must be within 90 days of the
last day of its fiscal year.

(3) When funds are received from a member or prospective
member, the provider shall deliver to the member a written
receipt. The receipt shall show the payor's name, address, date,
price of the care agreement, and the amount of money paid. A
copy of each receipt together with the funds shall be deposited
with the escrow agent.
(4) Checks, drafts, and money orders for deposit from pro
spective members shall be made payable only to the escrow
agent. At the request of an individual member or a prospective
member of a facility, the escrow agent shall issue a statement
indicating the status of the member's portion of the escrow
account.
(5) All funds deposited in the escrow account shall remain
the property of the member until released. to the provider in
accordance with this chapter, and shall not be subject to any
liens or charges by the escrow agent or judgments, garnish
ments, or creditor's claims against the provider or facility.
(6) At the request of either the provider or the depart
ment, the escrow agent shall issue a statement indicating the
status of the escrow account.
(7) Release of escrowed funds shall be subject to the
following:
(a) When the provider of a facility receives a certificate
of authority from the department as required by s. 651.026,
the escrow agent shall, upon receiving a copy of the certificate,
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release to the provider such escrowed funds as had been re
ceived from prospective members and deposited in the account
while the provider was operating under a provisional certifi
cate of authority.
(b) When the provider, operating under a certificate of
authority from the department, is required to deposit a mem
ber's funds in the escrow account, as required by s. 651.055(2),
the escrow agent shall, upon receiving evidence that the mem
ber's funds have been retained in the account for the required
7 days, release to the provider such member's funds, or re
lease to the member the escrow funds deposited by him in the
event that he rescinds the agreement with the provider.
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 9-On page 18, lines 6 through 16 strike all of
said Jines and insert: the withdrawal of any portion of the mini

mum liquid reserves in excess of 10 percent of said minimum
for purposes other than those authorized in s. 651.041. However,
in the event of an emergency, the facility may withdraw up to
10 percent of the required minimum liquid reserves without
prior notification, provided that the department is notifed within
10 days of the transaction. Failure to maintain reserves as pro
vided in this chapter shall be subject to the provisions estab
lished by s. 651.114. ¥&itttt'e t& ma+fl-tam -sew..e ee f)f&v-kled

m
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(S) The department may, upon approval of a plan for fulfill
ing the requirements of t.his section, and upon demonstration by
the facility of an annual increase in liquid reserves, extend the
time for compliance.

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 10-On page 18, line 21, insert after "prescribed
in": part II of
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
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Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 16-0n page 36, line 10, strike "1982" and insert:

1983

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 17-On page 36, line 13, strike "July" and insert:
October
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 18-On page 1, line 14, strike "subsections (8)"
and insert: subsection
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 19-On page 2, line 14, insert after the semi
colon: "creating s. 651.033, Florida Statutes; establishing re
quirements for escrow accounts;"
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE IN THE CHAIR
RB 686-A bill to be entitled An act relating to game pro
motion; amending s. 849.094(4)(a), Florida Statutes, exempting
certain operators from establishing a trust account or obtaining
a bond under certain conditions; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.

Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:

The Committee on Tourism & Economic Development offered
the following amendment:

Amendment 11-On page 23, line 10, strike "herein" and in
sert: pursuant to this chapter

Amendment 1-On page 1, line 28, insert between "5" and
"years": consecutive

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Rep. Crawford moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:

Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.

Amendment 12-On page 19, line 20, before "value" insert:

market

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

HCR 1042-A concurrent resolution proposing deletion o:f
certain obsolete language in subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), (e)
(1), (f), (g), (h), and (j) of Section 20 of Article V of the
State Constitution.

Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:

-was read the second time in full. Pending roll call, further
consideration of HCR 1042 was temporarily deferred.

Amendment 13-On page 23, line 24, strike "1981 �" and
insert: 1977
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 14-On page 27, line 20, insert after "companies":

pursuant to s. 624.Sl 6.

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

RB 155-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Depart
ment of General Services; amending s. 287.082, Florida Statutes,
providing for preference in competitive bids with respect to
commodities manufactured in the United States; providing an
effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Representatives Grant and Sheldon offered the following
amendment:

Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:

Amendment 1-On page 1, line 27, after the period insert:
Section 2. Subsection (3) of section 287.012, Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement, is amended to read:

Amendment 15-On page 33, line 27, strike "holders of" and
insert: administrators of facilities which hold valid

287.012 Definitions.-The following definitions shall apply
in part I of chapter 287:

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which

(3) "Contractual service" means the rendering by a con
tractor of its time and effort rather than the furnishing of

was adopted.
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Hodges, G.
Hodges, W.R.
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Jones, C. F.
.Tones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kimmel
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lehtinen
Lewis
Liberti
Lippman

llfann
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
McPherson, S.
McPherson, T.
Meek
Meffert
Melby
Messersmith
Mills
Mitchell
Moore
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls

Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer, J.
Plummer, L. H.
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver

Smith, C.R.
Smith, J. H.
Smith, L. J.
Spaet
Steele
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodburn
Woodruff

Lehtinen
Nergard
Lewis
Nuckolls
Liberti
Ogden
Lippman
Pajcic
Martin
Patchett
Martinez
Patterson
McEwan
Price
McPherson, S. Ready
Meffert
Reynolds
Melby
Robinson
Rosen
Messersmith
,Sample
Mills
Mitchell
Shackelford
Moore
Sheldon
Morgan
Silver
Myers
Smith, C.R.

Smith; J.H.
Smith, L. J.
Spaet
Steele
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodburn
Woodruff
Young

Johnson, A. E. Plummer, J.
McPherson, T. Richmond
O'Malley

Sadowski

Nays-9

Nays-None

Deratany
Friedman
Girardeau

Votes after roll call:
Yeas to Nays-Carlton
So the bill passed, as amended, and was certified to the
Senate.

HB 176-A bill to be entitled An act relating to prostitution;

amending s. 796.01, Florida Statutes, providing a third degree
felony penalty for keeping a house of ill fame; amending s.
796.05(2), Florida Statutes, increasing the penalty for know
ingly living off of the earnings of a prostitute; amending s. 796.07(5), Florida Statutes, applying the habitual offender pro
visions to the section dealing with prostitution; creating s. 796.08,
Florida Statutes, relating to methods of proving subsequent of
fenses under the chapter dealing with prostitution; providing
an effective date.
-was read the third time by title.
The Committee on Rules & Calendar offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 5-On page 1, in the title, line 8, strike all of
said line and insert "adding paragraph (e) to s. 796.07(3), Flor
ida Statutes, and amending subsection (5) thereof; prohibiting
the purchase of certain services;" and on page 2, lines 5 & 6,
strike all of said lines and insert: Section 3. Paragraph (e)
is added to subsection (3) of section 796.07, Florida Statutes,
and subsection (5) of said section is amended to read:
Rep. Clements moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.
Representative Sadowski offered the following amendment:
Amendment 6--0n page 1, line 28, insert following the word
"anyone" the words ", except a minor dependent child of a
prostitute,"
Rep. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment.
Rep. Easley moved the previous question on the amendment
and the bill, which was agreed to.
Rep. Foster called a point of order, under Rule 11.12, that the
amendment was very similar to an amendment that was offered
yesterday and laid on the table. The Speaker ruled the point not
well taken because the wording was substantially different from
the amendment offered yesterday. The question recurred on the
adoption of Amendment 6, which failed of adoption. The ques
tion recurred on final passage of HB 176. The vote was:
Yeas-104
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Brodie
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall

Hazouri·
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges, G.
Hodges, W.R.
Hollingsworth
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kimmel
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
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Bush
Carlton
Carpenter
Clements
Cox
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis

Drage
Dunbar
Easley
Evans-Jones
Ewing
Fontana
Foster
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner

Gersten
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
Hall, C. A.
Hall, L. J.
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Moffitt, L. H. Plummer, Mann
So the bill passed, as further amended. Subsequently, on
motion by Rep. Foster, the rules were waived and the bill was
immediately certified to the Senate after engrossment.
CS for HB 861-A bill to be entitled An act relating to life
care contracts; amending s. 651.011(2) and (8), Florida Statutes,
and adding subsections (11) and (12); providing definitions;
amending s. 651.015(2)(c) and (4), Florida Statutes; pro
viding for levy of a fine for noncompliance; providing for
administrative penalties; amending s. 651.021, Florida Statutes;
deleting provisions relating to maintenance of net worth by
providers and requiring maintenance of a liquid reserve;
amending s. 651.026(1), (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7), Florida
Statutes, 1980 Supplement, and adding new subsection (10);
revising provisions relating to application for certificate of
authority; including reference to "applicant" within said pro
visions; providing that a late fee may be charged if informa
tion is ·not received; requiring the Department of Insurance
to issue acknowledgment of an application; providing a time
limitation for certification or notification of deficiencies; re
vising information, including financial information, required
to be included in annual statement; providing for departmental
inquiry to determine accuracy of certain information; providing
that the advisory council may assist a facility in formulating
a remedial plan; providing time limitation for submission of
such plan; providing for extension of time period granted to
correct deficiencies; requiring providers to show a specified
ratio of assets to liabilities; specifying fiscal year; providing
exemptions; amending s. 651.031, Florida Statutes; requiring
all persons intending to offer continuing care agreements to
obtain a provisional certificate of authority; revising informa
tion to be submitted to the department; allowing deposit of
funds collected from prospective members with the depart
ment; providing basis for denial of provisional certificate;
requiring that entrance fees remain in reserve until financing
of the facility is assured; creating s. 651.033, Florida Statutes;
establishing requirements for escrow accounts; amending s.
651.035, Florida Statutes; specifying reserves which must be
maintained by a provider; requiring notification to the depart
ment prior to use of certain portion of said reserves for other
than authorized purposes; providing for emergency use of
reserves; providing effect of failure to maintain reserves;
amending s. 651.041, Florida Statutes, relating to use of
reserves; deleting exceptions to maintenance of investments
in forms as prescribed by chapter 625, Florida Statutes; amend
ing s. 651.055, Florida Statutes; revising requirements of
continuing care agreements with respect to properties trans
ferred, availability of services, conditions of cancellation and
refund, conditions of acceptance, of remaining in the facility,
and of death or removal of member, conditions for fee
changes, affiliations of the provider, and reserve funding
policies; regulating refunds; requiring that agreements include
a statement regarding applicant's rights; requiring a provider
to present a copy of the agreement to all parties thereto
prior to the transfer of any money or property; allowing an
addendum to an agreement; amending s. 651.061, Florida Stat
utes; providing conditions of dismissal of a member for in-
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ability to pay monthly maintenance fees; amending s. 651.085,
Florida Statutes; providing for notice to members of quarterly
meetings with the board of directors or a designated repre
sentative thereof; amending s. 651.091(3) and (4), Florida
Statutes; revising requirements regarding posting of sum
maries of examination reports and annual statements in the
facility; amending s. 651.095(1), Florida Statutes; providing
that the department shall not approve certain advertisements;
amending s. 651.105(1), (3) and (4), Florida Statutes; providing
for examination of applicants for certification of authority;
providing for compensation for examinations; providing that
the department shall require corrective action or a plan there
for from providers to remedy deficiencies; creating s. 651.106,
Florida Statutes; providing grounds for denial, suspension, or
revocation of, or refusal to renew, a certificate of authority;
creating s. 651.107, Florida Statutes; providing duration of
suspension period; providing provider's obligations during such
period; providing for reinstatement; creating s. 651.108, Florida
Statutes; providing for administrative fines in lieu of suspen
sion or revocation and other fines; amending s. 651.111(3),
Florida Statutes; authorizing action by advisory council upon
receipt of complaint regarding a provider; amending s. 651.114,
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement; providing procedures when
a portion of a required reserve fund escrow has been or is
proposed to be released; requiring provider to submit informa
tion to the advisory council; providing duties of advisory council;
providing for reports; amending s. 651.121(1), (3), and (4)(b)
and (c), Florida Statutes; providing for a Continuing Care
Advisory Council; providing for appointment and member
ship; providing for per diem; providing for inspection of its
records; amending s. 651.132, Florida Statutes; providing
application to amendment or renewal of existing contracts;
repealing s. 651.045, Florida Statutes, relating to conversion
of property; amending s. 159.27(16), Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement; redefining "health care facility" for purposes of
the Florida Industrial Development Financing Act; adding
subsection (10) to s. 11.6105, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supple
ment; providing that chapter 651, Florida Statutes, shall be
repealed and reviewed in accordance with the Regulatory
Reform Act of 1976; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title.
THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE IN THE CHAIR
On motion by Rep. Gustafson, the House reconsidered the
vote by which Amendment 18 was adopted. Without objection,
the amendment was withdrawn.
Representative Gustafson offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 20-0n page 2, line 24, after "prescribed by"
insert: part II of
Rep. Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The question recurred on the passage of CS/HB 861. The
vote was:
Yeas-113
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Brodie
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Carlton
Carpenter
Clements
Cox
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Drage

Dunbar
Easley
Evans-Jones
Ewing
Fontana
Foster
Fox
Friedman
Gallagher
Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
Hall, C. A.
Hall, L. J.
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Hieber

Hodes
Hodges, G.
Hodges, W.R.
Hollingsworth
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kimmel
Kiser
Lehman
Lehtinen
Lewis
Liberti
Lippman
Mann
Martin
Martinez
McEwan

McPherson, S.
McPherson, T.
Meffert
Melby
Messersmith
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Moore
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchdt
Patterson
Plummer, J.
Plummer, L. H.
Price
Ready

Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon

Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith, J. H.
Smith, L. J.
Spaet
Steele
Thompson

Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
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Williams
Woodburn
Woodruff
Young

Nays-None
So the bill passed, as further amended, and was certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
Recognition Ceremony for the Freemasons and James Roy
Crowther

On motion by Rep. Bell, the rules were waived and the
regular order of business was suspended for a recognition
ceremony to be conducted. On further motion by Rep. Bell,
the Chair appointed Representatives Williams, Richmond,
Crady, B. L. Johnson, R. C. Johnson, Ogden, Fontana, Easley,
Nuckolls, Burrall, Steele and Grant as a committee to escort
James Roy Crowther, Grand Master of Florida of the Order
of Freemasons, and Peck Perkins, Grand Marshal of the Grand
Lodge of the State of Florida, to the well.
On motion by Rep. Williams, the rules were waived and
HR 1220-A resolution commending the Freemasons and
James Roy Crowther for their contributions to the citizens of
the state.
WHEREAS, Freemasonry began in medieval times and has
been organized since the 18th century, and
WHEREAS, Freemasonry was transplanted to the American
colonies by English and Irish Masons during the early decades
of the 18th century, and as early as 1734, Benjamin Franklin
was the grand master of Masons in Pennsylvania, and
WHEREAS, James Roy Crowther has had a brilliant and
influential career as a Mason in the City of Jacksonville,
earning such honors as Master Mason, Ambassador and mem
ber of the Past Masters Unit of Morocco Temple, Past Patron
of Ezra Chapter, Worthy Grand Patron, and Senior Grand
Warden, and
WHEREAS, James Roy Crowther is the 109th Grand Master
of Florida, serving in 1981 as leader of the 84,000 Florida
Masons and 300,000 sojourning Masons who are residents of
the state, and
WHEREAS, it is fitting and appropriate that the House
of Representatives of the State of Florida take time to honor
the Freemasons and James Roy Crowther for their contribu
tions to the state, NOW, THEREFORE,

Be It Resolved by the House of Representatives of the State
of Florida:
That the House of Representatives of the State of Florida
hereby commends the Freemasons of Florida and James Roy
Crowther for their contributions to the citizens of this state
and hereby accords this expression in recognition and appre
ciation of the invaluable service thus rendered to the state.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolu
tion be presented to James Roy Crowther, Grand Master of
Florida of the Order of Freemasons, as a tangible token of the
sentiments expressed herein.
-was taken up out of its regular order and read the second
time in full. On motion by Rep. Williams, the resolution was
adopted.
The Chair presented Rep. Williams who commended the
Freemasons and Mr. Crowther for their contributions to the
state. Rep. WilJiams introduced Mr. Crowther and Mr. Perkins.
Rep. Williams presented Mr. Crowther for comments. Upon
motion of Rep. Martinez, the rules were waived and the follow
ing comments by Mr. Crowther were spread upon the Journal:
Ladies and gentlemen, my brethren, I'd like to say more than
a few words to you but as I stood out front and looked over
your Calendar, I know that your time is precious today and I
certainly won't take any more of that time than is necessary,
but I do want to tell you how pleased and how honored I a m
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year-round hunting and fishing rights to the Miccosukee and
Seminole Indian Tribes in their respective reservations and in
the Big Cypress Preserve; granting subsistence hunting and
fishing rights and frogging rights for food and commercial
purposes to the Miccosukee Tribe in its reservation and in a
leased area, subject to restriction by the Game and Fresh Water
Fish Commission; amending s. 285.10, Florida Statutes, per
•mitting Indians to exercise such rights without payment of
licensing or permitting fees; requiring possession of identifi
cation cards when exercising such rights; amending s. 285.15,
Florida Statutes, allowing the Board of Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Trust Fund to grant to the Miccosukee and
Semino!e Indian Tribes and other Indians, rights to hunt, fish
and frog for personal consumption and for commercial pur
poses on lands under its jurisdiction and right of access to
and use of such lands; amending s. 285.17, Florida Statutes,
creating a special improvement district within an area leased
to the Miccosukee Tribe; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for SB 920 and
read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Vogt, by
two-thirds vote HB 1158 was read the third time by title,
passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

Hill
Jenkins
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Lewis

Margolis
McClain
Neal
Poole
Rehm
Renick
Steinberg

Stevens
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

-a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB 91G
and read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Dunn
by two-thirds vote HB 1127 was read the third time by title'
passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage was: '
Yeas-26
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Dunn
Frank
Eenderson

Hill
Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Lewis

Margolis
McClain
Poole
Renick
Scott
Steinberg
Stevens

Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:

Vote after roll call:
Yea-Grizzle, Peterson, Scott, Stuart, Thomas
SB 920 was laid on the table.
BB 190-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Legis
lature; fixing the date for convening the regular session of the
Legislature in the year 1982; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Dunn, by two-thirds vote HB 190 was read the third time by
title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-28

Jenkins
Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Lewis

Margolis
McClain
McKnight
Neal
Poole
Renick
Skinner

SB 916 and CS for SB 916 were laid on the table.
On motion by Senator Jenne, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote CS for HB 861 was withdrawn from the Com
mittee on Commerce.
On motion by Senator Jenne--

Nays-None

Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Dunn
Frank
Henderson

the minimum 5-year bond requirement; authorizing red
reserves; providing for the basis of award of bonds· prohibiutfed
financial_ advisors to the Fl?ri1a Housing Financ� Agency �
underwrite agency bonds w1thm 2 years of having been it
5
advisor; providing an effective date.

Yea-Grizzle, Peterson, Rehm, Stuart, Thomas

Yeas-26
Anderson
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Dunn
Frank
Henderson
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Steinberg
Stevens
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

Nays-1

Anderson
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Grizzle, Hill, Peterson, Rehm, Scott, Stuart, Thomas
On motions by Senator Dunn, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote HB 1127 was withdrawn from the Committees
on Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs; Commerce;
and Finance, Taxation and Claims and placed on the calendar.
On motion by Senator DunnHB 1127-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
Housing Finance Agency Act: amending s. 420.503(3) and (7)
(a), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, providing definitions;
amending s. 420.508(2) (a) and (d) and (3)(a), Florida Stat
utes, 1980 Supplement, providing a time limitation on the
_issuance of certain loans; amending s. 420.509(1). (3). (4),
and (5), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, providing for
the payment of expenses incident to the issuance and sale of
any bonds under the act from pledged revenues; eliminating

CS for HB 861-A bill to be entitled An act relating to life
care contracts; amending s. 651.011 (2) and (8), Florida Stat
utes, and adding subsections (11) and (12); providing defini
tions; amending s. 651.015(2)(c) and (4), Florida Statutes;
providing for levy of a fine for noncompliance; providing for
administrative penalties; amending s. 651.021, Florida Statutes;
deleting provisions relating to maintenance of net worth by
providers and requiring maintenance of a liquid reserve; amend
ing s. 651.026(1), (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7), Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement, and adding new subsections (8) and (10);
revising provisions relating to application for certificate of
authority; including reference to "applicant" within said pro
visions; providing that late fee may be charged if information
is not received; requiring the Department of Insurance to issue
acknowledgment of an application; providing a time limitation
for certification or notification of deficiencies; revising infor
mation, including financial information, required to be included
in annual statement; providing for departmental inquiry to
determine accuracy of certain information; providing that the
advisory council may assist a facility in formulating a remedial
plan; providing time limitation for submission of such plan;
providing for extension of time period granted to correct defi
ciencies; requiring providers to show a specified ratio of as
sets to liabilities; specifying fiscal year; providing exemptions;
amending s. 651.031, Florida Statutes; requiring all persons in
tending to offer continuing care agreements to obtain a pro
visional certificate of authority; revising information to be
submitted to the department; allowing deposit of funds collected
from prospective members with the department; providing basis
for denial of provisional certificate; requiring that entrance
fees remain in reserve until financing of the facility is assured;
creating s. 651.033, Florida Statutes; establishing requirements
for escrow accounts; amending s. 651.035, Florida Statutes;
specifying reserves which must be maintained by a provider;
requiring notification to the department prior to use of certain
portion of said reserves for other than authorized purposes;
providing for emergency use of reserves; providing effect of
failure to maintain reserves; amending s. 651.041, Florida Stat
utes, relating to use of reserves; deleting exceptions to main
tenance of investments in forms as prescribed by part II of
chapter 625, Florida Statutes; amending s. 651.055, Florida
Statutes; revising requirements of continuing care agreements
with respect to properties transferred, availability of services,
conditions of cancellation and refund, conditions of acceptance,
of remaining in the facility, and of death or removal of member,
. conditions for fee changes, affiliations of the provider, and re
serve funding policies; regulating refunds; requiring that
agreements include a statement regarding applicant's rights;
requiring a provider to present a copy of the agreement to all
parties thereto prior to the transfer of any money or property;
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allowing an addendum to an agreement; amending s. 651.061,
Florida Statutes; providing conditions of dismissal of a member
for inability to pay monthly maintenance fees; amending s.
651.085, Florida Statutes; providing for notice to members of
quarterly meetings with the board of directors or a designated
representative thereof; amending s. 651.091(3) and (4), Florida
Statutes; revising requirements regarding posting of summaries
of examination reports and annual statements in the facility;
amending s. 651.095(1), Florida Statutes; providing that the
department shall not approve certain advertisements; amending
s. 651.105(1), (3) and (4), Florida Statutes; providing for ex
amination of applicants for certification of authority; provid
ing for compensation for examinations; providing that the de
partment shall require corrective action or a plan therefor
from providers to remedy deficiencies; creating s. 651.106, Flor
ida Statutes; providing grounds for denial, suspension, or rev
ocation of, or refusal to renew, a certificate of authority; cre
ating s. 651.107, Florida Statutes; providing duration of sus
pension period; providing provider's obligations during- such
period; providing- for reinstatement; creating s. 651.108, Florida
Statutes; providing for administrative fines in lieu of suspen
sion or revocation and other fines; amending s. 651.111(3), Flor
ida Statutes; authorizing action by advisory council upon receipt
of complaint re11:arding a provider: amending s. 651.114, Florida
Statutes, 1980 Supplement; providing procedures when a por
tion of a required reserve fund escrow has been or is proposed
to be released; requiring provider to submit information to the
advisory council; providing duties of advisory council; provid
ing for reports; amending s. 651.121(1), (3), and (4)(b) and
(c), Florida Statutes; providing for a Continuing Care Advisory
Council; providing for appointment and membership; providing
for per diem; providing for inspection of its records; amending
s. 651.132, Florida Statutes; providing application to amendment
or renewal of existing contracts; repealing s. 651.045, Florida
Statutes, relating- to conversion of property; amending s. 159.27(16), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement; redefining ''health
care facility" for purposes of the Florida Industrial Develop
ment Financing Act; adding subsection (10) to s. 11.6105, Flor
ida Statutes, 1980 Supplement; providing that chapter 651,
Florida Statutes, shall be repealed and reviewed in accordance
with the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976; providing an effective
date.

459

izing the department to adopt rules to carry out the program
and to provide criteria for allocating available funds; pro
viding an appropriation; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Senator McKnight moved the following amendments which
were adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 2, strike lines 3-6
(Renumber subsequent sections.)
Amendment 2-In title on page 1, line 9, strike "providing
an appropriation;"
On motion by Senator McKnight, by two-thirds vote SB 285
as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas--29
Anderson
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Dunn
Frank
Henderson
Hill

Jenkins
Jennings
Johnston
Kirknatrick
Langley
Lewis
Margolis
McClain

McKnight
Neal
Poole.
Rehm
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

Stevens

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Grizzle, Peterson, Stuart, Thomas
By the Committee on Agriculture and Senators Steinberg,
Anderson, Renick, Peterson and Skinner-

Amendment 2-On page 19, line 21, after "certificate" insert:
and evidence of a commitment for any mortgage loan or other
long-term financing

CS for SB 324-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
aquatic plants; amending s. 403.271, Florida Statutes, eliminat
ing the authority of the Department of Natural Resources to
issue permits with respect to importation of certain aquatic
plants or seeds thereof; providing that persons not licensed
for importation by the Department of Agriculture and Con
sumer Services shall obtain certain permits from the Depart
ment of Natural Resources; adding subsection (26) to s.
581.031, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, providing that the
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services shall issue
permits for the importation of certain nonindigenous aquatic
plants and seeds; providing an effective date.

Amendment 3-On page 20, line 6, after "maintain" insert:

-was read the first time by title and SB 324 was laid on
the table.

On motion by Senator Jenne, by two-thirds vote CS for HB
861 as amended was read the third time by title, passed and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

On motions by Senator Steinberg, by two-thirds vote CS for
SB 324 was read the second time by title and by two-thirds
vote was read the third time by title, passed and certified to
the House. The vote on passage was:

-a companion measure, was substituted for CS for SB
811 and read the second time by title.
Senator Jenne moved the following amendments which were
adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 5, line 16, strike "and nursing care"

in escrow and

Yeas-29

Yeas-28
Anderson
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Frank
Henderson
Hill

Jenkins
Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Lewis

Margolis
McClain
McKnight
Neal
Poole
Rehm
Renick

Scott
Steinberg
Stevens
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Winn

Anderson
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, D.
Dunn
Frank
Henderson
Hill

Jenkins
Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Lewis
McClain

Nays-None

Nays--None

Vote after roll call:

Vote after roll call:

McKnight

Neal
Poole
Rehm
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg
Stevens

Yea-Grizzle, Peterson, Stuart, Thomas

Yea-Grizzle, Peterson, Stuart, Thomas

SB 811 and CS for SB 811 were laid on the table.

Consideration of SB 513 was deferred.

SB 285-A bill to be entitled An act relating to artificial
fishing reefs; requiring the Department of Natural Resources
to establish a program to provide grants to coastal local
governments for constructing artificial fishing reefs; author-

Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

SB 38-A bill to be entitled An act relating to records of the
Division of Driver Licenses of the Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles; adding s. 322.20(7), Florida Stat
utes; authorizing the department to furnish lists of informa-

